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CHAPTER 1 : INTRODUCTION 
Nowadays, the determination of crystal structures by X-ray diffraction 
has become a standard technique, supporting a wide variety of chemical 
investigations. The majority of structures can be solved by automated 
standard methods. However, some structures still offer a challenge to 
crystallographers by resisting common methods. Crystallographic insight 
and experience are necessary for the determination of such structures. 
At present automated procedures are being developed which can handle 
these structures as well. 
In this thesis a new method is presented which combines the advantages 
of two widely used techniques for the determination of crystal 
structures. 
1.1 X-ray diffraction 
In this section a brief summary of the principles of X-ray diffraction 
theory is presented. It is not intended to be a complete and thorough 
description of the diffraction process but merely serves as a guide to 
the used formulae and symbols in the subsequent chapters. 
The structure of a crystal is described by a three-dimensional lattice. 
The unit cell is characterized by three base vectors, а^ , 1э and £. 
Using the measured intensities of diffracted X-rays from a crystal, a 
three-dimensional image of the structure can be obtained. The 
diffraction pattern is described by discrete reflections. Reflections 
are characterized in reciprocal space by the diffraction vector h: 
h=ha*+kb*+l£* (1) 
where 
h,k,l: integers, known as reflection indices 
a*,b*,£*: reciprocal base vectors, orthogonally related to the 
1 
base vectors in direct space. 
If the atomic structure is represented by a continuous electron density 
function ρ(r), its periodicity leads to a Fourier summation: 
p(r) = Ì Σ F (h) exp[-27rih.r ] (2) 
h 
where r_ : position (in fractional coordinates) of a point 
V : volume of unit cell 
F(h) : complex coefficients, known as structure factors. 
Structure factors can be calculated if atomic positions are known: 
η 
F(h) = Σ f. (h) exp[2Trih.r. ] (3) 
j=l э "З 
where f.(h) : atomic scattering factor of atom j 
η : total number of atoms in the unit cell. 
From the observed X-ray intensities, amplitudes |F(h)] can be 
experimentally obtained, but the phase information of the complex F(h) 
is unknown. This is the "phase problem" in X-ray crystallography. 
Each method of analysis in X-ray crystallography is aimed at assigning 
phases to the structure factors. Once phased structure factors are 
available, atomic positions are easily found after application of the 
Fourier synthesis given in (2). 
1.2 The present study 
In this thesis some procedures are presented which are developed for 
application to "problem" structures which resist standard methods for 
the solution of the phase problem. These standard procedures can be 
divided into two well-known methods, which are (see Chapter 2 for 
details): 
- a priori direct methods : derive phases of structure factors by means 
2 
of statistical (algebraic and probabilistic) methods from the 
observed structure factor amplitudes· 
Patterson methods : find a molecular fragment or one or more "heavy" 
atoms by inspection of a vector map (i.e. auto-correlation function) 
obtained from the observed structure factors. 
The result, usually an incomplete structure, should be expanded into a 
complete structure. In most cases standard (difference) Fourier methods 
will lead to the complete structure determination. 
However, in case of "problem" structures, when the scattering power of 
the known atoms is small compared to the total scattering power or 
when the fragment is situated at a "special" position in the cell or 
shows any higher symmetry, the determination of the remaining part of 
the structure is not always straightforward. By application of direct 
methods to difference structure factors F , defined as 
r 
F=F +F (4) 
r Ρ 
(F is the calculated, partial structure factor), a better 
Ρ 
approximation for the phases Φ (i.e. independent of Φ ) of the 
difference structure factors is obtained. This approach is incorporated 
in the program system DIRDIF and extensively described in Chapter 3. 
Chapter 4 gives some details of the statistical properties of 
difference structure factors in noncentrosymmetric space groups and 
describes a method which, via an iterative process, allows of 
confirmation of the centricity of the space group, independent of the 
symmetry imposed by the known, partial structure. 
In Chapter 5 a new extension of the DIRDIF system is presented. By 
using the algorithms designed for Patterson based translation functions, 
a new type of "strengthened" translation functions is defined which 
uses phases of difference structure factors obtained with DIRDIF. 
Chapter 5 gives the necessary formulae and shows some possible 
applications. Also test results for a relatively simple structure are 
3 
presented. 
In the subsequent three chapters the use of the "strengthened" 
translation functions in the structure determination of three unknown 
problem structures is discussed. 
Chapter 9 describes a possible improvement and gives some extensions 
to the concept of strengthened translation functions for use in the 
determination of the positions of two independent molecules. 
Finally, Chapter 10 deals with the computer program TRADIR, written 
for the application of the strengthened translation functions. 
Computational details are discussed. 
References are given at the end of the chapters throughout the thesis. 
CHAPTER 2 : DIRECT AND PATTERSON METHODS IN X-RAÏ CRYSTAL STRUCTURE 
DETERMINATION 
General introduction 
In this chapter two important methods for phase determination in X-
ray crystal structure analysis are discussed. In the next section 
2.1 a priori direct methods are described. Section 2.2 describes the 
use of Patterson methods for determining the orientation and/or 
translation of molecular fragments. Section 2.3 gives a brief 
comparison of the two methods. 
2.1 Direct methods 
By "direct methods" it is possible to assign phases to structure 
factors, obtained from observed X-ray intensities, via mathematical 
and statistical methods, rather than by using "chemical" intuition. 
Direct methods are based on two main assumptions: 
i. the molecular electron density ρ (г^) is positive everywhere. 
ii. the atoms are discrete and randomly distributed. 
For use in direct methods we define normalized structure factors: 
N f. 
E (h) = Σ ì exp(2¥ih.r.) (1) 
j = l N Э 
(e (h) Σ f
n
2
r 
η=1 
where summations are over N atoms in the unit cell; f. is the 
D 
scattering factor for the j-th atom (usually defined temperature 
factor independent); e(h) is a correction factor for symmetry-
reinforced structure factor amplitudes. Normalized structure factors 
are obtained from experimental |F(h)|2 intensities via: 
5 
K-|F ,(11)1 
lE(h)|= Ρ ς (2) 
(ε (h) Г f.2) -Tth) 
where К scales F , to an absolute level and T(h) is an overall 
rel — 
isotropic temperature factor. Scale factor and temperature factor are 
determined by a comparison of averages of observed and theoretical 
values for the intensities as a function of the scattering angle 
(Wilson, 1942). 
Due to the definition of E(h) , the decrease of F over the reciprocal 
lattice is eliminated. The average over a sufficiently large, 
arbitrarily chosen subset of reflections h is: 
<|E(h)|2> = 1 
Sayre (1952) showed that the structure factors G of the squared 
structure ρ(r)2 are directly related to structure factors F. 
G
<y = £ jj. FtoMFih-h') (3) 
(The square of ρ in real space is identical to the self-convolution 
of F in reciprocal space). 
If G is expressed in terms of F and the result is substituted into 
(3) for the equal atom case, 
F(h) = -77 E Fdi'jFCh-h') (4) 
_ g v ^ _ _ _ 
where f and g are the atomic scattering factors for the normal and the 
squared atomic densities respectively. 
Equation (4) is the well-known Sayre equation. The summation in (4) is 
over all reflections. Equation (4) can be transformed into a probability 
6 
relationship. For example, for a centrosymmetric structure it is 
expected that one large term on the right-hand side of (4) will 
impose its sign on F(h). This leads to the relationship given by 
Cochran (1952) and Zachariasen (1952) for the signs of the structure 
factors : 
smHsm-Jsih-h' ) (5) 
where = means "is probably equal to". 
The probability Ρ for the sign of the triple product E(h)E(h')E(h-h') 
being + , is given by Cochran and Woolfson (1955). For an equal atom 
structure : 
P^b+btanh {Ν"*' | EmjEíh'JEÍh-h·) |} (6) 
In noncentrosymmetric space groups (5) is extended to vield the triplet-
phase relationship or the Σ2 interaction: 
ф(Ы = φ(h•)+Ф(h-h') (7) 
The distribution function Ρ(Φ) for the triplet-phase sum <Hh,h') 
Ф^фф+фШ/НфШ-Н') 
is given by Cochran (1955): 
where A=2N~ |E(h)E(h')E(h-h') | and I is a modified Bessel function 
of the second kind. For large values of A (the triple-product value) 
accurate determinations of φ(h) are expected. 
Formula (5) or (7) can be used when several phases are known. If 2 or 
7 
more indications for one φ(Ы are obtained from (5) or (7) these 
indications are combined via the tangent formula (Karle and Hauptman, 
1956): 
Σ lEíhMEÍh-h·) IsinWh/i+cHh-h·)) 
t a n
 *
(h) =
 Σ | E (h· ) E (h-h' ) I cos (φ (h' ) +φ (h-h 1 ) ) ( 9 ) 
h' 
This is the most widely used tool for phase determination with a priori 
direct methods. The reliability of ф(1і)- а1иез obtained by (9), 
increases with a(h) where 
a(h) = Г А ехрЕНфШ' І+фСЬ-Ь'))] (10) 
h' 
Thus,a is the sum vector of the individual phase-indications and is 
maximal for exact coincidence of all phase-indications. Equation (9) is 
applied to a limited number of strong reflections. By an iterative 
process, phasing is extended to larger subsets of reflections. 
Nowadays, (9) is used in an adapted form, in which the terms are 
weighted by α(h)-values, obtained in the previous phasing cycle 
(Germain, Main and Woolfson, 1971). 
It should be noted that for the determination of phases of individual 
reflections the position of the origin relative to the structure has to 
be defined. Amplitudes of reflections and phase-sums for certain linear 
combinations of phases (the so-called structure invariants) are 
uniquely determined by the structure and do not depend upon origin 
choice. Phases of individual reflections can be evaluated after 
assigning phases to some selected reflections that fix the origin (see 
Hall, 1970). 
Since inversion of the structure will result in different phase-values 
for noncentrosymmetric space groups, the enanthiomorph should be 
specified as well. This is also achieved by assigning of phases to 
some special reflections. 
θ 
2.2 Patterson methods 
In contrast to a priori direct methods, where assignment of phases to 
individual reflections is the starting point for the structure 
determination, Patterson methods primarily yield a structural model 
from which phases are derived. 
The Patterson function P(r) is defined as the Fourier transform of 
F(h)F*(h) (=|F(h)|2): 
P(r) = ^  i|F(h) | 2 exp[-2iri h.r ] (11) 
h 
No phase information is necessary for its calculation. 
Substitution of eq. (3) of Chapter 1 into (11) gives: 
N 
P(r) Г Ρ {r-(r -r )} (12) 
— . nm — -η -m 
n,m=l 
where: 
Ρ (r) = -^  Σ f (h)f (h)exp[-2iri h.r] (13) 
nm— V . η — m — — — 
η 
Thus Ρ (£) is a periodic function, representing a single Patterson 
peak, repeated on a lattice. (Patterson, 1934). 
From (12) it follows that the Patterson function contains as many peaks 
as there are values of nm, which is N 2. N peaks (those with n=m) are 
concentrated in the origin, while the remaining N(N-l) represent 
interatomic vectors. Pairs of these peaks are related by an imposed 
centre of symmetry. Every pair of atoms η and m (η#η) will give 
Patterson peaks at positions +^ (r -r ). The height of the peaks is 
proportional to Ζ Ζ and,consequently, heavy atoms will dominate the 
Patterson map. From Patterson peaks resulting from symmetry-related 
atomic pairs (Barker peaks), coordinates of one or more of the heavy 
atoms can be obtained. This partial structure serves as a preliminary 
structure for phasing the reflections. 
9 
From (11) we can derive an alternative description for the Patterson 
function: 
1 
P(u) = V ƒ p(r)p(r-u) dr (14) 
0 
A shorthand notation for (14) is: 
P(u) = ρ p^u) (15) 
The Patterson product function is the convolution of the electron 
density with itself inverted in the origin (p (r)=p(-r)). 
ρ(r) can be written as a sum of molecular electron density functions 
with m molecules in the unit cell: 
p(r) = Σ P.(r-r.) (16) 
where ρ : molecular electron density function 
r. : position of "local" molecular origin in the unit cell. 
Analogously: 
m 
pNr) = Σ ρ* (r-r1,) (17) 
Substitution of (16) and (17) in (14) gives: 
m m 1 
P(u)=VI Σ ƒ p. (r-r.) P^Ju-r^-r) dr (1Θ) 
j=l j·«! 0 ^ "^ 3 "^ 
Transformation of (18) with r,=r-r, gives: 
_ j 
m m 1 . 
P(u)=VZ Σ ƒ p.(r·) ρ ,(u-r1,-r.-r1) dr 
j=l j·»! О 3 : Г) -D 
10 
m m , 
= Σ Σ ρ Р.ЛН-Ц+ІІ.]) j = l j" = i J J ^ J 
m /r\ . 
= Σ p. p 1 ^ ) + (19A) 
j = l ^ ^ 
m m ^ 
+ Σ Σ ρ. ρ .(u-ír.+r1,]) (19В) 
3 =ι j-i з : з -?· 
The result is a separation of the Patterson convolution into two 
different convolutions: 
i. (19A) is a sum of convolutions of molecule j with its own inverse, 
usually denoted as the "self-Patterson" or "self-convolution 
molecule". The self-convolution map is a representation of intra­
molecular vectors: these vectors are independent of the positions 
of the individual molecules. 
ii. (19B) is built up from contributions of convolutions of one 
molecule j with the inverse of a molecule j', where j^j'. 
The thus arising vectors constitute the "cross-Patterson" or the 
"cross-convolution molecule" and represent a mapping of inter-
molecular vectors. These vectors depend upon the positions of the 
molecules. 
When the temBin (19) are written out as summations over atomic 
electron density functions, using: 
η 
ρ .(г) = Σ p.. (r-r..) (20) 
D
 i = 1 Di 3i 
where η : number of atoms in one molecule 
11 
ρ.. : atomic electron density function of atom i in molecule j 
г.. : position of atom i, relative to the "local" molecular 
origin, 
we obtain an expression which is dependent on the relative positions 
of the atoms within the molecules. 
Concluding: Both (19A) and (19B) are dependent on the molecular 
orientation, but (19A) is independent of the position of the molecules. 
Thus, it is possible to determine the orientation of a molecular 
structure with a known, well-described geometry by calculation of the 
"self-convolution molecule". The position of the molecule is then 
derived from the "cross-convolution molecule" of the molecule with one 
of its symmetry-related equivalents. 
In principle, an orientation "overlap" function is defined as a 
rotation function: 
К(
 1 2 з) = ƒ Ρ .(r)P . (Cr) dr (21) 
1
 ^
 3
 υ
 mod — obs — — 
(Rossmann and Blow, 1962) 
where і г з : three angular parameters giving the orientation of a 
structure in direct space 
Ρ . : observed Patterson function, calculated from observed 
obs 
absolute intensities 
Ρ , : model Patterson function, based on calculated model 
mod 
structure factors 
С : rotation matrix; function of Θ1Θ2Θ3. 
The integration in (21) is only carried out over a limited volume of 
space U. U is determined by the volume of the "self-convolution 
molecule". For computational reasons calculations are preferably 
executed in reciprocal space by using calculated "model" intensities 
and observed intensities as coefficients in a Fourier summation. 
This can be modified using |E|2 as coefficients or with a removal of 
the origin peak in the Patterson map by using |E |2-1 as a 
12 
coefficient. This may lead to improved resolution. Due to the syrametry 
of observed and model Patterson space, a reduction of rotation steps 
over Θ102Θ3 is often possible (Tollin, Main and Rossmann, 1966). The 
maximum in (21) will give the orientation of the molecule. 
A generalization of the concept of rotation functions is given by 
Lattman and Love (1970). 
The position can then be determined by use of Patterson superposition 
techniques, such as the sum function (Tollin, 1970) or by Patterson 
translation functions, which measure the fit of calculated "cross-
convolution molecules" with the observed Patterson map as a function 
of the position of a well-oriented molecule (Crowther and Blow, 1967). 
For a description of some types of translation functions, see Langs 
(1975) . 
Writing out the cross-convolution for a molecular model pj with its 
symmetry-related equivalent p2 gives: 
P2M iu-t! 
Σ F ,(hR )F Л-Ыехр[-2я i h.(u-t)] (22) 
mod — s mod — r — 
η 
where t=R r_i+t -}£_у position of local origin of pj with respect to ρ2 
R : rotation matrix of symmetry operation s 
t : translation vector of symmetry operation s 
s : symmetry operation relating pj with P2. 
The translation function is now defined as: 
T(t) =/p2Pi(u-t)P (u) dr (23) 
V 
Reformulated in reciprocal space: 
T(t) = Z\F . (h)|2F ,(h)F* .(hR )ехр[-2я i h.t] (24) 
— , ' obs — ' mod — mod — s h 
13 
Because the orientation of the molecule is known, one can remove 
intramolecular vectors from (24) by using: 
m 
PV (u) = Ρ . (u)- Σ p.p1(u) 
obs — obs — ,_1 j j — 
where m is the total number of symmetry-related molecules. 
This gives the analogue of (24): 
m 
Tl(t>-Z(|F (h>|2- E |P (hR )|2)F (WF^thR )βχρ[-2π i h.t] 
Ü З"1 (25) 
The simultctneous evaluation of all "cross-convolution molecules" leads 
to: 
m m 
T2(t)=E|F. (h)|2[ Ζ Σ F .(hR.)F* ,(hR.)exp(-2w i h.t)] (26) 
— , ' obs — ' . . . . mod — ι mod — j h i=l 1=1 
The maximum in T, Tj or T2 can be converted into a molecular position 
by using the definition of t. in (22) . 
Sum functions can be used to evaluate the maxima of translation 
functions (Q-functions; Tollin, 1966). Tollin and Cochran (1964) give 
the analogue of T2, using sum functions. 
Karle (1972) determined the position of a fragment by a close 
examination of added displacements of interatomic vectors from their 
expected Harker positions, which are due to the mislocation. To obtain 
such a result a modified Patterson, Ρ , is calculated which is the 
sum 
sum of observed Patterson and calculated Patterson maps. Prominent 
vectors in Ρ are found by convoluting the map with its inverse. The 
sum 
maximum gives the displacement S between correct and incorrect inter-
molecular vectors. 
The translation function D(6) is defined as: 
D(5) = Z|F ,_ (h)|2|F .(h) |2θχρ[-2π i h.δ] (27) 
' obs — ' ' mod — ' 
η 
14 
using only "cross-convolutions" in the calculation of Ρ 
' sum 
All translation functions can be modified (use of |E| , | E | 2 - 1 ) , 
analogously to the rotation functions. 
The vector space can be used to obtain the orientation/translation by 
the superposition method (Nordman and Schilling, 1970). However, this 
method is less commonly used and will not be of relevance for this 
thesis. 
2.3 Additional remarks 
The two methods, described in the previous sections, differ somewhat 
in computational aspect: 
i. direct methods can easily be automated and are incorporated in a 
large number of more or less user-friendly computer programs. 
Programs are designed to run in a "black box" mode · 
ii. for many types of Patterson orientation/translation functions, 
computer programs are available. However, often the interpretation 
is not straightforward. Vector search programs require some 
crystallographic insight from the user but give reliable results. 
Reciprocal space procedures, however, have advantages in 
computational aspects (e.g. the availability of Fast-Fourier-
Transformation algorithms). 
Both methods has their own specific area of application: 
i. direct methods: application to small and medium sized crystal 
structures, built up from atoms of approximately equal weights. 
In most cases direct methods will give the complete structure or a 
part large enough to expand the model by Fourier methods. Direct 
methods can be used for structure expansion as well (see DIRDIF, 
Chapter 3). Recently direct methods have been used for phase-
refinement in protein structures . 
ii. Patterson methods : from small to macromolecular structures 
(proteins, nucleic acids etc.) containing heavy atoms or "equal 
atom" structures with known geometry, that can be determined with 
15 
Patterson rotation and translation functions. 
There is a remarkable link between the two methods: in structures with 
large translational regularities, the corresponding Patterson function 
will contain very strong peaks due to the occurrence of the structural 
translation vector. It is known (Hauptman and Karle, 1955, 1959; 
Cochran, 195Θ) that simple phase relationships will not hold under such 
circumstances. Ε-maps, resulting from a priori direct methods, will 
overemphasize the translational regularities of the structure. This is 
ascribed to an amplitude termination effect (Bürgi and Dunitz, 1971), 
since the Ε-map is calculated with only the strongest E-values. In 
some Ε-maps two "half-weight" molecules can be recognized in such 
cases. The correct structure is sometimes situated at the position of 
the average of the two molecular images. However, no reliable general 
rules can be derived from such observations. Qualitatively it is 
expected that reflections belonging to certain classes of reflections 
will be systematically weak. These classes are directly related to the 
molecular translation vector (e.g. : а (Ο,^,^) pseudotranslation will 
give weak reflections for k+l=odd). Thus, the strong reflections will 
not be evenly distributed over all classes and a dominance of e.g. 
k+l=even reflections will result. Considering the network of Σ2-
relationships determining the individual phases, it is obvious that a 
lack of some reflection classes will result in "weak links" between 
groups of I2-relationships. Internally such groups can be very tightly 
connected and give internally consistent phase values, leading to 
promising structural fragments. However, the different groups are not 
correctly phased with respect to each other. 
In direct space this will give molecular fragments with their own 
individual origin. The total result is an uninterpretable map. 
This problem of local E2-inconsistency at the linkages of triplet 
groups, is referred to as the "island" problem. 
By vise of the theory of the systematically aberrant phase relation­
ships (Thiessen and Busing, 1974), we can identify inconsistent phase 
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relationships before the phasing process. Such triplets are then 
assigned a phase-angle sum of, say, IT radians. 
Concluding, the violation of the necessary condition of randomly 
distributed atoms in the unit cell, can lead to serious problems with 
a priori direct methods. In this thesis emphasis is laid on the 
determination of the problem structures described above. 
Direct methods will often yield well-oriented fragments in such cases. 
The position of the fragment can be found with Patterson techniques. 
However, the resolution is often weak under these circumstances. We 
have defined a new type of translation functions, of which the 
functional form is analogous to that of the Patterson translation 
functions. But, instead of operating in the poorly resolved Patterson 
space, the new functions operate in a Fourier space, which is obtained 
via application of direct methods on difference structure factors. 
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CHAPTER 3 : DIRDIF 
General introduction 
In the following reprint a description of the DIRDIF procedure is given. 
Section 3.8 gives a comparison between the results obtained from агіогдз 
types of Fourier syntheses and is intended as an extension to section 6 
of the reprint. 
Sections 3.1-3.7 are given in the following reprint. 
Errata: add Gould, R.O. to list of authors for reference 10. 
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1. Introduction 
DIRDIF stands for application of direct methods to difference structure factors.'13 
The procedure DIRDIF has been designed to make optimal use of the phase 
information available when part of the structure is known. This known part of the 
structure may consist of one or more heavy atoms, either on general, or on special 
or /weuc/o-special positions; it may also consist of a molecular fragment found by ab 
initio direct methods or Patterson rotation search techniques. 
DIRDIF is an efficient tool in routine structure analysis. A tangent-formula refine-
ment of the difference-structure factors eliminates the need of successive cycles of 
(difference) Fourier syntheses. The solution of heavy atom structures is straight-
forward: one or more heavy atoms, located by automatic Patterson interpretation, 
are used as known part in DIRDIF. The procedure is most useful when the known 
part is only marginally sufficient to solve the structure, and in special cases where 
conventional Fourier methods would lead to a multiple image of the structure. 
For 'problem' structures, the use of difference structure factors is especially advis-
able when the source of the problem (planar molecule, fused rings, etc.) can be 
recognized and subtracted from the observed structure factors. 
The principal feature of DIRDIF is the weighted tangent refinement of the 
difference-structure factors, using the phases based on the input model (known part 
of the structure). In the special cases that the known part has higher symmetry 
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and/or a smaller unit cell than the complete structure, symbolic addition and phase 
correlation procedures are used for enantiomorph and/or origin fixation.7·10·" 
The name DIRDIF is also used for the computer program14 which automatically 
executes the various options of the DIRDIF procedure. The program needs the 
usual crystal data, the observed structure factors, and the positional parameters of 
one or more atoms. AH program parameters are defaulted. Whether the special 
procedures for origin and enantiomorph fixation are to be used is decided by the 
program. The final output includes a list of atomic coordinates which should exhibit 
an (almost) complete model of the structure. In some special cases, or when only a 
very small part of the structure is known (say, less than 10%), the output coordi­
nates may be used as input for a second DIRDIF run. 
Suggestions for reading. A short description of the program DIRDIF is presented in 
Section 2. Section 7 gives some examples of the use of DIRDIF. Section 5 describes 
the application of the tangent formula to the refinement and extension of phases of 
the difference structure factors. Details about the various initiation procedures 
used in DIRDIF can be found in sections 3, 4 and 6. 
Notations 
h a reflection h к 1 
iFobsl the observed structure amplitude for a reflection h on an abso­
lute scale. 
Fp = |Fp| exp іфр the partial structure factor, calculated for the known part of the 
structure (F
c a
|
c
; FH for a heavy-atom structure) 
F
r
 = |F
r
| exp іф
г
 the structure factor for the rest-structure or difference structure; 
(FL for light atoms in a heavy-atom structure) 
Fobs = Fp + F
r
 (1) 
is a vector expression for the structure factor of the complete 
structure; the phase of Ρ0^ is a result of the calculations (see 
Fig. 1) 
ΛΡ, = ( |F
o b s | - | F p | ) e x p i 0 p (2) 
Ыр,! is the smallest possible value of |F
r
| (usually denoted: JF) 
J F 2 = (- |F 0 b s | - |Fpl)expi^p (3) 
\AF2\ is the largest possible value of |F r | (see Fig.2) 
w, the weight, calculated for ЛР,, based upon the value of |F0bsl 
and Fp 
g a normalization factor: 
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Ep = Fp/gp 
Er = Fr/gr 
E, = JF./gr 
E, = JF2/g r 
the normalized partial structure factor 
the normalized structure factor of the rest structure 
E, and E2 are the extreme values for Er 
is the fractional scattering power of the known part, a prion 
calculated as 
p¡ = Σ
ρ
Ζ' I (¿pZ J + Σ
Γ
Ζ
2) 
B
r 
denotes summation over all atoms of the partial structure 
overall temperature parameter of the partial structure 
overall temperature parameter of the rest structure 
Hgure I Vccior diagram ad Eq (I) Figure 2 Definilions of /jF and ¿F; |Fp| ^ |Fobs| 
2 The computer program DI RDI F 
The DIRDIF program system consists of several subprograms as shown in Fig 3 
The main stream consists of the consecutive execution of the subprograms ENTER, 
SFANDB, DIFTAN, EXIT, FFFT 
The subprogram ENTER is used for initiation and checking purposes Input is the 
crystal data, the atomic positions of the known part of the structure, and the 
observed structure amplitudes For non centrosymmetnc structures it checks for a 
possible center of symmetry in the structure of the known atoms, if so it sets 
sviitchfenan) for enantiomorph discrimination A binary data file is prepared for 
use in all subsequent subprograms 
The subprogram SFANDB calculates partial structure factors (Fp) and performs a 
scaling procedure including the determination of separate temperature parameters 
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\
input crybtJl data,/ 
atomic positions /—^ • 
option гог 
sharpened 
PATTEKSON 
»IRDir 
_ 1 _ 
ENTER 
checl; and initiate 
enantiom. problem? 
set switch (enan) 
option for 
weighted 
Fourier: 
WFOUR 
A reflection data (cards or file) 
SFANDB 
calculate F-
scale: Bp and B
r 
normalize: E|, wj 
statistics 
JL 
I 
ÜIFTAN 
origin problem? ^ ^ 
set suitoh(orig) -
/ switch(enan) \ 
YES
 Г\ swito>l (°rig) / 
use symbolic phases 
to fix enantiomorph 
and/or origin 
I tangent refinement: F
r 
Ж 
EXIT 
prepare Fourier coeff. 
I 
EFFT 
Fourier (MULTAN FFT + SEARCH) 
tomic 
avy atom 
tterson 
terpretation 
T. 
X 
Human interpretation: 
hov many atoms found? 
- all: stop 
- nearly all: WFOUR — 
- few: recycle 
7 
Figure 3. Flowdiagram of the DIRDIF program system 
option for 
translation 
functions : 
TRADIR 
EXPAND 
expand data 
to half sDhere, 
continue in 
space gr. PI 
TRADIR 
find position 
of the fragment 
relative to the 
syiim. elements 
shift 
atoms 
re-enter DIRDIF 
to find the 
remainder of 
the s t r u c t u r e 
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DI FT AN 
check available storage and setup tables 
select reflections to be used in the refinement — — — — — 
select reflections to be used as input to the refinement — — 
origin problem? set svitahforig) 
setup tables and adjust program oarameters. 
Τ 
sui toh (ori g) ? 
YES N0:- -^- switch(епап) ? 
YES N0: 
select 
origin (and 
enantioroorph) 
defining 
reflections — 
select 
enantiomorph 
sensitive 
reflections -
assign 10 phase symbols 
perform symbolic phase correlation 
analyse symbolic phases 
substitute numerical phases — — — 
EXIT 
or 
TRADIR 
Í 
recycle ι 
2 or 3 | 
times I 
I 
— — ->—numerical phases —• *· — — -' 
input to tangent formula 
output: φ 
adjust magnitude: |F | 
't— — ^  — renormalize: Ε_ 
Figure 4. Flow diagram of the application of various direct methods techniques to difference structure 
factors. ( program line, data line) 
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for the known part (Bp) and for the rest structure (Br); thereafter initial difference 
structure factors are calculated and normalized, and statistical data is compiled. 
The subprogram DIFTAN (see Fig.4 for details) is the principal routine of the 
system. It selects reflections to be used. It checks for a possible sub-cell in the 
structure of the known atoms; if so, it sets switchforig) for origin fixation. Accord-
ing to the setting of the switches symbolic phase correlation is used to solve the 
supersymmetry ambiguity. Tangent refinement is used to refine and extend the 
phases, and, consequently, to recalculate the difference structure factors. 
The subprogram EXIT prepares the coefficients for the calculation of the DIRDIF-
Fourier synthesis, which can be either an electron density map or a difference 
electron density map. 
The subprogram EFFT, which is adapted from the MULTAN80 system,'5 prepares 
the DIRDIF-Fourier synthesis. It includes the MULTAN peak-interpretation package. 
Auxiliary options are 'TRADIR', 'WFOUR' and 'PATTERSON' 
The TRADIR option is used when the orientation of a molecular fragment is 
known. The reflection data is expanded and the DIRDIF procedure is executed in 
space group PI; the subprogram TRADIR (translation functions in DIRDIF-Fourier 
space) locates the symmetry-related fragments, and finds the shift to be applied to 
the input fragment. 
The WFOUR option is used when the structure is almost completely known: the 
tangent refinement is bypassed and a weighted (difference) electron density map is 
calculated. 
The PATTERSON option is used for the location of one or more heavy atoms 
which can be used as input to DIRDIF. 
3. Scaling and statistics of difference structure factors 
In contrast to applications of a prion direct methods for phase determination, the 
structure factor magnitudes to be used (IF] or |E| values) are not known at the 
outset of the DIRDIF procedure. The true difference structure factors are defined 
byEq.(l): 
^r — *Obs ~ ^ p 
where Fobs is a phased value on absolute scale. 
The DIRDIF procedure is initiated with structure factor differences (Eq. 2 ) as an 
estimate for F, (sec Seciion 5): 
Fr = AF, = (|Fobs| - |Fp|) exp ¡0p 
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Naturally, the uncertainty in the magnitudes is more than compensated by the 
available phase information 
Scaling The use of difference structure factors requires a careful scaling proce­
dure A conventional Wilson plot may be used to calculate approximate scale and 
temperature factors The Wilson-Parthasarathy plot," however, has been designed 
for partially known structures, and gives much better results But in many cases the 
overall temperature factor of the known atoms (Bp) is not the same as that of the 
rest structure (B
r
), and there may be large errors in AF, values, particularly for high 
order data, if a single В is used 
Therefore we introduced a ' two dimensional" scaling procedure * The Wilson-
Parthasarathy plot can be formulated with separate Bp and B
r 
<JFreii) = (sc4Fp(0)l· exp(-2BpS]> + <SC ggO) exp(-2Brs]> (4) 
with F
re
| = SC F
o b s , Fp(0) = Fp(calculated with Bp=0) , 
g
r
(0)=g
r
(calculated with B
r
=0) , and S=sin1ö/A2 
When the average is taken over reflections in ranges of S and ІЕрІ, Bp and B
r
 can be 
treated as independent variables A nonlinear least-squares procedure allows an 
accurate determination of the scale factor, and gives good results for Bp and B
r 
What can go wrong in the scaling procedure9 
Small errors in the input positions of the atoms do not influence the scaling proce­
dure as long as the average error in |Fp| is significantly smaller than the average |F
r
| 
values For instance, an error of 0 2 orO 3 À in the position of a heavy atom is quite 
acceptable, although the final electron density map is not so good as when the input 
position is correct Similarly, some false atoms in an otherwise correct molecular 
fragment do not disturb the procedure 
On the other hand, when almost all atoms are known (or when the known part of 
the structure contains one very heavy atom), the difference structure amplitudes 
are of the same order of magnitude as the combined errors in iFotJ and |Fp| Then 
Bp and Br are not determined by Fq (4) but are given reasonable values, and Eq (4) 
is used to find the correct scale SC 
Large errors in the input positions, or a completely incorrect molecular fragment 
can often be recognized by physically unreasonable results for Bp and Br, usually 
Bp is too high This feature can be used as a ' figure of merit" in structure analysis 
where a multiplicity of solutions has been obtained, for instance, by recognition of 
fragments in umnlerpretable E maps or when a Patterson-rotation function contains 
several high peaks 
— Bad crystals (or disordered crystals) or gross errors in the high order reflections 
may also lead to bad Bp or Br values Note the "zero-observed" reflections must 
have statistically correct intensity estimates, not just zero or some fancy value 
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The program DIRDIF recognizes and resets "unacceptable" values of Bp and B
r
, 
and continues in any case; the user may supply his own estimates for Bp and B
r
. 
Statistics Before entering the direct methods part of the procedure, various statis­
tical quantities are evaluated. For routine application of DIRDIF, these statistics are 
not used. However, if something goes wrong, they may help the user to detect the 
source of the problem (e.g. incorrect input atoms, wrong space group, bad reflec­
tion data). 
Expressions for the expectation values of ΙΕ,-Ι2 are given by Woolfson " and Sim;" 
the average over all reflections should be close to 1.00. In DIRDIF practice, the 
average varies from 0.9 to 1.1, but larger deviations occur when problems in the 
scaling procedure were encountered. 
The distribution functions P(|Epl) and P(|E,|) are tabulated. The |E|-distribution 
function P(IEI) for the difference structure is difficult to obtain: |E,| values are too 
small, and expectation values cluster around the mean. An approximated experi­
mental distribution P
e x
p(|E
r
|), can be obtained which is dependent upon the 
assumption regarding the centricity of the space group and the relative scattering 
power of the known part of the structure (p2). 
P
ex
p(|E
r
|) can be compared with the theoretical distribution functions, PC(|E|) and 
P
a
([F.|), for centrosymmetric and noncentrosymmetric structures, respectively." A 
parameter X
c
 is defined' to describe the "best" agreement: 
P
ex
p(|E
r
|) = XCPC(|E|) + (l-X c)P a( |E|) (5) 
The centricity parameter X
c
 equals 1 for a centric distribution and X
c
 = 0 for an 
acentric distribution of the difference structure factors. Because of the uncertainty 
in Рекр, significant results can only be obtained by an extrapolation procedure in 
which Eq.(5) is used for fewer (-»0) reflections with less contributions of the partial 
structure (|Ep|->0). 
"Problem structures" have often been "generated" by trusting special systematic 
extinctions and/or centric intensity distributions caused by the supersymmetry of 
the heavy atoms or the molecular fragment. Example: monoclinic, extinctions: 0 к 0, 
Λ=2η+1; h 0 /, /=2n+l : probable space group P2|/c; one "independent" heavy 
atom. If the structure is not solved by one run of DIRDIF, and if X
c
 < 0.5, one may 
discard the twofold screw axis, use two "independent" atoms in space group Pc, and 
let DIRDIF perform the enantiomorph fixation procedure (next section). 
4. The use of symbolic phase correlation to overcome super-symmetry problems 
An ambiguity problem arises when the known part of the structure has in some way 
a higher (pseudo) symmetry than the entire structure. 
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When the known atoms form a sublattice of the true space group the origin is not 
fixed This will lead to an π fold translational ambiguity in a conventional (difference ) 
Fourier synthesis, where π is the number of subcells contained in the primitive unit 
cell The known atoms contribute to the structure factors of only one in every η 
reflections the remaining reflections (denoted supercell reflections) have Fp = 0 
and |F
r
| = | F
o b s | 
In order to solve the complete structure, supercell reflections must be phased 
Another type of ambiguity is encountered m a noncentrosymmetnc structure when 
the known atoms form a centrosymmetnc substructure In a conventional (difference-) 
Fourier synthesis this will lead to a superposition of the structure and its enantiomer 
The center of symmetry contained in the known part of the structure, is placed at 
the origin (if necessary, space group symmetry operators are conformed to this 
choice of origin) and all partial structure factors Fp will have phase 0 or rr In order 
to solve the complete structure, phases significantly deviating from 0 or π must be 
found 
Both origin and enantiomorph problems can be solved by a symbolic phasing 
procedure " 
In the program DIRDIF (subprogram DIFTAN, see Fig 4) ten reflections are 
selected and each is given a symbol to represent its phase These reflections are 
used (as in the symbolic addition method) to generate many symbolic phases The 
phase correlation procedure" я is used to express symbols in terms of numerical 
phases 
The choice of reflections for initial symbol assignment depends on the problem at 
hand 
(i) origin ambiguity in centrosymmetnc structures supercell reflections with large 
|E| 'S are selected, phase values of the symbols are 0 or π 
(и) origin ambiguity in noncentrosymmetnc structures as in (ι), in the symbol 
analysis phase values of the symbols are restricted to ± π/4 and ± 3π/4 
(in) enantiomorph ambiguity a selection procedure identifies reflections that are 
likely to have phase values of ± π/2 This procedure is based on a search for 
inconsistent sigma-2 interactions 1[ 
(iv) enantiomorph ambiguity in structures with only one heavy atom in the entire 
unit cell the above procedure does not work with the heavy atom in the 
origin all calculated phases are zero (0p=O) and there are no sigma 2 inconsis­
tencies Selection is based on the |E|-values Phase values for the symbols are 
assumed to be either π72 or — π/2 
(ν) when both origin and enantiomorph fixation are needed, the procedure (n) is 
used 
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In a true origin and/or enantiomorph problem, the symbol analysis will lead to two 
or more solutions for the symbols, with the same figure-of-merit: the choice of one 
of these implies origin and/or enantiomorph fixation. 
In a pseudo origin and/or enantiomorph problem (when the known atoms do not· 
exactly obey the supersymmetry) the choice of the solution with the highest 
figure-of-merit, will fix origin and/or enantiomorph in accordance with the origin 
and/or enantiomer as indicated by the (small) deviations from the supersymmetry. 
S. The tangent refinement of difference structure factors 
In a priori direct methods the largest ІЕІ values (normalized observed structure 
amplitudes) are used as input to the tangent phase refinement and phase extension 
procedure. The weighted tangent formula is expressed by the following probability 
relation: 
0(h) « phase of ¿hAhk (6) 
with: 
Ahk = w(k) E(li) w(h-k) E(h-k) (7) 
The phased E values with appropriate weights (w) are used in Eq.(7) to calculate all 
possible values A^, and the new phase of reflection h is approximated by the phase 
of the vector sum of the contributers Ац, in Eq.(6). A weight may be assigned to the 
new phase 0(h). The calculations, Eq.(6-7), are repeated using the new phases and 
weights as input, either for a fixed number of cycles or until convergence is achieved. 
The initial weights may be unity or related to the reliability of the initial phases; in 
following cycles the weights depend on the intermediate results in the refinement.21 
In the DIRDIF procedure tangent refinement is applied to difference structure 
factors, formally expressed by rewriting Eq.(6) and (7): 
0
r
(h) = phase of Σι,Α^ (8) 
Au, = w(k) Erik) w(h-k) Erdi-k) (9) 
In comparison with a priori direct methods or Karle tangent recycling," however, 
the application of the tangent formula to difference structure factors requires two 
major modifications in the procedure: 
a. | Eri values are not known initially; they are estimated and adjusted after each 
cycle of the refinement, and 
b. output phases 0
r
(h), must be checked and, if necessary, reset according to the 
known structural features. 
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Ad a. In DIRDIF, the tangent refinement is applied to the reflections with the 
largest |E| | values. The true ΙΕ,-Ι value is equal to or greater than IE,!. The expecta­
tion value of [Eri can be calculated; we prefer, however, to use the smaller ΙΕ,Ι 
value as a more conservative estimate to initiate the phase refinement procedure. 
The phase of E, is implied in Eq.(2). The weight w, is defined5 by: 
w, = GPdEjylPdEjj+PdEj)] - I)2 (10) 
where Р(ІЕІ) is the theoretical centric or acentric distribution function," whichever 
is appropriate. It should be noted that for centrosymmetric structures this weight is 
equal to the square of the weight given by Woolfson'7 for use in Fourier methods. 
We have chosen to use the square to enhance the influence of the reliable phases on 
the refinement procedure. 
Thus, the input to the first cycle of DIRDIF phase refinement is formulated by: 
Α
№
 = w,(k) E,(k) w,(h-k) E,(h-k) (11) 
and Eq.(8) is used to calculate new phases. A new phase ф
г
(Ь) is used to recalculate 
the absolute value |F
r
| of the difference structure factor, according to Eq.( 1): 
| | F
r
| exp іф
т
 + iFpl exp іфр\ = \F
obs\ 
The new F
r
 value is normalized to obtain a new E,- value: |E
r
| = |F
r
|/g
r 
The weight assigned to the phase 0
r
(h) is given by: 
w(h) = tanh2 i;
r
Z»(2
r
ZJ)-^ ІЕЛЮІ lühA^I (12) 
where Z¡ is the number of electrons of the j-th atom of the rest structure. 
Eq.(8), (9) and (12) are used for one, two or at most three more cycles of tangent 
refinement. The final results (phased Fr values) deviate significantly from the initial 
AF, values. 
Ad b. After each cycle of refinement, the new phases have to be checked, and, if 
necessary, reset before the new amplitude |Fr| can be calculated. A trivial phase 
restriction is imposed by the space group symmetry (e.g.: centrosymmetric phases 
are 0 or π). The following considerations, however, are related to the available 
structural knowledge. 
(i) Reflections with |Fp| > |F 0b s | . 
For these reflections AF^nd ^ F 2 have the same phase: φι = φ2 = φρ + π, 
see Fig. 5. 
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FP. 
AFi 
Figure 5. Definitions of AF, and jF,; |Fp | » |F o b s | 
0i is a very reliable estimate for ф
г
, and w = w, = 1 is retained throughout the 
refinement. Only small phase changes are allowed for matching |F0bsl = |F r + Fp|. 
— In a very-heavy atom structure there are a lot of these reflections: the many small 
phase changes are important for solving origin and enantiomorph problems. 
—In a structure of which only a small part is known, these reflections are usually 
"unobserved" reflections with relatively large partial structure factors; these 
reflections, though small in number, do play an important role in the tangent 
refinement procedure. 
(ii) Tangent refinement results with w(h) <: W|(h). 
When the tangent refinement produces phases 0
r
(h) that are less reliable than the 
initial phases 0,(10, only a fraction w/w, of the phase shift is applied. Consequently, 
consecutive tangent refinement cycles are influenced by the input-atom phases. 
This feature stabilizes the refinement, especially in space group PI and in polar 
space groups, in which conventional tangent refinement often produces a centric 
distribution of phases. Therefore it is important that the two different weighting 
schemes, Eq.( 10) and Eq.( 12), give comparable results. 
(iii) Enantiomorph fixation. 
After the enantiomorph fixation procedure many phases ф
т
{Ь) deviate substantially 
from 0 or π. Because a lot of reflections still have centric phases, the achievement 
of the enantiomorph fixation procedure might get lost after several cycles of tan­
gent refinement. Therefore acentric phases (not equal to 0 or тг) are not allowed to 
shift back to the initial phases φ,. 
Such a procedure is not possible in α priori direct methods, because a centric 
distribution is not recognized during the refinement: the Fourier transform of a 
centric phase set corresponds to a centrosymmetric structure of which the center 
of symmetry need not coincide with the origin. 
Numerical specifications of the general strategy 
Example. In the first refinement cycle, reflections with IEJ > 1.5 and w, =» 0.16 are 
used as input (right hand side of Eq. 11). These limiting values are adjusted to have 
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100-400 reflections in the starting set New phases <pt are calculated for all reflec­
tions with IEJ ^ 0 9 For the second cycle, the input limitations are |E,| =- 1 3 and 
(w or w,) ^ 0 16 (the majority of all reflections will have w > 0 16) For the third 
cycle, the input limitations are IEJ > 1 1 and (w or w,) =- 0.16 (nearly all reflections 
will have w > 0 16) Convergence usually is achieved (to a sufficient degree) in 3-4 
cycles Extensive numerical examples are presented in Section 7 
Performance criteria 
—The averaged IF,!' value is less than 1 00, 
the averaged lEj1 should increase at each cycle and should approach the a prion 
expectation value 1 00 (e g 0 85, 0 89, 0 95) 
—The averaged phase shift should decrease at each cycle (e g 37°, 22°, 15°). 
—The sigma-2-consistency, defined as І^ ііАккІ/^ ьІАы,!, should slowly decrease, 
due to an increase of the number of participating reflections (e.g. 0 47, 0 41, 
0 39) 
Deviations from these rules usually indicate that the input model is not correct. 
Comparison ни h a pi ion dn eel methods 
— Heavy atoms or planar molecules are 'subtracted' from the data and do not 
hamper the use of direct methods 
— Special supersymmetry problems have been taken care of before entering the 
tangent refinement procedure 
— In contrast to multisolulion methods," the phase refinement is performed on one 
phase set only 
— If DIRDIF is used for recycling of direct methods fragments, different reflections 
are used and there is no danger that the original direct methods failure is 
reproduced 
— Many reflections (several hundreds) are used to initiate the refinement 'weak 
links do not exist 
— The input phases need not be accurate the large number of terms in Eq (8) 
compensates for the individual inaccuracy, and an overall improvement of phases 
results 
— The computing algorithm differs from that used in a prion methods, in each 
cycle all phase changes lead to changes in ІЕІ values 
6. The DIRDIF-Founer synthesis 
At the end of the DIRDIF procedure the reflections with the largest |E,| values 
have been subjected to the tangent refinement described above The refined reflec­
tions represent the larger part of the scattering power of the rest structure Howev­
er, the reflections with smaller |E,| values outnumber the refined reflections by a 
factor 4 or 5 These reflections are phased by the known part of the structure 
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without refinement, and are very important for the quality of the final DIRDIF-
Fourier map. It is necessary to consider the overall influence of the contributions of 
the unrefined reflections carefully. The balance between refined and unrefined 
reflections is particularly important when initially only a small fraction of the 
structure is known. 
The difference electron density map 
The Fr values are multiplied by the tangent weights (Eq. 12) which after three 
cycles of tangent refinement are close to unity for most of the refined reflections; 
this removes a few bad results: when w < 0.9 the reflection is treated as unrefined. 
Thus the refined reflections have properly phased Fr values which contribute to 
correct peaks at the sites of the unknown atoms in the map. 
The unrefined reflections may be used as in the "standard"25 weighted"2627 differ-
ence Fourier synthesis. When only a small part of the structure is known these 
Fourier terms correspond to reduced peaks for the unknown atoms. Various schemes 
have been suggested to enhance these peaks, such as the weighted /3-difference-
Fourier synthesis28-29 and the weighted difference analogon of the (2Îob%~ Fp) " 5УП" 
thesis,30 for which the coefficients are given by 
2 w F
o b s - 2 F p (13) 
where w is the weight given by Sim." The balance between refined and unrefined 
reflections requests an additional multiplier for the unrefined reflections (i.e. the 
factor 2 in Eq. 13), but on the other hand the noise caused by the inaccuracy of the 
unrefined phases increases. To our experience an intermediate multiplier gives 
satisfactory results for many different types of structures. Thus, the coefficients for 
the unrefined reflections are 
1.4 (w Fobs-Fp) (H) 
The full electron density map 
The difference map is only useful when a very heavy atom is present. Otherwise the 
inclusion of the known atoms is advised, not only for recognition or extension of 
molecular fragments in the electron density map, but— what is more important—for 
the adjustment of the positions of the input atoms and for the identification of false 
(or misplaced) atoms. 
For this purpose, F
r
 is replaced by F0b s = F r + Fp (refined reflections) and Eq.(14) 
is replaced by 1.4wF0bs
 —
 0.4Fp (unrefined reflections). 
7. Some examples of structures solved by using DIRDIF 
In this section we will describe some typical cases of the use of DIRDIF in routine 
structure analyses and in more difficult cases. Crystal data of these compounds are 
collected in Table I; numerical illustrations are given in Table II. 
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Table I 
Crystal data of the example structures 
Example 
Lil reference 
Compound 
N(asym u ) 
Ζ 
Space group 
a (A) 
b (Â) 
с (Â) 
a (») 
β С) 
γ С) 
N (refi ) 
final R 
a. 
31 
GOLD8 
180 
2 
PI 
17 445 
29 410 
17 625 
79 42 
120 93 
95 04 
12294 
0 10 
b 
32 
CARBAM 
16 
4 
92,2,2, 
8 621 
13 707 
8 698 
9000 
9000 
90 00 
920 
0 05 
с 
33 
MADRAS 
166 
8 
P2,2,2, 
25 971 
24 508 
19 642 
9000 
90.00 
9000 
5572 
Ol i 
d 
34 
BRUCIN 
95 
4 
P2, 
12 423 
33 343 
8 222 
9000 
97 46 
90 00 
3535 
< 0 10 
N(asym u ) = number of non-hydrogen atoms in the asymmetric unit 
N(ren ) = number of independent reflections. 
a. A routine analysis of a heavy atom structure 
Compound GOLD8, a gold-phosfine cluster compound, 
Au
e
P
s
(C6H5)2J+.2PFr .2CH2C12. 
Usually this type of heavy atom cluster compound is not easily solved by ab initio 
direct methods. Often the number of gold atoms per cluster or the number of 
clusters per unit cell is not known. Some information, however, is easily obtained 
from the Patterson synthesis. In this case, a triangle of three gold atoms was found. 
There is no doubt that further gold atoms could have been found by careful 
inspection of the Patterson synthesis; but three gold atoms is more than enough for 
automatic continuation by DIRDIF. In one run all Au and Ρ atoms were located. 
The same result would have been achieved in a number of consecutive Fourier 
syntheses. The use of DIRDIF in such routine structure analysis improves and 
speeds up the analysis. 
The rest of the structure was determined by consecutive weighted Fourier synthe­
ses. Using DIRDIF for this purpose is not useful: The Au
e
P
e
 moiety constitutes 
about 90% of the total scattering power (p ! = 0 90); the tangent refinement would 
not change many phases, and the DIRDIF-Fourier synthesis would be almost iden­
tical to a conventional17 weighted Fourier synthesis. 
b. A pseudo-enantiomorph problem 
Compound CARBAM, a sulphur containing molecule, CnHçNOjS. 
The sulphur position was determined by automatic Patterson interpretation. The 
value of the x-parameter of the sulphur (= 0.2514) forced the program to initiate 
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Tibie II 
Numerical illustrations of the example structures 
given in Table I 
Compound 
Ntosym и ) 
heavy atoms 
S PCI 
B C N O F 
DIRDIF input atoms 
p' (scatt fraction) 
Bp (Â>) 
Br (Â') 
Expect ІЕ
г
І
г 
centrosymmetric 
X
c
 (Eq 5) 
origin problem 
enantiom problem 
translation problem 
number of reft 
To be refined 
input cycle 1 
input cycle 2 
Σ
ι
 consistency 
after cycle 1 
after cycle 2 
average IEJ' 
before cycle 1 
after cycle 1 
after cycle 2 
GOLD8 
SAu 
14 
158 
3Au 
0 32 
194 
294 
102 
YES 
t 
NO 
NO 
NO 
778 
203 
370 
0 91 
0 % 
0 92 
0 % 
097 
CARBAM 
— 
1 
13 
IS 
0 28 
308 
2 89 
100 
NO 
- 0 30 
NO 
YES 
NO 
269 
100 
171 
040 
0 31 
0 92 
100 
102 
MADRAS 
4Ni 4Br· 
8 
154 
4Ni 4Br* 
0 35 
463 
3 14 
0 95 
NO 
148φ 
YES 
YES 
NO 
1379 
223 
947 
0 32 
0 18 
082 
096 
0 % 
BRUCIN(PI) 
-
— 
190 
25 
0 15 
185 
3 70 
101 
NO 
040 
NO 
NO 
YES 
1692 
400 
998 
044 
030 
090 
0 92 
0 95 
*4Ni and 4Br on twofold rotation aies 
tnot calculated by older DIRDIF version 
^incorrect result X
c
 = 0 for an acentric distribution 
the enantiomorph dtscnmmating procedure The results were somewhat disap­
pointing A five-membered ring which contained sulphur was recognized and used 
as input for a second run of DIRDIF which gave the complete molecule 
Comments The Patterson result should have been χ = 0 25, which implies a 
centrosymmetric sulphur substructure, the deviation (0 01 Â for χ = 0 2514) is 
caused by the inaccuracy of the Patterson peak interpolation routine Later it was 
shown that an additional shift (0 02 Â or more) would have given the complete 
structure at once The true value is χ = 0 2541 With χ = 0 26 — 0 27, the complete 
structure would have been found without applying the enantiomorph fixation 
procedure 
с An origin and enantiomorph problem 
Compound MADRAS, a bromo-phosphino-nickel(II) complex, 
Ν Ι Β Γ ( Ρ £
Κ
Η 2 2 ) Ϊ B(C6Hs)r 
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The Ni and Br positions were deduced from a Patterson synthesis (8 atoms, all 
having χ = 0 or 0 S y = 0) These atoms form a ipseudo) centrosymmetric arrange­
ment in a non-centrosymmetric structure with a subcell a χ b χ Vic This model was 
used as input to DIRDIF resulting in the location of all Ρ atoms and 48 С atoms 
In this type of structures often the space group is not known for sure In this case 
(he space group ambiguity (P21212 or P212I2I) was solved only after the complete 
structure had been determined Actually DIRDIF was executed in both space 
groups but only one permitted the elucidation of the structure 
d A nanslationpioblem 
Compound BRUC1N brucimum N benzoyl c/-alanmate hydrate, 
С ,Η Ν,Ο/ Ο,,,Η,,,ΝΟ,- 41/2H О 
This compound resisted solution by standard direct methods A Patterson rotation 
function' using a randomly oriented strychnine molecule gave two plausible orien­
tations One of these was used as input to the TRADIR option After expansion to 
tnclinic dala the DIRDIF refinement was executed in space group PI, and the 
translation function gave a clear indication of the position of the fragment with 
respect to the screw axis 
After the fragment had been repositioned a single run of DIRDIF gave 92 of the 95 
non-hydrogen atoms of the asymmetric unit 
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3.8 The (weighted) ocnventional Fourier synthesis and the DIRDIF 
Fourier synthesis 
Results in this section were obtained in cooperation with P.A.J. Prick 
(see also his thesis (1979), Chapter 9). 
I. Firstly, the use of the Sim-Srinivasan weighting scheme for unrefined 
reflections is discussed in depth. Reflections in centrosymmetric 
space groups or special reflections in noncentrosymmetric space 
groups are weighted according to 1 7. General reflections in non­
centrosymmetric space groups are weighted by 36. 
IF
 W I <cos9> exp(i φ ) (15) 
1
 obs' ρ 
where: θ = φ-φ : phase deviation of φ from the true, but unknown 
Ρ Ρ 
phase φ 
<соз > : expectation value for cos6. 
The coefficients used in the weighted difference Fourier syntheses 
" , 27
 a r e : 
[ I F . | < С О З > - | Р l ] e x p ( i φ ) (16) 
' o b s ' Ρ Ρ 
For most r e f l e c t i o n s . I F . I > F | and scheme (16) w i l l l e a d t o 
1
 obs p' 
smaller amplitudes for poorly phased reflections. Actually, these 
reflections are expected to have larger amplitudes but also large 
phase errors. 
We may therefore use the following coefficients: 
<|F |> <cosß> expíi φ ) (17) 
where: β= φ -φ : phase difference between F and F Y
r
 ψ
ρ
 F
 r ρ 
<cos3> : expectation value for cosß, used as weighting 
factor. 
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Values for <cos3> and (normalized) <|E |> have been tabulated8 . The 
scheme (17) is almost identical to (16). Consider the geometrical 
relation: 
IF |COS0=|F ^ I cose-1F I (18) 
1
 r' ' obs' ' ρ' 
Were this relation valid for expectation values, then (16) and (17) 
would be identities. For well-phased reflections (16) and (17) lead 
to smaller coefficients or a lower estimate for the unreliable terms. 
Consider the small but important group of reflections having 
IF |>|F ,_ | and |E. |<0.7 (19) 
ρ ' ' obs' ' 1 
(|EJ is the normalized value of |ΔΡ | , see Figure 5). This group 
mainly consists of unobserved or very weak reflections for which 
reliable phases are available. The weight <cos6> approaches -1 and 
eq. (17) becomes 
<|F |> ехр[і(ф +ir) ] (20) 
r' Ρ 
The expectation values are much larger than the unweighted Fourier 
amplitudes |ΔΡ |. 
Scheme (17) was tested on "MONOS", a test case that we described 
earlier. See also section 3.9, Example (I). 
Two Fourier syntheses were calculated: 
(a) with Fourier coefficients as described by 5, using AF for 299 
unrefined reflections of the group of eq. (19), 
(b) with the same coefficients except that the 299 reflections were 
weighted according to eq. (17). 
The detailed results are in Chapter 9 of the thesis of Prick (1979). 
The following changes are observed in Fourier (b): 
- within the first 20 peaks one more atom (C14) is found; 
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- one N and one О atom have moved up with respect to the carbon 
atoms . 
- the residual peak at the sulphur position has become much less 
prominent. 
Thus the enhancement of only a few but weak reflections gives a 
significant improvement of the electron density map. 
II. Secondly, a comparison is given between the results obtained from 
a DIRDIF Fourier synthesis and from weighted conventional Fourier 
syntheses. Some special syntheses are compared in Table III. Table 
III gives the results for weighted difference Fourier and DIRDIF 
Fourier syntheses in terms of the number of atomic positions found 
and their average deviation from the refined positions and a list 
of incorrect peaks, ranked according to peak heights. 
Some special features in Table III are: 
(i) 0-type difference Fourier synthesis. 
In analogy to the 3-Fourier synthesis ° employing 
N" ь l2/lF I a s F o u r i e r amplitudes, we may define the 0-
difference Fourier synthesis by the coefficients: 
[ ( l P 6 b e l 2 / | p p H F P | 1 exP i Фр <
21
> 
The weighted 3-difference Fourier synthesis is defined by: 
[ (<cose>n |F
o b s| 2/|F p|)- |pp|] exp i ф р (22) 
with n=l or 2 2 9. 
The expressions (21) and (22) may also be used in DIRDIF Fourier 
syntheses as expressions for the difference structure factors of 
the unrefined reflections. 
The results for the test structures (see 3.9 Example (II)) are 
also included in Table III. It can be concluded that the 
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ß-difference Fourier synthesis is not suited for these examples. 
The additional weighting (eq. 22) is an improvement to the un-
weighted ß-synthesis, but the results obtained are inferior to 
the results obtained using Sim's weights. 
(ii) an additional multiplier for the unrefined reflections in DIRDIF. 
The purpose of the multiplier is an increase of the peak heights 
for unknown missing atoms. In 2 it is shown that the differences 
in peak heights for known and unknown atoms are strongly dependent 
on the scattering fraction of the known part: 
q=EZ2/(ZZ2 +ΣΖ2). 
ρ ρ г 
For "MONOS" q=0.25 and for "STER" q=0.34. 
For q=0.3 2 7 predicted that in a Sim-weighted Fourier synthesis 
the peaks at the sites of the unknown atoms will be 20% of the 
true electron density. 
An additional multiplier of 5, however, cannot be used as it 
will increase the noise in the map and undo the benefit of the 
DIRDIF refinement. Therefore, we used the following coefficients: 
2[|F |<СОЗ > - |F |] βχρ(ίφ1 (23) 
obs Ρ Ρ 
This is the difference Fourier analogue of -the weighted (2F . -
obs 
F )-synthesisd .30 
» . 
Test results are included in Table III. At the moment 1.4 is used 
as an intermediate value for the additional multiplier. 
3.9 Test example details 
For two test structures details are given concerning: 
(i) crystal data of the structure 
(ii) inspection criteria for the calculated Fourier maps. 
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Example (I) 
The compound "MONOS" (Cj5H15N2O2S) crystallizes in space group 
P2J2J2! with Z=4 2 7. 
Unit cell parameters: a=8.166, b=11.405, c=15.936 8. 1684 reflections 
were measured. The sulphur position, used as input to DIRDIF, is· 
0.0165, 0.097, 0.144. The input position, with x=0.0165, differs by 
0.13 8 from x=0. 
If the known sulphur is located at x=0, the sulphur atoms would form 
a centrosymmetric structure. 
The number of unknown non-hydrogen atoms is 19. The number of highest 
ranking peaks that was examined is 22 (after elimination of the 
residual peaks at the postions of the known atom). 
Example (II) 
The test structure "STER" is a steroid, CjyHi^NOC^38. Space group 
P2 12 12 1 with Z=4. Unit cell parameters· a=7.492, b=9.910, c=35.889 8. 
1941 reflections (1148 observed and 793 unobserved) were used. The 
positions of the two chlorine atoms used as input to the structure 
factor calculations in DIRDIF were: 
Cl(l) : 0.37, 0.16, 0.01 and 
С1(2) : 0.06,-0.01, 0.003. 
These positions differ by 0.04 8 and 0.11 8, respectively, from the 
positions with z=0. The number of unknown non-hydrogen atoms is 29; 
the number of highest ranking peaks that was examined is 31. 
Additional References 
36. Sim,G.A. Acta Cryst. J_3,511-512 (1969). 
37. Noordik,J.H., Beurskens,P.T., Ottenheim,H.C.J., Herscheid,J.P.M. 
and Tijhuis,M.W. Cryst.Struct.Comm. T ^ 6 6 9 - 6 7 7 (1978). 
38. Mootz,D. and Berking.B. Acta Cryst. B26, 1362-1372 (1970). 
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TABLE III : RESULTS OF VARIOUS WEIGHTED TYPES OF DIFFERENCE FOURIER AND DIRDIF FOURIER 
SYNTHESES FOR TWO TEST STRUCTURES. 
m 
• * 
Fourier 
Synthesis 
Expression for 
Fourier coefficient IIONOS STER 
Refined Not-
reflec- refined 
tions reflec-
(DIRDIF) tions 
N False peak 
numbers at 
False peak 
numbers 
Sim-weighted 
difference 
ß-difference 
Weighted 
ß-difference 
-with 
additional 
multiplier 
-
F 
r 
— 
F 
r 
F 
r 
F 
r 
eq(16) 
eq(16) 
eq(21) 
eq(21) 
eq(22) , 
n=l 
eq(22)f 
n=2 
eq(22), 
n=l 
eq(22), 
n=2 
eq(2 3) 
0.13 
0.09 
0.22 
0.15 
0.15 
0.11 
0.09 
0.09 
0.09 
13 
19 
5 
14 
11 
12 
19 
19 
19 
5,11,12,15-
19,20,22 
19,21,22 
1,2,4-15, 
17-19 
9,14,17-22 
17, 
1,5,6,8,11,13, 
14,17,19,21 
2,8,10,11,14, 
16-19,22 
20-22 
20-22 
20-22 
0.11 
0.11 
0.33 
0.17 
0.19 
0.18 
0.12 
0.11 
0.11 
18 
26 
8 
21 
13 
13 
27 
26 
26 
6,8,11,12,15,18-21, 
24,27,28,31 
22,25,26,30,31 
1-6,8,10,12,13,16-18, 
21-29,31 
20-22,24,26-31 
5,6,11-14,16,17, 
19-22,24,26-29,31 
8,9,11-15,17-20,22-25, 
27,30,31 
22,26,27,28 
22,26,28-30 
24,26,27,29,30 
Δ 
N
at 
MONOS and STER 
average deviation 
number of unknown 
see Section 3.9 
of the N
 t atoms from refined positions (A) 
atoms, that could be identified 
CHAPTER 4 : STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF NORMALIZED DIFFERENCE-STRUCTURE 
FACTORS FOR NON-CENTROSYMMETRIC STRUCTURES 
A description of the properties is given in the following reprint: 
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Abstract 
The probability density of phase angles for structures 
with one or more atoms on known positions ISim 
(1959) Acta Cryst 12, 813-818] is expressed in terms 
of normalized diDerence-slruclure factors, and used to 
calculate standard deviations of phases and expectation 
values for amplitudes (\Er\) of the normalized 
difference structure factors. Numerical results are 
tabulated for various values of £', а г к і ¿"г1· ,-e- the 
minimum and maximum \E
r
\ value a given reflection 
can have. Applications to the DIRDIF procedures [van 
den Hark, Prick & Beurskens (1976). Acta Cryst A32, 
816-821] are described. New applications are the cal 
culation of the a priori probability density function for 
i£rl values, and a statistical method for the detection 
of a centre of symmetry in the remaining part of the 
structure For the statistical method, a centncity 
parameter, Xc, which is unity for centric and zero for 
acentric distributions, is defined, for the difference 
structure. Л*,- is calculated by an iterative procedure, 
extrapolating towards zero contribution of the known 
part of the structure Numerical results for 13 test 
structures are given 
1. Introduction 
In our DIRDIF procedures (van den Hark, Prick & 
Beurskens, 1976 and references therein), direct 
methods are applied to the solution of partially known 
structures, usually containing heavy atoms Difference 
structure factors are calculated, making the usual 
assumption that the observed and calculated structure 
factors ha\e the same phase. These are then 'nor­
malized', and both amplitudes and phases are refined 
by a weighted tangent procedure. 
Applications of the DIRDIF procedures prompted 
the present study. In particular, when the distribution of 
known atoms is centrosymmetnc, calculation of the 
distribution of expectation values for normalized 
0567 7394/79/050765 08$01 00 
difference-structure factors may indicate whether or not 
the total structure is centrosymmetnc The statistical 
properties of dilTerence structure factors in centro­
symmetnc structures have been described (Woolfson, 
1956, Gould, van den Hark & Beurskens, 1975). 
The discussion here is for space group / Ί , but is 
applicable to general reflections in other space groups if 
the symmetry enhancement factor ε is included. 
2. Natation 
The known part of the structure consists of Л'
л
 atoms 
whose positions in the unit cell are known. This is the 
partial structure The remaining У , atoms of unknown 
position, form the rest or deference structure. The total 
structure, then, has N = Np + Nr atoms per unit cell 
For any reflection h, F, F^ and t-, represent the 
structure factors for the total, partial and rest struc 
tures, respectively Of these, Fp with phase φ^ may be 
calculated, and is usually denoted by F
ctic, i f l, usually 
denoted by lf
o b sl is known experimentally, Fr is 
unknown The relationship 
F = FP+Fr (1) 
cannot be solved, as the phase off is unknown. 
Normalized structure factors may be approximated 
by 
£ = ( : L Zjj £ Z,exp(2mh.r,), (2) 
where Z, the atomic number, is used in place of ƒ, the 
scattering factor Similar expressions may be written to 
define Ef and Er, the sums being over N and Nr atoms, 
respectively. 
For any reflection h. If I is known experimentally 
and Ep is calculated using the known atomic positions. 
It is possible to write, analogous to (1) 
E = pEp + /•£„ (3) 
Φ 1979 International Union of Crystallography 
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where 
Al, / " 
• i z j / l (4) 
and r is defined analogously lo make p1 + r2 = 1. For 
equal atom structures, (4) reduces to p' = N^/N and r' 
= N,/N. The quantities p1 and r1 are the fraction of the 
scattering power attributable to the partial and rest 
structures, respectively. In this way, the expectation 
value for the average of the squared normalized 
structure amplitudes will be 10 for the total, partial 
and rest structures simultaneously. 
3. The probability density P{9) 
For the situation given in Fig. 1, pE¡, and l£l are 
known and rEr is considered to be a random variable. 
This implies that the rest structure is considered to be 
independent of the partial structure, or, knowing the 
position of some heavy atoms, or of a molecular 
fragment, does not affect the randomness of the 
position of the remaining atoms. This will generally be 
true, except for some low-order reflections in the case 
where a Urge molecular fragment is known. Thus we 
can apply the probability density formulae to the rest 
structure. 
The probability density for the phase angle θ (see 
Fig. I) has been derived (Sim, 1959) and the result is 
given here in terms of the previously defined quantities. 
Ρ{θ) - exp(ecos9)/27r/0(p). (7) 
where /„(0 is a hyperbolic Bessel function of order 
zero and 
Q НЕ' \E„ip/r'. (8) 
(The derivation of these formulae in terms of E values 
is given in Appendix I.) 
It is useful to express the reflection data in terms of 
the minimum and maximum value that E
r
 can have 
for a given reflection. 
Using (3), we have (see Fig. 1). 
Гог0 = О; \El\=\(\E\-p\El,\)\/r, 
(οτθ= π; \E¡\ = (l£l + ρ E J)/г. 
Using these definitions, we now write for (8): 
Q = i ( l b ' 2 l , - l £ , l 1 ) 
In the following section, (7) and (10) are used lo cal 
culate the expectation value for M for a reflection h, 
given !£,! and l£¡l: 
(9) 
(10) 
<M>= Ι ΜΡ(θ)άθ, (Π) 
where Μ = β1, cos β or I £, 11. Note that ( 11 ) is valid 
for general reflections in all non-ccntrosymmetnc space 
groups. 
Corrections 
Equation (II) and Table 1 replace our former 
incorrect results Ivan den Hark, Prick & Beurskens, 
1976, equations ( 11 ) and (20), and Table 11. 
4. Calculations of {β1), <cos β) and < I £
r
l ' ) 
We have used (II) for the numerical calculations of 
expectation values for ß1, cos β and If,.!1. Use was 
made of the relations: 
r*\E,\1= ρ»Ι£,,Ι2+ l£l ! -2/>l£,, l l£l cos 0,(12) 
cos / í - ( l£ lcos0-p l£ , , l ) / i - l£ , l . (13) 
These calculations were done for pairs of if,!, Ι£2Ι 
values. It is useful to express this in terms of l¿,¡ and 
I £j I, and the inverse of (9) is given for two cases. If the 
calculated structure amplitude is less than the observed 
structure amplitude we have: 
p l f . l < l£l 
p i ^ i - M i ^ i - i ^ , 1 ) . 
I£l =jr(l£2 l + If,!), (14) 
Table 1. Standard deviation С) of the phase of E ¡for 
pairs of\El\ and If
 2Ι values for reflections with ^С0Іе\ 
t-ig I Vcclur diagram in the cumplex plane of |3) lor the case 
pi£p> ^ L· The L· u rde représenla all possible veuürs £ 
' l 
t , 
Ü 1 
0 6 
0 8 
1 0 
1 2 
1 4 
1 7 
2 0 
0 J 0 6 
104 110 
104 
less than l / ^ l 
0 8 
110 
104 
104 
1 0 
107 
102 
102 
104 
12 14 
104 44 
98 92 
98 92 
100 94 
104 98 
104 
1 7 
91 
BJ 
82 
83 
87 
92 
104 
2 0 2 5 
84 76 
75 64 
72 60 
72 58 
74 57 
78 58 
89 63 
104 73 
3 0 4 0 
72 67 
59 54 
54 48 
50 44 
48 41 
47 38 
47 36 
50 35 
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otherwise: 
р 1 £ , 1 > 1 Я 1 Г ' Ί 2 ' (15) 
Substitution of (14) and (IS) into (12) gives the same 
result for l i ,I 2 : 
2\E
r
\1= \El\
1+ ¡Е^-ЦЕ^2- ІЁ^^соввДІб) 
but substitution into (13) gives 
p l £ p l < Ι£Ί; 
c o s í = [ ( l £ ' j l + l i . l j c o s ö - i l f , ! - \E,\)\/2\Er\, 
piE,\ > \E; (17) 
cos β= [ ( ! £ , ! - l í ^ J c o s θ- (Ifjl + \EÌ\)Ì/2\E,\. 
(18) 
The numerical integrations were earned out using steps 
of I o in Θ, and were repeated with steps of J"; the 
estimated errors of the results are in the order of the 
round-off errors of the data given in the tables. 
The standard deviation of the phase of E, of a 
reflection h 
If the value off,, with phase φ^ is assumed to be the 
normalized diiTerence-structure factor, then β (see Fig. 
1) is the phase error (β = φ, — φ
ρ
, where φ, is the 
correct phase of the difference structure factor). The 
standard deviation is the square root of the variance; 
the variance is calculated by (11) with Μ = β1. 
The numerical calculations are performed for the 
case p\Ep\ < \E\ using (17) for the calculation of/?. 
The result is tabulated in Table 1. Note that the prob­
ability density function P( ΙEI ) has a maximum at I £ I 
~ 0-7; for IE, I < 0-7, the value of l£ 2 l is often more 
probable than the value off,, and 101 is expected to be 
greater than 90°. As a consequence, the table shows 
standard deviations exceeding the random-phases value 
(103-90). 
¿Vole. For reflections with p\E \ > I £ I, the maxi-
mum absolute value of the phase ρ is restricted (see van 
den Hark, Prick & Beurskens, 1976); if IE,I is sig­
nificantly greater than zero, the phase β will be very 
reliable, and this reflection will get unit weight in our 
procedures. 
The weight of the phase ofEl 
Sim (1960) introduced the expectation values for 
cos θ as weighting factors for the calculation of a 
Founer synthesis. Similarly, we may use expectation 
values for cos β as weights for a diderence Fourier 
synthesis. These weights are calculated by (11) with M 
= cos β. The results for p\E
r
\ < \E\ are given in Table 
2. The negative values in Table 2 correspond with the 
larger standard deviations in Table 1; the corres­
ponding reflections should probably be given zero 
weight. 
Table 2. Weights (expectation values for cos β) for 
pairs of !£ , ! and і£2І values for reflections with 
\F
cll,e\ less than W^ 
\E,\-
!£,! 
0 3 
06 
08 
1 0 
1 2 
1 4 
1 7 
2 0 
- 03 
00 
06 
-о и 
00 
08 
-0 π 
00 
00 
1 0 
0 08 
0 03 
0 03 
00 
12 M 17 20 25 3U 40 
0 03 0 01 0 12 0 21 0 31 0 36 0 42 
0 08 0 15 0 27 0 37 0 49 0 55 0 62 
0 04 0 17 0 30 0 42 0 55 0 62 U 69 
0 06 0 15 0 29 0 43 0 59 0 67 0 74 
0 0 0 09 0 25 0 42 0 61 О 70 0 77 
0 0 0 18 0 37 0 60 U 71 0 80 
0 0 0 22 0 55 О 72 0 82 
0 0 0 44 0 69 0 83 
In the DIRDIF procedure, we use a different 
weighting scheme (W,, see van den Hark, Prick & 
Beurskens, 1976), which is comparable with the 
weighting scheme based upon the results of the tangent 
refinement of the phases. For comparison we give the 
weights ¡Vl in Table 3. The formula used for the cal-
culation of W, is not suitable for reflections with 
negative weights in Table 2, these reflections, however, 
are not used at all in the DIRDIF procedures. 
Expectation value for \Er\1 
The l£rl value for a reflection h has li', I and \E1\ 
as possible minimum and maximum values; the 
expectation value for l£ f i 2 may be calculated by (11) 
with M = l£rl2. 
The analytical expression for the estimate 
< l £ r i 2 > = l £ 1 l 2 + ß Л (ß) 
i, (β) (19) 
is obtained from ( 12) and (9), using 
< c o s Ö ) - / , ( ß ) / / o ( 0 (Sim, I960). 
The result (19) was also obtained by Srimvasan (1968) 
and by Hull & Irwin (1978). The numerical results are 
given in Table 4. 
The expectation values arc used in DIRDIF to check 
the performance of the phase refinement. 
If the expectation value for l£ r i2 is calculated lor all 
reflections, the average is expected to be nearly equal to 
one. In the DIRDIF procedure, the average value is 
calculated (denoted a priori). For those reflections of 
which the phases are to be refined, the expectation 
Table 3. DIRDIF weights И', (jee text) 
'i, 
'£•;• 
0 3 
0 6 
08 
1 0 
I 2 
03 06 08 10 12 14 17 20 25 30 40 
0 0 0 0 4 0 0 4 0 02 0 0 0 0 03 0 24 0 58 0 93 1 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 00 0 00 0 04 0 13 0 40 0 70 0 96 100 100 
0 0 0 0 1 0 O 4 0 I 3 0 J 0 0 7 1 0 96 1 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 02 0 09 0 35 0 67 0 95 I 00 I 00 
0 0 0 03 0 25 0 60 0 93 I 00 I 00 
00 0 12 0 47 0 91 0 99 I 00 
0 0 0 20 О 82 0 98 I 00 
0 0 0 59 0 96 1 00 
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Table 4. Expeclalion values for I Er\ ' 
IF.l» 
l£,l 
0 3 
06 
08 
1 0 
1 2 
1 4 
1 7 
20 
0 3 
0 1 
06 
0 2 
04 
08 
0 3 
05 
06 
1 0 
04 
06 
08 
I 0 
1 2 
05 
08 
1 0 
1 2 
1 4 
1 4 
06 
09 
1 1 
1 4 
1 7 
20 
1 7 
07 
1 0 
1 2 
1 5 
1 4 
2 3 
29 
20 
07 
1 0 
1 2 
1 6 
20 
2 5 
33 
40 
25 
0 7 
09 
1 2 
1 6 
2 0 
2 6 
3 S 
4 6 
30 
06 
09 
1 2 
1 5 
20 
2 5 
3 5 
4 6 
40 
06 
09 
1 2 
1 5 
20 
2 5 
3 4 
4 5 
value is replaced by I £, 12. The average now is less than 
the a prion average. During the refinement of the 
phases, the \El\1 values are replaced by the current 
(more probable) \Е
г
\г values, and the average will 
increase and approach the a prion average. A typical 
example is given in Appendix 2. 
5. Distribution function of I ErI 
If the expectation value for \E
r
\ is calculated for all 
reflections, then one can plot the number of reflections 
present in intervals of l£
r
l , this plot should give an 
approximation of the probability density function 
P(\E
r
\) for the rest structure. The experimental result 
should more or less match the probability density 
function for either centro-symmetnc or non-centro 
symmetric structures. The expectation values, however, 
tend to cluster about the mean; the exceptional cases, 
which are critical to the distribution, will almost never 
be near expectation values. The expectation value 
therefore is replaced by a weighted distribution of 
possible \Et\ values. 
The procedure used in our present programs is: 
(a) The rest structure is centrosymmetric; 
\E
r
\ must be equal to «ither ! £ , ! or LE2I. For all 
reflections, calculate the probabilities Pl and ΡΊ (Gould, van den Hark & Beurskens, 1975) and sum P, 
and P, in the appropriate ranges of l£,l. 
(b) The rest structure is non-centrosymmetnc; 
l£, I may now he anywhere between ! £ , ! and l£,l. 
For all reflections calculate relative weights (using 7) 
for a number (say 18) of possible l£,l values in the 
range ! £ , ! , I£2I, and sum the (18) weights of the 
possible If,I values in the appropriate ranges of l£
r
l. 
Thus, knowing whether or not the structure is 
centrosymmetric, the experimental distribution of l£
r
l 
is easily obtained. An example is given in Appendix 2 
Experiments on a number of test structures have 
shown that when the known part of the structure 
consists of heavy atoms, reflections with relatively large 
\Ep\ or .sin θ/λ are likely to have unreliable If, I and 
I £21 values, therefore the best results for the dis 
tnbution function are obtained by imposing l£2i — 
l£, I and sin ΘΙλ limits (e.g. 2 0 and 0-5, respectively). 
6. A statistical test for the presence of a centre of 
symmetry in the rest structure 
A brief, practical method for testing for the presence of 
a centre is to compare the occurrence of l£l values 
with theoretical populations of ranges of l£l. For this 
purpose we define a 'centncity fraction', X
c
, as the 
least-squares solution to the set of condition equations: 
P
nf(\E\)=XcPc(\E\) + (I - ХС)РЛ(\Е\\ (20) 
where Ρ „
ρ
 is the experimental distribution and P
c
 and 
Р
л
 are the theoretical centric and acentric dis­
tributions, respectively One result (20) is obtained for 
each of the ranges of l£>. Minimizing the squares of 
the deviations in (20) gives. 
*c = 1 (Л.р - Ρ л) Cc - Л ) / 1 ( 'с - О 2 · (21) 
where the summation is over all ranges of l£l. Xc = 1 
for an ideal centric distribution and Xc = 0 for an ideal 
acentric distribution. Experimental values for Xc, 
calculated for structures with centric and acentric dis-
tributions, come close to these theoretical values 
The application of this test to difference structure 
factors is slightly more complicated as the true l£ri 
values are not known. In special cases, where the 
known atoms are at special or pseudo-special positions, 
one can apply the test using a large number of 
reflections with zero contribution of the known atoms 
(£„ = 0. \Er\ = l£ , l = l£j l ) 
In the general case, the result will depend on the 
presumed presence or absence of a centre, this 
dependency, however, is reduced if the application is 
limited to reflections with rather small \Epl values. 
Define X¿(Em) as the Xl value, obtained by using 
only reflections with \Epl less than a certain maximum 
value £ n The calculations then are repeated for, say, 
Em = 1 0, 0 8, 0 6, 0 4, · · On reducing the 
maximum allowed contribution of the known atoms for 
any reflection, one reduces the range of possible l£,l 
values for that reflection, and thus the dependency on 
the presumed distribution is reduced. 
Experiments clearly show that extrapolation of the 
results JC^f^) for E„ - 0 leads to one solution: 
Xc=hmX¿(EJ, (22) 
independent of the presumed presence or absence of a 
centre. This being established, we have now accepted a 
fixed number of possible l£rl (in the range !£,!, £;l) 
in our calculations of X¿ (£„). For centrosymmetric 
rest structures the result of X¡-(E„) will usually 
increase, and for non-centrosymmetnc rest structures, 
the result will usually decrease, on lowering E„. In all 
cases X'c(Em), plotted as a function of £„, is linear 
except at low Em values (where the results are 
unreliable because of the low number of reflections used 
m the calculations). 
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The extrapolation (equation 22), therefore, is done 
by calculating the least squares line through the experi­
mental points, X^E^ using the number of con­
tributing reflections as a weighting factor. 
Numerical results for 13 test structures are given in 
Appendix 3. It is shown that in most cases X
c
 > 0 6 
for centric, and X
c
 < 0-4 for acentric distributions. In 
the case where X
c
 is close to 0-5, the rest structure 
may indeed have an 'intermediate' (neither centric nor 
acentric) distribution. It is, however, more probable 
that the subtraction of the known part is not done 
accurately; if that is the case, then the errors in \E
r
\ are 
largest for high-order reflections, and improved results 
for X
c
 are obtained by imposing a limit on sin θ/λ for 
contributing reflections. 
The authors are grateful to Dr R. de Graaf (Math. 
Stat. Adv.) and to Drs J. С. Smit (Math. Inst.) for 
mathematical advice. Part of this work was supported 
by FOMRE with financial aid from the Netherlands 
Organization for the Advancement of Pure Research 
(ZWO). 
We would bke to express our thanks to the referee 
for helpful criticism. 
APPENDIX 1 
Derivation of the dlilributlon function Р(в) 
We will use the following well-known expression for the 
normalized probability density for normalized structure 
factors of non-centrosymmetric structures (Wilson, 
1949, Ramachandran & Snnivasan, 19S9). 
P{\E\) = 2\E\ exp(-l£l2). (23) 
P(\E\)d\E\ is the probability that a normalized 
structure factor has an amplitude within the range \E\, 
\E\ + dl£l. £ is a complex number, or a vector in the 
complex plane; define: 
£ = X + iY, 
A = l£l; Ri=X1+Y1, (24) 
X = R cos θ; Y = R sin ft 
Equation (23) was originally derived (Wilson, 1948) 
from a Gaussian distribution density for the real and 
imaginary components of the structure factors. In our 
notation: 
Р(А-)=я-"'ехр(-А' 1), 
Р ( П = я-" 2 ехр(->' 1 ), ι " ' 
where the variance of the distribution is { to achieve the 
normalization of Я(І£І). X and Y are considered to be 
independent random variables. P(X, Y)dX dY is the 
probability that the components of E are in the ranges 
X, X + dJf and Y, Y + άΥ. 
The vector density is given by the joint probability 
density : 
PiX, Y) = P(X) P{Y) - - e x p l - U 2 + Уг)|. (26) 
π 
Transformation to polar coordinates, using (24) and 
dXdY = «d/îdftgives 
Я(0,Д) = -Лехр(-Д 2 ) . (27) 
π 
Integration over all angles gives the distribution of the 
amplitudes: 
P(R) = 2Яехр(-Л 2), 
which is identical to (23) 
For the present problem we consider the a priori 
probability density for the normalized difference 
structure factor E
r
 = X, + ι Y,. 
Equation (26) reads. 
PiX
r
.Y
r
) = -txpl-(X;+ У,2)]. 
π 
This gives for the vector 
rE
r
=rX
r
 + irY
r
^ X1 + lY^, 
P{X,,Y,) = expl-(Jf 1 '+ >"')l/r2. (28) 
7ГГ2 
Let us consider the calculated vector pEp as a fixed 
number. For simplicity, we may assume that the cal 
culated phase φ
ρ
 is zero (this may be achieved for any 
given reflection by an origin shift of the crystal axes), 
the corresponding situation is given in Fig. 2. />£„ now 
is a real, positive number. 
Fig 2 Vector diagram tor φ
ιι
 — 0 
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The probability density ^Jf, Y) of the vector E = 
p i , + rE
r
 = X + iV, given the value of pE , now is 
obtained by substituting X1 = X - p\Ell\ and Y
l
 -Y 
in the right hand side of (28) Upon transformation to 
polar coordinates, as above, one obtains: 
/'(Я,9) = 
—j- е х р М Л ' + IpE, 2 - ΣΛρΙΕ,ι cos )\Іг\ (29) 
Let us now assume that the amplitude R is known from 
experiment All possible vectors £ will form a circle 
with radius R The normalized probability density Р{в), 
given the value of R, then is obtained by substituting 
the observed R value in (27) and renormahzing the 
result. 
Ρ(θ) - P(R,e)l I P(R,e)áe (30) 
Table 5 Number of reflections in intervals of !£,! 
and IE^i for reflections with I F ^ l less than \Р
Ш
\ 
(Fxample. see Appendix 2 ) 
F, - 0 0-0 3-0 6-0 8 1 0 12-1 4-1 7-2 0-2 5-3 0-4 0-jc 
This immediately gives (7), which is identical to the 
result obtained by Sim (1959). 
APPENDIX 2 
An example 
The example compound C|jH16NjOjS crystallizes in 
space group P2¡2¡2¡ with Ζ = 4 (Noordik, Beurskens, 
Ottenheijm, Herscheid & Tijhuis. 1978). The crystal 
structure could not 'routinely' be solved by direct 
methods. The position of the S atom was found from a 
Patterson map as. χ ~ 0 0, y = 0 09, ζ 0· 14 This 
position, however, is a pseudo special position as the 
trial model (S atoms) includes a mirror plane at χ - 0 
(and a centre of symmetry at J.J.O). A conventional 
difference Fourier would have led to a superposition of 
the structure with its enantiomorph. This mirror 
symmetry was destroyed by shifting the atom about 
015 A (*„„ = 002, after refinement: χ =0 0165). 
A structure factor calculation gave an R value of 
0-56 for 1684 reflections (including all 'zero-observed' 
reflections). 
The refinement of the scale together with the 
temperature factor of the S atom (Bp) and the overall 
temperature factor for the remaining atoms (B
r
) gave· 
Β
ρ
=3·5Α 2 , Д
Г
=3-4А 2 
With these results, £, and E2 values were calculated for 
all 1684 reflections. The distribution of these reflections 
over several ranges in I £, 1 and IE21 are given in Table 
5 
The numbers in this table add up to 1216, i.e. the 
number of reflections having l£
c l l cl less than If,,,,,!. 
The remaining 468 reflections are relatively weak 
reflections, only nine of these have ! £ , ! > 1·0. 
The distribution of l£
r
l is given in Fig. 3. The 
'expenrfiental' curve is obtained by calculating struc-
ε, 
0 0 
0 3 
0 6 
OB 
1 0 
1 2 
1 4 
1 7 
2 0 
9 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
11 
4 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
33 
22 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
37 
31 
7 
5 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
33 
30 
15 
M 
4 
0 
0 
0 
0 
40 
29 
13 
15 
4 
1 
0 
0 
Ü 
55 
54 
33 
17 
19 
7 
1 
0 
u 
44 
57 
30 
23 
17 
15 
9 
0 
0 
39 
41 
37 
47 
15 
19 
15 
6 
2 
21 
29 
IB 
13 
26 
13 
12 
3 
6 
2 
5 
12 
12 
14 
12 
19 
4 
5 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
4 
1 
ture factors, using the refined parameters for all atoms 
but sulphur and normalizing the data in the usual way. 
The a priori 'expected' curve, as obtained by the pro 
cedure described in §5, is smoother, but otherwise close 
to the 'experimental' curve. 
The results for the centncity test for the rest 
structure are given in Appendix 3, the extrapolation 
towards Ep = 0 clearly shows the rest structure to be 
non-centrosymmelnc Of course, there is no problem 
concerning the space group in this example Neverthe-
jj 
/ 
Ц 
f 
¡t, V \ 
\ 
л'\ 
Y\ 
A A 
ϊ 
\ 
(1) 
— (2) 
- - - 13) 
Fig 3 Probability density P(.\b
r
\) Curve (1) Theoretical curve, 
acentric Curve (2) Experimental curve using calculated ¿ , s 
(Appendix 2) Curve (3) Results obtained by the present pro 
cedure (example, see Appendix 2) 
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less, we will use these statistical methods as a check 
before the application of direct methods to the 
dillerence structure Factors (DIRD1F): if the statistical 
results are not as satisfactory as in this example, one 
should carefully check the 'input structure' or perhaps 
adjust the program parameters to be used. 
The solution of the structure by the D1RDIF pro-
cedure was continued as follows. There were 110 
reflections having Wi > 016 and IE,I > 1-30 (the 
present program default values), and these reflections 
were used as input to the tangent refinement pro-
cedure; a total of 330 reflections with IE,I > 0-90 were 
refined in four cycles. 
The a prion average of expectation values for I £rl2 
was found to be: 
using IE,!1 for the 330 reflections to be refined: 
using the most probable l£pl2 value; 
after cycle 1 : 
after cycle 2: 
after cycle 3 : 
after cycle 4 : 
0-973 
0-872 
0-897 
0-920 
0-948 
0-965 
The weighted difference-structure factors were used 
as input to a Fourier program, resulting in a map of 
which the top 20 peaks corresponded to the 19 non-
hydrogen atoms of the molecule (including the S atom!) 
and one false position. 
The known part of the structure often will be found 
in the Fourier map; in the present example the fourth 
highest peak corresponds to the input S atom position. 
APPENDIX 3 
Numerical results for the centricity Traction Xc 
The centricity fraction Xc, as defined in §6 and cal-
culated according to the procedures described before, 
has been determined for 13 test structures. In all cases 
an extrapolation to zero contribution of the known part 
of the structure has been applied. 
In the present procedure, special reflections, which 
have or may have a centric distribution, are skipped. 
Instead of the true, but unknown IE,I value, we accept 
three possible values with different weights, namely: 
IErl = IE,I with w -i; IE,I =}(!£,I + i£¡l) with w 
— І ; Ι E, I = I Ej I with w = J. These weights are summed 
in the appropriate ranges of ]£
r
l. After completing this 
summation, the resulting distribution is normalized. 
Two thresholds have been built in. First a sin θ/λ limit 
is used to reduce the influence of possible errors in the 
parameters of the known atoms, all calculations are 
repeated for the threshold values 0-50, 0-40, 0-32 and 
0-25 A - 1. The second criterion is the magnitude of the 
calculated structure factor of the reflection. For pro­
gramming convenience we replace the threshold on 
l£pl by a threshold on ρΐΕ,,Ι/r, which is given by (14) 
and (15) as i^L·^ ± IE,I). The threshold values 
p\E
m
\/r are: 8-0, 2-0, 1-8, 1-6, 1-4, 1-2, 10, 0-8, 0-6, 
0-4. For each of these values X¡. is calculated. Nine Xç 
values enter in a weighted least-squares procedure (the 
threshold 8-0 is not used). The weights assigned to the 
A"¿ values are proportional to the number of reflections 
contributing to an X{. value. We have observed that at 
Table 6. Calculated Xc values of 13 test structures/or various sin θ/λ limits 
Values between parentheses should be neglected because the total number of rcñeclions contributing to the calculation оГ Л'
г
 is too small 
« 5 0 ) 
Entry 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(9) 
(10) 
(ID 
(12) 
(13) 
Known 
atoms 
Sb 
Zn 
CI 
S 
2CI 
Au + 2Вг 
41 
CI 
Ni * 2S 
Ni 
2Br 
Au + 2Br 
Cu 4 I 
S 
Unknown 
atoms 
C.N^NjS, 
(Γ,ίΙ,,Ο,Ν, 
C,H 1 4Nj0 4 
ε,,Η,,Ν,ο, 
^ , Η , , Ν Ο 
Ci.H.jNS, 
(AsC.H.NS,), 
ε,η,,Ν,ο, 
^ , Η , Ν , 
(Ζ,,Η,Ν,β, 
Ο,,Η,,Ο, 
C 1 ,H ! ,NS 1 
ε ,
:
Η 1 0 Ν ; 5 , 
^ , Η , , Ν , Ο , 
Sm β/λ < =ο 
0 321 
- 0 097 
0 066 
0 497 
0 671 
0 885 
1 184 
1 989 
0 785 
Ι 031 
0 535 
0 970 
0 353 
0 923 
0 50 
0041 
- 0 311 
0 043 
0 221 
0 734 
Ι 119 
Ι 505 
2 179 
0 574 
1 109 
0 606 
Ι 087 
0 195 
1 003 
0 40 
- 0 587 
- 0 012 
- 0 096 
0 084 
0 602 
1 509 
1 614 
2 037 
0 644 
1 387 
0 584 
1 094 
0 133 
Ι 107 
0 32 
0 559 
0 126 
0 062 
0 042 
0 513 
1 905 
L 931 
1 943 
0 750 
1 637 
0 778 
1 271 
0 098 
1 091 
0 25 
- 0 425 
(0 728) 
0 179 
0 081 
0 204 
2 206 
1 963 
2 083 
(-0 019) 
2 035 
0 954 
1 361 
0 5 1 8 
1 001 
Theoretical 
V 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Relcrences (I) Cras 4 Willcmse (1978) (2) van der Helm, Nicholas SL Hslicr 097Ü) (3) Subramaman &. Hum (1970) (A) Noordik. 
Beurskens. Ottenheijm, Herscheid & Tijhuis (1978) (5) Мооіг & Berk mg (1970) (6) Wijnhoven, Bosman & Willemse (1979) (7) 
Bcurskens, Beurskens, Noordik. Wtllemse & Cras (1979) (8) Prick Λ Beurskens (1979) (9) Mancharan & Noordik (1979) (10) Noordik 
4 Groen (1978) (11) Bosman, Wijnhoven 4 Willemse (1979) (12) van de Lccmpul, Willemse, Cras 4 Groen (1979) (13) Noordik, 
Herscheid, Tijhuis 4 Ottenheijm (1977) 
• Ideal X
c
 value for cenlrosymmetric structure 1, ideal X
c
 value for non cemrosymmctnc structure 0 
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low l £ J values, Ihe results for Xç(Em) become 
unreliable. 
The calculated Xc values for 13 test structures 
applying Tour sin θ/λ thresholds, are collected in Table 
6. This table clearly shows the tendency for cenlro-
symmetnc structures to have an X
c
 value near 1 0 and 
for non-centrosymmetnc structures to have a value 
approaching 0. Upon decreasing the dependency on the 
'input' structure, a better approximation for these ideal 
X
c
 values is obtained, especially for structures where at 
first sight a strong preference for 'heavy atom' 
centncity is clearly seen. Upon decreasing the sin θ/λ 
limit, the results sometimes become less reliable 
because of the small number of contributing reflections; 
on the other hand, this sometimes will improve the 
results (see Table 6, entry 5), as errors in thermal 
parameters become less important. 
One example (Table 6, entry 12) does not give the 
expected Л^ value. To explain this, we have calculated 
the distribution for the ! £ l values of the rest structure, 
using the phases calculated after the refinement of the 
structure; it was found that this distribution resembles 
more the acentric than the centric curve. From this one 
example it is concluded that the results for A,- are not 
definite proof for the presence or absence of a center of 
symmetry. 
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CHAPTER S : STRENGTHENED TRANSLATION FUNCTIONS 
This chapter is reprinted from Acta Cryst. An Appendix is added at the 
end of the reprint. 
Ada Crysl. (1983). A39, 368-376 
Strengthened Translation Functions. An Automated Method for the Positioning of a 
Correctly Oriented Fragment by Translation Functions in DIRDIF Fourier Space 
BY H. M. DOESBURG AND PAUL Τ BEURSKENS 
Crystallography Laboratory, University of Nijmegen, Teornooweld, 6525 ED Nijmegen, The Netherlands 
(Receued 14 June 1982. accepted 7 December 1982) 
Abstract defined as a convolution in electron density space, and 
expressed as a Founer synthesis. After expansion of the 
Translation functions are used to determine the position reflection data to space group Ρ1, coefficients for the 
of a correctly oriented molecular fragment. Usually, synthesis are obtained by direct methods on difference 
translation functions are defined for the Patterson structure factors (the DIRDIF procedures). From the 
space. A new translation function is presented, which is position of the maximum in the translation function, the 
0567 7394/83/030368 09S0I 50 ffi 1983 International Union of Crystallography 
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position of the known fragment relative to symmetry 
elements can be obtained The new translation fune 
tion provides a fast and reliable method for the 
positioning of a correctly oriented fragment, if the 
fragment constitutes at least about 10% of the total 
scattering power of the primitive unit cell The 
procedure has been automated in the computer 
program TRADIR Examples of applications on known 
and unknown structures are given 
1. Introduction 
Often the orientation of a molecular fragment with 
respect to the crystal axes is known Usually these 
fragments are determined by one of two important 
methods 
Orientation search methods in Patterson space 
(Braun, Hornstra & Leenhouts, 1969, Crowther, 1972, 
Nordman & Schilling, 1970, Schilling, 1970) 
A prion direct methods Routine application of direct 
methods will often lead to an E map in which large 
parts of the molecule can be recognized However, 
systematic phase errors may cause the fragment to be 
in a correct orientation but in a wrong position (Silva & 
Viterbo, 1980) 
The next step in these known orientation unknown 
origin cases (in all space groups but PI) is the 
determination of the translation vector, which, upon 
application, will position the fragment correctly with 
respect to the symmetry elements of the sapee group 
This can be achieved by 
A Translation functions, which may be designated as 
'Patterson' techniques, and which are measured to fit 
m 
Vector space (match between model and observed 
Patterson map, Braun, Hornstra & Leenhouts, 1969, 
Huber, 1965, Nordman & Nakatsu, 1963) 
Intensity space (correlation between calculated and 
observed intensities, Tollm, 1966, Crowther & Blow, 
1967, Langs, 1975, Karle, 1972, Beurskens, 1981) 
В Methods based on direct methods 
The phases derived from a known fragment can be 
recycled in space group Pi with a (modified) tangent 
formula (Karle, 1968), to obtain an E map in space 
group PI 
A similar approach, using difference structure 
factors, was applied by Beurskens, Van den Hark & 
Beurskens (1976), using the DIRDIF procedures 
(DIRect methods on DIFference structure factors. Van 
den Hark, Prick & Beurskens, 1976), again in PI (The 
resulting Fourier map is called a DIRDIF Fourier 
map) 
A careful examination of the Fourier map in space 
group PI, based on the correctly oriented fragment, 
may lead to the recognition of symmetry dependent 
fragments (which are related to the input fragment by 
symmetry elements at unknown positions m the cell) 
The problems arising in the application of A 
('Patterson' translation functions) are mainly due to 
considerable overlap in the Patterson map The 
problems arising from В (based on direct methods) are 
mainly due to difficulties in the interpretation of the P\ 
Fourier map 
Recently, we introduced a new method to determine 
the position of the molecular fragment (Doesburg & 
Beurskens. 1981) we defined the 'strengthened' trans 
lation functions as translation functions in DIRDIF 
Fourier space The functions do not depend on finding 
individual atoms but rather measure the match of 
unidentifiable peaks in the DIRDIF P\ Fourier map 
with a known search model The method may therefore 
be considered as a powerful combination of the 
computational tools designed for methods A and В 
The present translation functions can also be applied 
to conventional difference Fourier maps (using AF s, 
based only on the known model), the application of 
DIRDIF, howe\er, leads to a significant improvement 
of phases as well as amplitudes of the struc'"re factors 
of the difference structure This improvement is 
especially important when only a small fraction of the 
structure is initially known 
2. Définition of the strengthened translation function 
With the rotation matrix Я, and the transía on vector t, 
of the symmetry operation s, symmetry dependent 
positions r, in any space group are given by 
г ^ Я . г + І,, (I) 
r
s
, r are column vectors, r is an arbitrary positional 
vector 
The symmetry related reflections h, are defined as 
h
s
 - hR
s
, (2) 
h
s
, h are row vectors 
Reflections h
s
 obey 
lf(h
s
)l = lf(h)l (2/1) 
(Kh,) - 2jth I, + Q{h) (2B) 
Usually only symmetry independent reflections are 
available reflections h, are generated with (2) (ex 
eluding Fnedel related and identical reflections) and are 
assigned an observed structure factor 
" W M = lf„b,(li)i 
After this expansion of the data, the symmetry elements 
are discarded, the reflections h and h, are considered to 
be symmetry independent, and we have a 'sym 
metry reduced' space group which is either Pi or a 
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lattice-centered equivalent for non-primitive space 
groups. 
Let ir,, I be the set of atomic positions of the known 
fragment with correct orientation (p = partial struc­
ture). Phases and amplitudes Fp(ti) for this fragment 
can be calculated in the symmetry-reduced space 
group: 
f,(h) = i/ J expl2mh.(r ( , ) / | . 
j 
i,, includes all atoms οΓ the partial structure, ^ ( h ) is 
calculated for all reflections h and h, because relations 
(2A) and (2B) arc not applicable in the symmetry-
reduced space group. 
Let pp be the electron-density function of a molec­
ular fragment which is correctly oriented in the cell 
and. consequently, correctly positioned in the tnclinic 
non-centrosymmelric space group: 
/>,(•·) = — ^ F , ( h ) e x p ( - 2 w l i . r ) . (3) 
A 
The summation over h m (3) includes the generated 
reflections h,. The difference structure (the rest of the 
structure in the symmetry-reduced space group being 
the entire contents of the unit cell minus the input 
fragment) is expressed by the Fourier series 
ft(r) = — Υ ί , Ο ι ) ехр(-2тЪ.г). (4) 
У ^ 
h 
The coefficients f
r
(b). which are the structure factors of 
the difference structure, are not known, and p
r
 cannot 
be calculated. For a conventional difTerence-Founer 
map F
r
(li) is replaced by AFOi), based on the input 
fragment. The DIR Dil·' refined coefficients, also de­
noted f
r
(h), are a far belter approximation for the true 
structure factors of the difference structure, and they 
can be used in (4) for the calculation of a DIRDIF 
Fourier map, now denoted p
r
. 
This difference-electron density function p
r
 does 
contain the molecular fragments which are related to 
the input fragment p, by the symmetry elements of the 
true space group, the symmetry elements, however, are 
at unknown positions (relative to the position of the 
input fragment). 
The symmetry-related fragments are now used as a 
search model in the DIRDIF Fourier space. This 
search model p
rs
 is defined, for any symmetry element. 
as 
Thus each search model is defined as a result of 
applying on p
r
 the symmetry operators Λ, and I,, where 
s runs from 2 to n, with η - total number of symmetry 
operations.. The search model can. in principle, be 
calculated by 
^
( r ) =
 77X / '« ( h ) e x P ( - 2 ' r ' h r ) · ( 6 ) 
b 
In this expression, Fps is defined as 
^ ( Η ) = ΐ χ ε χ ρ | 2 π / Ί ι (r,),! 
ι 
for given J. Summation overj is over symmetry-related 
atomic positions r
s
. Using (1) and (2). we obtain 
F(„(h) = fp(h I)exp(27nh.l,). (7) 
Analogously to translation search methods in Patter­
son space, p,,, is translated, now in the DIRDIF Fourier 
space, to find the maximum fit with the rest structure. 
From the coordinates of the resulting vector, the 
translation vector tg can be obtained. 
A general translation function is defined by Argos & 
Rossmann (1980); for our purpose wc define this 
translation function Q,(q) as a measure of fit for pK in 
Pr-
6,(4) = | /»„(r-qMddr. (8) 
unit cell 
С(ч) will be maximal for exact coincidence of/)„ and 
Pr at q = q». 
After substitution of (6) and (4) into (8) and 
integrating term by term, the result is 
ß
'
(<,) =
 7 X^'OO/VaOexp^rah.q), (9) 
where F* is the complex conjugate of F. Equation (9) 
can also be derived by considering it to be the 
convolution of two electron density functions. The 
functions to be convoluted are the rest structure, pr, 
and the inverted search fragment pfps. According to 
properties of convolutions, this will give, in reciprocal 
space, a multiplication of the Fourier coefficients of the 
two electron-density functions, which is identical to (9). 
This expression is used for the actual calculation of the 
translation functions It can simply be evaluated by 
standard fast Fourier transform (FFT) techniques. For 
all reflections partial structure factors Fp(h) are 
calculated. For a given symmetry operation s, trans-
formation (7) readily gives F (h) values for all 
reflections. The DIRDIF results trefined Fr(b) values! 
are not used as coefficients for the calculation of a 
DIRDIF Fourier map. but are multiplied by F',(h), 
which, after Fourier transformation, leads to the 
translation function for the specified symmetry ele-
ment. The DIRDIF refinement is executed only once: 
the calculation of Q(q) is repeated for each of the 
(« — 1) symmetry elements. 
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Noie A perfect overlap of a search model with a 
completely correct rest structure will lead to 
A relative measure of fit is defined as Q(q)/60 
Э. The translation vector t , 
The desired translation vector Ц,, over which the 
original set of atomic coordinates ( tp \ is to be shifted, is 
related to q, in a symmetry dependent way If the set 
(r0l is the correctly located set, the next equation holds 
for corresponding positions in the two sets 
ΓΟ = Γ
Ρ
 + ·Ο ( Ό ) 
The position of the true symmetry-related set |r,l (not 
identical to the atomic positions of ρ,,) is defined by 
г! = Л>г0 + «! = Д5(г(, + О + «, С ' ) 
Application of DIRDIF in P\ on the basis of Ir,I will 
yield a set of positions (r,), which contains subsets of 
correctly oriented symmetry related fragments (r
s
| A 
shift over t,, will superimpose these sets 
rs = ' , + «<, (12) 
Equation (12) is the symmetry-related analogon of 
(10) 
Equating (11) and (12) gives 
Л,г„+І 5 = г г + (I-R)^, (13) 
where I is the unity matrix Interpretation of (13) in 
terms of the electron density functions defined in § 2 
tells us that the left hand side of ( 13) represents p^, and 
that (r, I constitutes p
r
 The last term of (13) with a 
minus sign thus gives the expected position q0 of the 
maximum of Q,(q), when (he model and structure 
exactly overlap 
ς ^ - α - Α , Κ (14) 
From (14) three components of t,, can be determined if 
R
s
 is the rotation matrix for inversion or rotation-
inversion In the case of a rotation of screw axis the 
component in the direction of the axis is undetermined 
Mirror or glide planes only allow the determination of 
one component of t,,, perpendicular to the plane, the 
other two components are undetermined An unknown 
component of t, may become available from the Q map 
for a different symmetry element If only one twofold 
symmetry element (2, 2,, m, a, 6, с, n) is present (eg. 
Й , , Pc) the model can be translated freely in one or 
two directions with undetermined components In such 
space groups the undetermined components are as­
signed an arbitrary value of zero For triclimc, 
monoclmic and orthorhombic space groups each 
translation vector t^ can be reduced modulo (t.M) 
t 0 = | ^ „ ( m o d i ) K0(mod J). Z0(mod })| (15) 
This reduction describes eight possible vectors (0 or \, 
in three directions) that correspond merely to a shift of 
the coordinate system from one permissible origin to 
another (see Hauptman, 1972) In, say, F2|, (15) takes 
the form 
t ( ) =U 0 (modi).0,Z 0 (modi)l 
For space groups with symmetry higher than ortho 
rhombic, the additional translational symmetry can be 
determined according to the rules given by Hall (1970) 
and is contained implicitly in Iniernalional Tables for 
X rav Cryslallography (Karle, 1974) For example, in 
/•3,, (15) becomes t,, = I A^mod \). K0(mod \), 01, with 
the condition that Jf^mod \) = 21/0(mod j) 
4. The TRADIR procedure 
In this section we will briefly describe the TRADIR 
(TRAnslation function in DIRdif Fourier space) 
procedure After expansion of the reflection data the 
normal DIRDIF facilities are used as in space group 
Pi After the determination of scaling and separate 
temperature factors for partial and rest structure. 
pseudo normalized structure factors £, are defined as 
the normalized equivalent of the conventional dirter 
enee structure factors (IF
obsl — IF,,!) exp (<»„ (see 
Beurskens, Prick, Doesburg & Gould, 1979) By using 
£, values and phases as input to a weighted tangent 
refinement procedure, new reliable indications for the 
phases of the rest structure factors are obtained 
Accordingly, iF
r
\ values are calculated by the vector 
relationship F
obs = Fp + if,I exp (ιφ,) The resulting 
phased f
 r
 values are stored for the calculations of the 
Fourier coediciems given in (9) Now, the position of 
the input fragment has to be determined relative to 
(n — I) symmetry elements Accordingly, (n — I) 
summations of type (9) have to be calculated and 
resulting Q maps interpreted The Q map for a centre of 
symmetry or for a 3 or 4 axis has three dimensional 
character, because the position of the inversion centre 
has to be fixed in three directions In the case of η fold 
rotation or screw axis, onlv two components for t0 need 
to be determined For mirror and glide plane opera 
lions, a one dimensional Fourier summation will 
suffice This reduction of the problem of finding l,, is 
also noticed in Patterson search translation functions 
(sum function, Tollin, 1970) 
In the present procedure each of the (и — 1)0 maps 
is searched for peak maxima As it is expected that 
small partial structures will lead to Q maps in which the 
strongest peak may not represent !„, several peaks are 
collected from each of the Q maps The coordinates of 
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(he peaks in the respective maps are reduced to 
components of t,, by the use of (14) After all searches 
have been completed, it is attempted to combine the 
various indications for the components of Ц, resulting 
from the (я - I) searches into one, if possible, 
three dimensional vector, which is consistent in its 
components for each of the searches (see § 5 for an 
actual example) 
More than one possible solution for tg may arise 
Because the heights of the peaks in the Q maps are 
given on an identical scale, various results for a 
component of !„ can be compared, weighted according 
to their corresponding peak heights The reliability of 
difTerent three dimensional results for t,, can be esti 
mated according to the summed peak heights In space 
groups in which и = 2 such a combination of results, 
which is a reinforcement of individual results, is not 
possible and only one indication for a three dimen 
sional (PI) or two or one dimensional vector ( e g P2,, 
Pc) is obtained 
5. A theoretical and practical example In Я2,/с 
In this section the practical use of formulae presented in 
§ 4 is illustrated for a specific space group, P2,/c Also, 
details of the actual calculation will be shown Table 1 
lists the equivalent positions for Pljc Symmetry 
related reflections are hkl, hkl, hki and hkl Re 
flection data were expanded for space group PI by 
generating an hkl reflection for each hkl. except for OfcO 
or АО/ reflections A partial structure with correct 
orientation and incorrect position must be translated 
with respect to three symmetry elements These 
symmetry elements are ignored during structure factor 
calculations and DIRDIF refinement of the difference 
structure factors, but will explicitly be used in the 
calculations of the translation functions 
Consider the positioning of the fragment with respect 
to the 2, axis, ι e the determination of the vector 
components Хц and Z„ of t« which shift the fragment to 
the correct position with respect to the 2, axis 
Formulae (7) and (9) are now rewritten for the case of 
a 2, axis 
Table 1 An example of a possible combination of 
results of different searches in space group P2Jc, 
where —1„ is the vector over which the correctly located 
fragment was misplaced 
Expression for Possible consistent 
expecled maximum three dimensional 
Fquivalenl position in Q map result 
(ΛΤ,Ι',Ζ.)-!, 
For the symmetry related reflections hkl and hkl 
(7) becomes 
for h = hkl Fp(b) = F ¿hkl), F „(hkl) -- Fp(hkl) exp πι* 
for h = hkl F „(it) = F ¿hkl), F „(hkl) = /-„(AM) exp πι* 
The two reflections enter (9) as the sum 
F;(hkl) (-1)* F
r
(hkl) exp \-2m(hx, + ky, + /z,)l 
+ F*,(hkl) ( \)kF
r
(hkl)exp |-2m(Ajt, + ky, + fe,)l 
(16) 
Actually, the results of (16) are summed over * and 
stored as two dimensional Fourier coefficients C(A/) 
and will be used for the calculation of a two dimen 
sional search function 
ß,(-V г,) = — ^ G(hl) exp Ι 2πι(Λ*„ + /г,)I 
The position of the expected maximum in this Q 
function gives the components X„ and Z 0 of the 
translation vector tg The flow chart (Fig 1) gives a 
summary of the calculations for the 2, axis 
The translation functions for 1, 2, and с are 
calculated in parallel, ι e after the execution of 
Pijcmib 
reflections hkl 
Expand reflections hkl -* Ш 
Input known [ 
-positions Iг,I • Structure factor calculations F,(hkl) 
and Fpihkl) + scale Гасіог and 
temperature factor refinemenl in PI 
Symmetry operation/^ I 
DI RDI f in PI 
Р„(НкГ) and FJhkl) 
F
r
(hkl) and F¿hkl) 
Coefficienls for two dimensional 
Fourier synthesis 
Calculation of Q map 
—^Translation ^  Яо « Peak search 
1 ζ 
* 1 . 
-(2ЛГ„0 2/„l 
( 2 Λ ·
Γ
2 Κ
Ρ
2 7 ) 
(0 2 ν». Ol 
Ifpl contains correct χ and ζ 
but arbitrary position alongé 
Fig 1 Flow chart of the TRADIR system for a translation search 
for the 2, axis in Р2,/с 
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DIRDIF three types of coefficients are calculated 
simultaneously. After all Fourier syntheses, which give 
the Q maps, have been calculated and interpreted, the 
results for the three searches are combined. Table 1 
illustrates the combination of different indications for 
the components of t,. 
resi calculations 
As a test of the procedure a known structure was 
shifted over an arbitrary but known vector. Starting 
with the complete structure, smaller fragments were 
used also to test the performance of the translation 
function as a function of known scattering power. The 
test structure is: (Z) - S'-phenyl-S'-(p-toluenesulphon-
amido)-2,4,6-trimethyldithiobenzoate, СззН^МО^, 
space group P2,/c, Ζ = 4; a = 9-223, b = 16-210, 
с = 15-282 Α, β = 100-830; abbreviated as 
THIM (Prick, 1978). Number of reflections: 2084. 
After expansion: 4060 reflections. Refined positional 
parameters were shifted over a fixed vector for each of 
the following THIM fragments. 
I. One complete molecule, excluding Η atoms: 
C^NOjS,. 
II. O-S-N-S-C-SjC.NOjS, 
I I 
с с 
III. Three S atoms (relative positions may be 
available from Patterson synthesis). 
C - S ; C 1 0 S . 
We define the fractional scattering power p1 of a 
fragment as: p' - average of \Р1,\
г1($_/ff), X, = sum 
over all atoms. The calculations were performed by 
DIRDIF (Beurskens et ai, 1981). 
Table 2 gives the results for the separate searches on 
every symmetry element and the combined results 
which yield a vector that is suitable for translation. 
From this table it can be concluded that for all 
fragments the correct vector is found as the combined 
vector with the highest sum of the peak maxima from 
the individual searches. Furthermore, it shows that 
indications for a component of tg which are obtained 
from a one-dimensional search (mirror or glide sym­
metry) are very strong compared to results from a two-, 
or even more, a three dimensional search Especially 
for small fragments, such as fragment IV for which 
p 2 < 0· 10, the correct answer for !„ is only obtained as 
the fourth peak in the three dimensional Q map. 
However, the first three peaks from this map can be 
excluded since they cannot combine with any of the 
indications resulting from the other Q maps. The 
computing times needed for the translation searches are 
indicated in Table 3. 
Table 2. Application of the strengthened translation functions ß(q) to some fragments of THIM 
Locations and peak heights of main maxima in the Q maps are listed. The true vector is (0 20. 0 10. 0 30) 
Fragment 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
/>' 
0 26 
0 IB 
0 14 
. 
009 
Q. 
400 
271 
221 
189 
2, 
Я, 
0 40 
0 78 
0 52 
0 46 
0 64 
0 40 
0 03 
0 53 
0 26 
0 77 
0 40 
0 53 
0 17 
0 47 
0 48 
0 40 
0 55 
0 15 
0 92 
094 
axis at (0 
Я, 
060 
0 46 
0 55 
0 71 
0 52 
060 
0 74 
0 55 
0 65 
0 46 
060 
0 54 
0 69 
0 86 
0 71 
060 
009 
0 84 
0 95 
0 77 
,УЛ) 
Max. 
372 
84 
75 
72 
70 
315 
78 
69 
66 
66 
240 
87 
67 
54 
50 
49 
45 
42 
39 
38 
Symmetry element 
il 
0 40 
0 40 
0 11 
0 76 
0 40 
0 40 
0 40 
0 76 
0 41 
004 
04O 
0 13 
0 76 
0 26 
0 16 
0 22 
0 27 
0 64 
041 
0 36 
1 at (0.0.0) 
Чу 
0 20 
0 32 
0 67 
0 35 
0 54 
0 20 
0 32 
0 36 
0 38 
0 36 
0 20 
0 72 
0 J6 
0 47 
0 44 
0 03 
0 28 
0 43 
0 20 
0 78 
?, 
060 
0 10 
0 22 
0 95 
0 10 
060 
0 10 
0 95 
0 10 
0 25 
060 
0 23 
0 96 
0 22 
0 11 
0 82 
0 72 
0 08 
060 
0 20 
Max 
274 
113 
99 
95 
94 
197 
117 
112 
111 
100 
144 
104 
96 
92 
91 
113 
69 
65 
63 
61 
cat 
«, 
0 20 
0 69 
0 89 
0 20 
0 72 
0 88 
0 84 
0 20 
0 72 
0 89 
0 19 
0-40 
0 69 
0 89 
U.l.i) 
Max. 
373 
15 
9 
281 
27 
15 
8 
242 
24 
16 
62 
30 
28 
25 
-*» 
0 20 
0 23 
0 20 
0 20 
0 20 
0 30 
0 10 
Combined ve 
-*. 
о io 
о io 
0 10 
0 10 
0 10 
0 20 
0 35 
-Zo 
0 30 
0 35 
0 30 
0 30 
0 30 
0 04 
0 17 
ctor 
Max sum 
1019 
525 
793 
625 
174 
140 
96 
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Table 3 Computing lime (s) for translation searches on some fragments of THIM for different steps of the 
procedure on an IBM 4341. model 2 
t-ragmint 
(see Table 2) 
1 
IV 
Expansion of 
reflection data 
4 s 
9 f. 
Structure factor 
calculation and 
normalization 
71 4 
M 0 
Tangent refinement on 
dilTerence structure factors 
120 5 
49 2 
Calculation Q maps 
and interpretation 
40 8 
41 4 
Total 
242 1 
151 2 
6. Further TRADIR experiences 
The TRADIR procedure has been automated and 
incorporated m the DIRDIF program system, it has 
been tested and used on a number of known (test) and 
unknown structures In this section results are sum 
marized A review оГ the structures, with code names 
and crystal data, is given in Table 4 
The procedure was applied in the structu'e de 
termination of six unknown structures 
in two cases the orientation of a fragment of the 
structure was determined from the Patterson synthesis 
(PENTAN and AUP1) TRADIR was used to find the 
position of the fragment in the cell 
in four cases a molecular fragment or some possible 
atomic positions were obtained from MULTAN (Маш, 
1980) (TERMIN, TMPPA SYDNON and NAH 
MAL), but the complete structure could not be 
determined with routine methods In one case (TER 
MIN) the correct position was found by TRADIR In 
the three remaining cases TRADIR was used to prove 
that the position was correct (translation vector equals 
null vector) and the complete structure was obtained 
after careful application of various methods 
Approximately 12 known structures were used to 
investigate the specific properties of the procedure, four 
of which are listed in Table 4 Special attention was 
given to the following points of interest 
TRADIR results for small fragments The influence 
of the size of a correctly oriented fragment was tested, 
using data of HEPTA as a trial structure Preliminary 
results have been published (Beurskens, 1981) It 
should be mentioned that the TRADIR results, given 
therein, greatly improve if the number of tangent 
refinement cycles for the difference structure factors is 
varied By optimization of this number, smaller 
fragments (eight С atoms out of a total of 120) could 
be correctly located 
Tests were performed also in space groups with Laue 
symmetry higher than orthorhombic (DIAMBE) The 
same lower limit of 10% for p2 for reliable answers was 
observed 
It appeared to be possible to position a single 
medium-heavy atom in a moderately small organic 
structure (one S atom in MONOS, ρ' = 0 07) 
Application of TRADIR in such a special case causes 
an enantiomorph fixation problem (Prick, Beurskens & 
Gould, 1978), as one known atom constitutes a 
centrosymmetnc model structure in PI Consequently, 
'enantiomorph related' peaks will also appear in the Q 
maps, although with lower densities after the enantio 
morph fixation procedure used in DIRDIF 
TRA DIR results [ƒ a false orientation is used as 
input Peaks in the Q map will have very low densities 
compared to the expected maximum density In 
addition, it will be difficult, if not impossible, to build a 
three dimensional translation vector that is consistent 
for all searches The successful determination of a 
combined vector is highly indicative for the cor 
rectness of the orientation Preliminary DIRDIF results 
(refinement of temperature factors, R values) can also 
support the supposed correctness of an orientation It 
should be noticed that if a wrong model is used as 
input, the null vector is not present in any of the Q 
maps 
Relative strength of different searches A good 
Table 4 Some of the en stal structures иАісА served as examples for the TRADIR procedure 
Code name 
TIMM 
Ml PTA 
MONOS 
DIAMBl· 
PfcNTAN 
AUPi 
1MPPA 
I I RMIN 
SM1SON 
N M I M A L 
Molecular formula 
С Η NO S 
С H,, 
С,.H . N O S 
С, H, Ν О 
С „ H „ Ν О 
(., .Η , Au,P 
с Η ю 
С Η Na 
C U N O 
С ,Ο Η Na 
Known'unknown 
structure 
knoun 
known 
known 
known 
unknown 
unknown 
unknown 
unknown 
unknown 
unknown 
Space group 
«,/Γ 
«, 
П,1,2, 
fi, 
РЬса 
/>l 
", P\ 
P2/C 
Ρα 
7 
Number of non Η 
atoms in unit cell 
116 
120 
80 
48 
144 
1120 
52 
92 
96 
40 
Reference 
(o) 
(6) 
(rt W) 
M 
( Л 
( ί ) (*) (ι) 
ω 
Refcrtm.cs lol Pmk 11978) (ft) Beurskens Beurskens & Van den Hark (1976) M Noordik Beurskens Ottenheijm Herscheid 4 Tijhuis (1978) (rf) 
Van der Widen SÌ Noordik (1980) (e) Doesburg Noordik & Beurskens (1983) (ƒ) Bosman Beurskens Van der Velden Λ Noordik (1982) ig) Doesburg 
Peut & МегіЛХ 19821 (*) Noordik Doesburg & Prick 11981 ) (ι) Hasek el al (1982) (j> Lenstra Λ Doesburg (1983) 
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indication οΓ the relative strength was given by the 
determination of PENTAN In this space group seven 
Q maps have to be calculated Four independent 
determinations for each component of ц, can be 
expected It was noticed that the searches for the three 
glide planes gave the strongest indications for com 
ponents XQ, Y0 and Z 0 of t,, 
7. Discussion and conclusions 
From the results of applying TRA DIR on both known 
and unknown structures, several important conclu 
sions can be drawn with regard to the reliability and 
applicability of the technique 
Symmetry considerations 
In high symmetry space groups, in which the total 
number of symmetry operations can be larger (say 
eight), there is often only one way in which the results 
of the (seven) searches can be combined into one 
three dimensional translation vector A large number of 
symmetry operations implies a rapid decrease of the 
known scattering fraction upon reduction to the 
non centrosymmetnc tnclinic space group At first 
sight this seems a considerable disadvantage of the 
technique However, the larger number of searches 
counter balances this effect 
The correct vector is usually obtained with the 
largest probability from the one-dimensional search 
The answer coming from the three dimensional search 
gives smaller (correct peak height)/(lower peak height) 
ratios Therefore, it is recommendable to give a large 
weight to the results from the one and (slightly less) 
two dimensional searches Though every search (ID, 
2D, 3D) involves a shifting of a three dimensional 
fragment in the three dimensional DIRDIF Fourier 
space, for a ID search (2D search), the search is 
executed in a fixed plane (along a fixed line) This 
avoids disturbance by overlapping densities from other 
(unknown) fragments, which, in a three dimensional 
search can happen quite frequently 
Once a consistent answer for q0 is obtained, t,, can be 
calculated in a straightforward way from q0 and is now 
uniquely determined An ambiguity concerning the sign 
of the parameter shift may arise in other types of 
translation functions (Karle, 1972), because of the high 
symmetr\ of the Patterson space, in which the search is 
done In the functions presented here, no such 
ambiguity exists 
Comparison with other methods 
The major drawback of the translation functions 
defined in the Patterson space is the amount of overlap 
of interatomic peaks, even if sharpened coefficients are 
used Since the present function is defined in Fourier 
space, no such overlap exists 
Other methods for locating fragments in Fourier 
space (tangent recycling, DIRDIF, or Fourier 
methods) executed in PI are based upon identification 
of atoms In TRADIR, electron density functions are 
fitted to each other, and correlations will occur even in 
regions where no clearly separated atomic densities are 
visible and this will give a considerable contribution to 
G(q) 
Computing time 
The computing time needed for a conventional 
Patterson translation search is strongly dependent on 
the number of symmetry elements, the number of 
vectors used in the search, and the setting of various 
program parameters Although time limits for the 
several types of translation function are not frequently 
specified, and, if available, are hard to compare because 
of different computer properties, it is our experience 
that some Patterson search translation functions are 
very computer time consuming, especially if additional 
optimization is required When comparing the times 
given in Table 3 with those for conventional programs 
running on our computer {DIRDIF, MULTAN, 
FC step of XRAY), it is found that the time for the 
execution of TRADIR is of the same order of 
magnitude It is, in any case, negligible compared with 
the time needed for the refinement of the structure 
Number of reflections 
A possible reduction of the number of reflections, 
leading to a reduction of computing times, may be 
considered In R criteria (Petit, Lenstra & Van Loock, 
1981) or in rotation functions (Tollin & Rossman, 
1966), this reduction was investigated A threshold on 
l£l values is often applied Obviously, in our type of 
translation functions, the tangent refinement of the 
difference structure factors plays an important role, 
and in the DIRDIF method all reflections participate in 
the procedure 
In certain cases, however, a limit on sin ΘΙλ values 
can be applied to discard high order reflections, which 
may suffer severely from errors in the model In 
addition this can also lead to a more stable refinement 
of temperature factors and scale factors, which should 
be determined optimally to arrive at a good starting 
point for the tangent refinement 
Small fragments 
From the experimental results, it can be concluded 
that if at least about 10% of the total scattering power 
is known, the method will provide a reliable answer for 
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tg. ΙΓ less is known, alternative answers can be 
evaluated by normal DIRDIF use. 
It appears that the procedure is not very sensitive to 
small errors in the fragment or the orientation of the 
fragment. 
Applications 
The mam application of the strengthened translation 
functions is the determination of a correctly oriented 
molecular fragment in the unit cell with respect to the 
symmetry elements. 
In some applications (e.g. TMPPA) a very strong 
indication for the null vector as a solution of tg was 
obtained. It appeared that this is a very strong 
indication for the correctness of the original position of 
the molecular fragment. 
In some cases, only a very poor fragment is available 
(bad geometry, or inaccurate orientation, or an 
uninterpretable collection of peaks from an E map). In 
such cases relatively large peaks in the strengthened 
translation functions are very probable indications for 
the correctness of large parts of the model structure 
(eg. TMPPA, TERMIN). Such 'model verification' 
may be followed by DIRDIF in order to modify the 
model (small atomic shifts, removal of some atoms); 
thereafter DIRDIF will usually lead to a rapid 
development of the structure. 
In principle, the TRADIR procedure can also be 
used to position two mdependent fragments in space 
group PI· P
w
 [in (9)1 is simply to be replaced by the 
calculated structure factors for the second fragment; 
the interpretation of the Q map is straightforward. 
Alternatively, two DIRDIF results can be convoluted 
The application of the strengthened translation 
functions on protein structure analysis has not been 
tested so far Some preliminary tests of the application 
of DIRDIF on protein molecules are in progress 
(Parthasarathi & Beurskens, 1982) If satisfactory 
results are obtained, TRADIR will be tested on its 
applicability to protein structures. 
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lands Foundation for Chemical Research (SON) with 
financial aid from the Netherlands Organization of 
Pure Research (ZWO). We wish to thank R С 
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Appendix Chapter Б. 
The maximum peak height in a Q-map 
If a maximum value for the peak heights in a Q-map can be calculated 
a priori, guantative criteria for the evaluation of alternatives for 
the translation vector t^ resulting from the Q-map can be formulated: 
1. The peak heights of the different indications for components of the 
translation vector can be compared with the maximal value. This can 
be applied to all Q-maps for the same structure since the Q-maps 
are calculated on an identical scale. 
2. When the height of the strongest peak in a Q-map is considerably 
less than the expected maximal value, a poor overlap of the model 
with the DIRDIF Fourier map is indicated. The results from this 
Q -map could be assigned less weight than results from Q-maps with 
higher peak maxima. The obscure results can be omitted from the 
final evaluation of the correct translation vector. 
It is, beforehand, possible to measure the overlap of the model in the 
search soace, bv calculating the convolution of the fragment with it­
self. 
It is expected that ρ (which is ρ ) is reproduced in the ideal case 
Ρ PS 
in the DIRDIF Fourier map at an unknown position. This can be 
formulated as : 
Q0=Q(0)= ƒ ρ (r) ρ (r) dr 
unit 
cell 
- 7 I | Fp (y | 2 ^ 
Q- gives the expected maximum peak height for a given cell contents 
and a known fragment. Q has a constant value for each Q -map (i.e. 
0 s 
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search on each symmetry element). Q is independent of the character 
of the search (one-, two- or three-dimensional). In all cases a three-
dimensional DIRDIF Fourier is fitted in a three-dimensional DIRDIF 
Fourier space by a translation in either one, two or three directions. 
In principle, Qn is independent of the orientation of the fragment as 
well. However, deviations from the expected value can arise due to 
different scaling and temperature factors. Also, an incorrect 
orientation will lead to phase-errors during the phase development 
stage and thus produce a worse DIRDIF Fourier map. 
A oractical example of the use of Q in a structure determination is 
presented in Chaoter 6B. 
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CHAPTER 6 A : AN APPLICATION OF STRENGUTENED TRANSLATION FUNCTIONS: 
THE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF 
2-METHYL-Z-PHENYL-4,4-DICYAN0METHÏL-BUTAN0ATE, C, JJ, JJnOn 
' ' 14 14 2 2 
Reprinted from Zeitschrift f.Krist. (1982) 161_, 279-288. 
At the end of the reprint, two additional tables, not included in the 
original reprint, are reproduced. 
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Zeilichrift Гиг Kristallographie 161 279-288 (1982) 
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An application of strengthened translation functions: 
The crystal structure of 2-methyl-3-phenyl-
4,4-dicyanoniethyIbutanoate, Ci4Hi4N202 
H M. Doesburg, J H Noordik, and Ρ Τ Beurskens 
Crystallography Laboratory, University οΓ Nijmegen 
Toernooiveld, 6525 ED Nijmegen, The Netherlands 
Received June 10, 1982 
Translation funciions I Direct methods failure ! DIRDIF 
Abstract. The recently described strengthened translation functions (trans­
lation functions after application of direct methods to difference structure 
factors) were used in the structure determination of a small molecule, which 
resisted solution by one direct method Detailed results for various correct 
and incorrect orientations of the molecule (obtained by a Patterson 
orientation function) are discussed and criteria for the selection of possibly 
correct orientations are given 
The molecule, C^H^NjC^, crystallizes in the orthorhombiccentrosym-
metnc space group Pbca, with 8 molecules in the unit cell a = 8 925(2), 
b = 14 077(4) and с = 20 237(4) Л The structure was solved using orienta­
tion search methods in vector space and strengthened translation functions 
The structure was refined by full-matrix least-squares methods to a conven­
tional Л-value of 0 032. 
The failure of the a prion direct method is discussed in an appendix 
Introduction 
One of the more common obstacles in crystal structure analyses is the 
appearance of a molecule or fragment, that is correctly oriented, but wrongly 
positioned in the unit cell The translation vector by which the structure needs 
to be shifted, can in principle be determined by. 
— Patterson translation-functions, operating either in vector or in 
intensity space (see Langs, 1975, for a review), 
— direct method, using phases of reflections based on the correctly 
oriented fragment New phases can be obtained by tangent recycling in Ρ1 
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Table 1. Crystal data 
Formula 
Formula weight 
Melting point С К) 
Space group 
F(000) 
a (A) 
6(A) 
с (A) 
^(A3) 
Ζ 
DAtcm-1) 
λ(ΜοΚ<χ){Α) 
μ(ΜοΚα) (cm - 1) 
C I 4 H 1 4 N 2 0 : 
242 27 
363 
Pbca 
1024 
8 925(2) 
14 077(4) 
20 237(4) 
2542 
8 
1 266 
0 71068 
0 94 
(Karle, 1968) or via difference structure factor refinement by direct methods 
(program DIRDIF, Beurskens et al, 1981) in PI 
Recently we have developed strengthened translation functions (i e 
translation functions in DIRDIF-Founer space, Doesburg and Beurskens, 
1982) This type of functions is derived analogously to Patterson translation 
functions. However, the present functions are obtained from difference 
structure factors, refined by the DIRDIF procedure1 
When attempts to solve a structure with a prion direct methods are 
unsuccessful, the use of orientation and translation functions provides a 
valuable alternative In this paper, emphasis is laid on the influence of the 
model structure and the evaluation of the orientation and translation search 
results with DIRDIF In appendix I attention is given to the question of why 
MULTAN failed to solve this small-molecule structure 
The crystal structure of the present compound was determined to 
establish the configuration around the central С —С bond thus provid­
ing information about the stereochemistry of thermal (2 + 2) cycloaddi-
tions between ketene acetáis, Я1/?2С=С(ОМе)2 and dicyanostyrenes 
ArHC = C(CN)2 The compound was prepared as described by Scheeren, 
van Rossum and Nivard (1982) 
Experimental 
The title compound crystallized from cyclohexane as colourless needles, m ρ 
363° К Cell dimensions and intensity data were measured on a CAD 4 
1
 The procedure, described in this paragraph, is denoted TRADIR, it consists of (he computer 
programs DIRDIF and TRADIR, and includes an automatic interpretation of the results 
Programs (Fortran IV) with documentation are available on request 
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diffractometer with Mo^ot-radiation (graphite crystal monochromator) A 
single crystal with approximate dimensions 0 1 χ 0 1 χ 0 3 mm was used Data 
were collected in the ω — 2 θ scan mode at a variable scan speed, with a 
maximum time of 60s per reflection Intensity control reflections were 
measured after every 30 mm of X-ray exposure time The intensities of these 
reflections remained constant within 5 % A total of 4930 reflections with 
0° < θ < 16° were measured (the complete sphere) The intensity data were 
not corrected for absorption Averaging of symmetry-related reflections 
(Ä-factor for averaging, Σ (ƒ, — /)/£/, = 0 022), yielded 618 reflections, of 
which 160 had / < 3 σ (/) Lorentz and polarization corrections were applied 
Crystal data are collected in Table 1 All routine crystallographic 
calculations were carried out with X-RAY 76 (Stewart, 1976) 
Structure determination 
The present structure resisted solution by the program MULTAN 80 (Main, 
1980) all attempts, including those recommended in the MULTAN write-
up, failed (see Appendix I) 
Although other types of direct methods could have been used with 
possible success, we decided to use orientation and translation search 
methods As the molecule has a large number of internal rotational degrees of 
freedom, only a small rigid model (a phenyl ring with one substituent) can a 
priori be constructed for the orientation search Therefore we used a chloro-
substituted analogue of the present molecule (Noordik, 1982) minus the Cl-
atom, as starting model for the orientation search This implicitly assumes a 
similar conformation of both compounds in spite of the large number of 
possible rotations around С — С bonds Although this assumption proved to 
be incorrect, the main geometrical features were sufficiently accurate to 
obtain the solution of the structure 
Orientation search and evaluation 
A sharpened ( |£|2) Patterson was calculated using a grid of 0 15Â and the 
orientation search performed with the program of Braun, Hornstra, and 
Leenhouts (1969) using 134 vectors below 6Â A preliminary scan with 
increments of 90 led to 21 peaks in angular space These peaks were optimized 
with rotation steps of 4 50 The measure of fit (modified sumfunction, MOF) 
of the 21 orientations did not show a significant preference of one of them, so 
we evaluated all orientations with DIRDIF in space group P I In the 
symmetry-reduced space group Ρ1, any position of the molecule is correct 
and the model comprises | of the number of atoms in the unit cell Reflection 
data were expanded to a halfsphere according to | F
o b s (ha) \ = | F o b s (ή) | where 
h and h
s
 are symmetry related reflections Subsequently, the 21 orientations 
were used to calculate 
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Tabic2. Results of DIRDIF calculations in P\ for 6orientations from the Patterson-search 
Orientation 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
21 
MOF' 
38416 
39601" 
45796 
47089 
47089 
57121 
*, 
46 
40 
61 
80 
80 
170 
В, 
56 
57 
50 
5.2 
53 
50 
Pc.p 
0 127 
0 134 
0 103 
0 094 
0 093 
0 077 
Д 
0.720 
0.710 
0.744 
0 756 
0 763 
0 791 
1
 MOF' measure of fit for an orientation solution MOF should be minimal for the correct 
orientation 
ь
 Correct orientation 
a) structure factors Fp for the known part of the structure; 
b) scale factor (Sc), isotropic overall temperature factors for the known 
molecule (Bp) and the rest structure (Br). These parameters result from a two-
dimensional non-linear refinement procedure (Gould, Van den Hark, and 
Beurskens, 1975). It should be pointed out that 5c is different from a scaling 
factor resulting from conventional least-squares refinement; 
c) an Ä-factor which is defined as the conventional Л-factor, calculated 
with the proper scale factor Sc; 
d) Рс«р = Σ \Fp (Bp)\2jl \Sc Fobs\2 where the summations are over all 
reflections and Fp (Bp) is the calculated partial structure factor using 
the temperature factor parameter Bp. This is to be compared with 
/7,2heor = (.\Fp\2IfJy where Σ is over all atoms and the average is taken 
j j 
over all reflections, /^ іеог ¡s the a prion analogue of p2lp and is independent 
of Sc and В values. pfbeor is 0.107(2) for all orientations of the present 
molecule. 
In Table 2, the results of these calculations for 5 orientations with the 
lowest MOF-values are tabulated as are the results for the orientation with 
the highest MOF. In the evaluation of these results the following points were 
considered : 
i) Bp and Br should be physically reasonable, i.e. within about 3 Л 2 of the 
overall temperature factor [5.46(3) À2 for all orientations]. According to our 
experiences with DIRDIF, correct input fragments lead to a converging 
temperature factor refinement with satisfactory values for Bp and Br (if no 
disorder or systematic errors in the reflection data are present). An incorrect 
input fragment usually leads to an overestimation of Bp, and only small 
changes in the scale factor Sc. 
ii) Largerр2
жр
 values suggest possibly correct orientations. The deviations 
of Pe.p ( a s compared with p2hco,) are related to changes in Bp and Sc. It is 
observed that incorrect fragments lead to relatively small values of ρΙ
τρ 
(mainly because of the change in Bp). 
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Table3. Atomic coordinates (with e.s.d.'s) ( χ IO4 for non-H-atoms, χ IO3 for H-aloms) and 
equivalent isotropic temperature factors ( χ IO3 A2). Η-atoms are labelled according to parent 
atoms and assigned (.',„ of the parent atoms 
C(l) 
C(2) 
C(3) 
C(4) 
C(5) 
C(6) 
C(7) 
C(8) 
C(9) 
C(10) 
C(ll) 
C(12) 
C(13) 
C(I4) 
N(l) 
N(2) 
O(l) 
0(2) 
X 
6259(9) 
4984(9) 
3842(9) 
3402(8) 
2676(9) 
2356(9) 
2447(8) 
1720(15) 
413(15) 
-140(8) 
614(15) 
1909(13) 
5528(6) 
8734(8) 
2134(8) 
1547(7) 
6210(5) 
7451(7) 
У 
138(7) 
844(5) 
634(5) 
-442(6) 
- 760(5) 
-663(5) 
1268(5) 
1446(7) 
1980(9) 
2338(5) 
2164(6) 
1627(7) 
1883(5) 
- 194(5) 
-985(5) 
-811(5) 
-631(4) 
434(3) 
-
938(4) 
928(3) 
1484(3) 
1477(4) 
861(5) 
2017(4) 
1452(7) 
865(5) 
868(6) 
1458(8) 
2036(6) 
2041(6) 
969(3) 
1270(3) 
378(3) 
2443(4) 
669(3) 
1274<2) 
"и 
39(4) 
40(4) 
34(4) 
40(4) 
48(4) 
45(4) 
36(4) 
43(4) 
54(5) 
48(4) 
45(4) 
41(4) 
50(3) 
73(4) 
74(3) 
66(3) 
59(3) 
56(2) 
H(2) 
H(3) 
H(4) 
H(8) 
H(9) 
H(10) 
11(11) 
H<l 2) 
H(131) 
H(132) 
H(133) 
H(141) 
H(I42) 
H(143) 
X 
439 
446 
444 
214 
-21 
-118 
12 
251 
616 
461 
628 
844 
911 
977 
У 
78 
76 
-90 
116 
216 
275 
245 
150 
197 
239 
207 
-88 
-31 
3 
z 
44 
196 
156 
39 
40 
145 
251 
253 
143 
97 
56 
147 
75 
153 
iii) The conventional /J-factor should be minimal for the correct 
orientation (Lenstra, 1974). The experimental value for R can be compared 
with theoretical K-values(Srinivasanand Parthasarathy, 1976, /?lh = 0.77 for 
this case). This comparison is permissible since the conformation of the 
model structure is considered to be correct and each orientation presents a 
"related case". 
According to these three criteria, the second orientation from Table 2 was 
chosen as the input model for searches with strengthened translation 
functions (procedure TRADIR). An application of this procedure with 
default program parameters resulted in only one possible translation vector. 
When other orientations (nrs. 1, 3, 4, 5 from Table 2) were used as input to 
TRADIR no translation vector could be found. 
Refinement of the structure 
After application of the translation vector obtained for orientation number 2, 
least-squares refinement reduced the Л-value down to 0.20. A Fourier 
synthesis showed that the conformation of the ester group was incorrect. 
With corrected positions for the misplaced atoms, a difference Fourier map 
showed the positions of 6 hydrogen atoms. The positions of 8 hydrogen 
atoms were calculated. 
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Table 4. Bond distances m A involving non-hydrogen atoms 
C(l)-C(2) 
C(l)-0(1) 
C(l)-0(2) 
0(2)-C(14) 
C(2)-C(13) 
C(2)-C(3) 
C(3)-C(4) 
C(4)-C(5) 
C(4)-C(6) 
1 511(12) 
1212(11) 
1329(11) 
1 447(9) 
1 543(10) 
1 547(10) 
1 564(12) 
1 475(13) 
1 471(12) 
C(5)-N(l) 
C(6)-N(2) 
C(3)-C(7) 
C(7)-C(8) 
C(8)-C(9) 
C(9)-C(10) 
C(10)-C(ll) 
C(ll)-C(12) 
C(12)-C(7) 
1 136(12) 
1 143(11) 
1 533(11) 
1 375(17) 
1 388(18) 
1 387(19) 
1 373(19) 
1 382(17) 
1 380(17) 
Fig. 1. Atomic numbering of the molecule 
Anisotropic refinement, with fixed hydrogen parameters and weights 
ω = [σ2 (F
obs) + (0 007 Fo b s)2] ' reduced Я to 0 032 (« w = 0 033) The max­
imum shift in the last refinement cycle was 0 14σ Final positional and 
thermal parameters are given in Table 3 Interatomic distances and bond 
angles are listed in Table 4 Scattering factors for C, Ο, N were taken from 
Cromer and Mann (1968) and for Η from Stewart, Davidson, and Simpson 
(1968). Tables of observed and calculated structure factors and anisotropic 
thermal parameters are available from the authors 
Discussion of the crystal structure 
The atomic numbering and the conformation of the molecule are shown in 
Figure 1. The molecular packing is illustrated in Figure 2 No deviations from 
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Flg. 2. Stereo plot of the molecular packing 
Table 5. Bond angles (°) involving non-hydrogen atoms 
C(l)-0(2)-C(14) 
0 ( l ) -C( l ) -0 (2) 
0(2)-C(l)-C(2) 
0(1)-C(1)-C(2) 
C(l)-C(2)-C(3) 
C(l)-C(2)-C(13) 
C(13)-C(2)-C(3) 
C(2)-C(3)-C(4) 
C(4)-C(3)-C(7) 
C(2)-C(3)-C(7) 
C(3)-C(4)-C(5) 
C(3)-C(4)-C(6) 
Table 6. Torsion angl 
116 1(6) 
122 5(8) 
113 8(8) 
123 7(7) 
111 1(6) 
112 7(7) 
110 5(6) 
110 2(6) 
H I 1(6) 
113 1(7) 
114 3(7) 
1110(6) 
: s n a l o n g C ( 2 ) - C ( 3 ) 
C ( 5 ) - C ( 4 ) - C ( 6 ) 
C ( 4 ) - C ( 5 ) - N ( l ) 
C ( 4 ) - C ( 6 ) - N ( 2 ) 
C ( 3 ) - C ( 7 ) - C ( 8 ) 
C(3 ) -C(7 ) -C(12 ) 
C(8) -C(7) -C(12) 
C ( 7 ) - C ( 8 ) - C ( 9 ) 
C(8)-C(9) C(10) 
C ( 9 ) - C ( 1 0 ) - C ( l l ) 
C ( 1 0 ) - C ( l l ) - C ( 1 2 ) 
C ( l l ) - C ( 1 2 ) - C ( 7 ) 
The torsion angle A ( l ) - A ( 2 ) -
106 5(7) 
178 1(9) 
178 2(8) 
121 7(10) 
117 3(10) 
121 0(9) 
119 5(10) 
119 9(10) 
119 7(9) 
120 9(10^ 
1191(10) 
- A ( 3 ) - A ( 4 ) i s 
viewed along A(2)-A(3) with a clockwise rotation of A(l) to A(4) taken to be positive 
C < l ) - C ( 2 ) - C ( 3 ) -
C ( l ) - C ( 2 ) - C ( 3 b 
C(l) - C ( 2 ) - C O J -
CdS) - C ( 2 ) - C ( 3 ) 
C ( l 3 ) - C ( 2 ) - C(3) 
C(13) -C(2) -C(3) 
H ( 2 ) - C ( 2 ) - C ( 3 ) -
H ( 2 ) - C ( 2 ) - C ( 3 ) -
H ( 2 ) - C ( 2 ) - C ( 3 ) -
C(4) - 4 9 2 
C(7) - 1 7 4 2 
H(3) 65 4 
-C(4) - 1 7 5 1 
-C(7) 59 9 
- H ( 3 ) - 6 0 5 
•C(4) 69 8 
C(7) - 5 5 2 
H(3) - 1 7 5 6 
expected bond distances and angles are observed Some relevant torsion 
angles are summarized in Table 6 The phenyl group and the ester group show 
a staggered conformation No intenmolecular contacts shorter than van der 
Waals distances are noticed Comparison of this structure with the chlonne-
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substituted analogue [Cl at C(ll)] shows a significant difference in the 
conformation of the ester group with respect to the rest of the molecule, 
caused by a twist of 79 6 around the C(l) — C(2) bond 
Conclusions 
Despite the conformational differences between the actual structure and the 
search model, a satisfactory structure to initiate the least-squares refinement 
could be obtained by the procedure described above A companson of the 
final coordinates with the unrefined atomic parameters resulting from the 
orientation and translation search, excluding O(l), 0(2) and C(14), shows an 
average displacement of 0 35 Â It is concluded, that, if a relatively large part 
of the structure is known, some misplaced atoms are not prohibitive for the 
solution of the structure 
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Appendix I 
Discussion of íhe MULTAN failure 
To our surprise, this small centrosymmetnc structure resisted solution by this 
modern a priori direct method We, therefore, investigated the circumstances 
that hampered the phasing procedure 
No problems were expected because of the molecular geometry The 
molecule is not planar, and does not otherwise exhibit non-crystallographic 
symmetry The reflection data, however, showed the presence of some 
intermolecular translational regularity there is a relatively high Patterson 
peak at (OjO) (20% of the origin) and the к = odd reflections are relatively 
weak (averaged | E\2 0 87) In addition, the number of measured reflections 
is rather limited (618 reflections for 18 non-hydrogen atoms, 172 reflections 
with | E\ > 1 0) However, these features are not the reason for the MULTAN 
failure Standard remedies, such as renormalisation of | £|'s in parity groups, 
lowering the |£(-limitations, and increasing the number of starting set 
reflections, did not lead to interpretable E-maps 
A posteriori, we investigated the technical resons for the failure Various 
sets of |£|-values were obtained from the K-curve, or the linear Wilson-plot, 
with or without renormalisation for all parity groups All four sets were 
subject to the multiSolution procedure, using 9 reflections in the starting set 3 
so-called origin choices and 6 reflections for sign permutations, resulting in 
64 MULTAN solutions for each set of |£|-values 
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A large number of program runs using different program options were 
investigated; as all typical features were alike, we limit our discussions to a 
few MULTAN phase sets 
To compare signs from MULTAN and signs calculated for the refined 
structure, both sets of signs must correspond to the same origin This is not 
trivial, because of the large number of errors in the MULTAN sets In Pbca 
there are 8 permissible origins, and thus 8 possible origin shifts The results 
for the two 'best' MULTAN runs (highest FOM) are discussed 
These two sets of signs are those, generated from 9 correct starting signs, 
nevertheless, the sets contain only 116 or 107 correct signs out of a total of 
172 The next best sets of signs show similar results, but it cannot be 
determined which origin shift is correct because there are too many errors in 
phases 
A careful inspection of the CONVbRGENCE MAPS produced by 
various program runs showed an interesting feature Two important 
reflections (reflection 163, participating in 92 sigma-2 relationships, and 
reflection 225, participating in 110 triples) were incorrectly determined from 
negative triples (i e inconsistent sigma-2 relationships) These two reflections 
generated a large number of incorrect signs As a consequence, several 
reflections at the bottom of the CONVERGENCE MAP, which had been 
assigned correct signs, were shifted incorrectly by the final tangent refinement 
cycles 
A test run, using all reflections but 163 and 225, showed that the best 
result had 168 correct signs out of 170 Thus, if these two reflections could 
have been rejected a prion, the present structure would have been solved 
routinely It is concluded that direct methods are still based on statistics and 
that it is just bad luck when a simple structure gives problems 
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Appendix II 
As an extension of Appendix I, two additional tables are reproduced 
here. 
Table 7 gives the actual distributions of the stronq reflections over 
the eight parity qroups for two sets of normalization to |E|-values: 
- set A : |E|-values obtained from K-curve. 
- set В : as A, but |E|-values renormalized to 1.00 for each parity 
group. 
For both sets MULTAN-signs and true signs were compared for eight 
possible origin-definitions as described in Appendix I. Results are 
collected in Table 8 for the "best" MULTAN run (highest FOM) for each 
of the sets of reflections. Table 8 shows the failure of MULTAN when 
renormalized Ε-values are used as input. Comparable results, as those 
in Table 8, could be given for a multitude of recommended 
improvements given by the MULTAN authors. 
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TABLE 7 : DISTRIBUTION OF REFLECTIONS IN PARITY GROUPS. 
The averaged |E| 2 values are tabulated for set A (K-curve). N is the 
number of reflections with |E| > 1.0 present in the parity group. 
g = even ; u = odd. 
Parity group 
<|E| 2> 
set A 
N 
set A 
27 
26 
28 
24 
17 
15 
18 
17 
N 
set В 
35 
20 
25 
19 
17 
16 
15 
25 
g g g 0.74 
u g g 1.25 
g g u 1.36 
u g u 1.28 
g u g 0.83 
u u g 0.81 
g u u 1.14 
u u u 0.69 
Total 1.00 172 172 
TABLE 8 : NUMBER OF CORRECT SIGNS OBTAINED FOR 172 REFLECTIONS WITH 
|E|>1, FOR 8 ORIGIN SHIFTS. 
Shift vector 000 400 OhO 004 404 440 044 444 
correct signs 
for set A : 
for set В : 
109 
92 
83 
82 
116* 
75 
82 
80 
90 
102 
78 
107* 
75 
87 
75 
91 
* correct shift. 
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CHAPTER 6 В : DETAILS OF THE APPLICATION OF THE TRADIR PROCEDURE IN THE 
STRUCTURE DETERMINATION OF "PENTAN" * 
(see Chapter 6 A) 
6.1 In troduc ti. on 
In this chapter details of the results of the application of 
strenghtened translation functions to the structure determination of 
PENTAN are evaluated (Sections 6.2 to 6.4). 
Furthermore, some other points are discussed: 
1. the outcome of TRADIR when a smaller, but more reliable, model is 
used as a starting model (Section 6.5) 
2. the influence of the number of tangent refinement cycles upon the 
results of TRADIR (Section 6.6) 
3. a comparison between TRADIR and a laborious examination of the 
peaks from a DIRDIF Fourier map by hand (Section 6.7) 
6.2 Remarks on the veUdbility of the model structure 
For an evaluation of TRADIR results in different circumstances, a 
comparison of model and refined structure is helpful. Model atoms that 
are incorrectly positioned will have a negative influence upon the 
outcome of TRADIR. When judging TRADIR results for various starting 
models it is necessary to know a posteriori which atoms showed the 
largest deviation from true positions. Table 1 gives these deviations. 
The differences are calculated by shifting the model structure over 
the correct translation vector and comparison with the atomic 
coordinates of the published structure. 
While the group of atoms C(l)-C(2)-C(3)^ ._. has identical geometry 
in structure and model, the phenyl group is connected in a different 
way to this group. The same holds for the ester group. 
Thus model and structure have little similarity. 
* "PENTAN" : code name of 2-methyl-3-phenyl-4,4-dicyanomethyl-butanoate 
(see Chapter 6 A) 
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TABLE 1 : DIFFERENCES (8) BETWEEN ATOMS FROM THE MODEL AND 
CORRESPONDING ATOMS OF THE REFINED STRUCTURE. 
C ( l ) 
C(2) 
C ( 3 ) 
C ( 4 ) 
C ( 5 ) 
0(6) 
0 . 4 0 
0 . 3 8 
0 . 0 7 
0 . 0 B 
0 . 1 2 
0 . 1 8 
C(7) 
C ( 8 ) 
C ( 9 ) 
C ( 1 0 ) 
C ( l l ) 
C ( 1 2 ) 
0 . 1 7 
0 . 5 8 
0 . 6 9 
0 . 5 4 
0 . 5 3 
0 . 4 2 
C ( 1 3 ) 
C ( 1 4 ) 
0 ( 1 ) 
0 ( 2 ) 
N ( l ) 
N ( 2 ) 
0 . 5 5 
> 1 . 6 0 * 
0 . 4 8 * * 
1.10 
0 . 2 3 
0 . 2 7 
* : not present in the refined structure 
** : O(l) and О(2) are interchanged in the refined structure 
Numbers correspond to the difference with the interchanged atoms 
6.3 TRADIR for PENTAN 
Detailed TRADIR results are given for the complete model from the 
selected orientation set of PENTAN. Specific formulae are also given. 
Space group Pbca has seven symmetry elements with respect to which the 
structure has to be located; three mutually perpendicular twofold 
axes, three mutually perpendicular glide planes and a centre of 
symmetry. 
Table 2 gives the symmetry relations used in the calculations of the 
coefficients F (h) F (h) , leading to Q (<£) . 
For each reflection h (including h ), the appropriate reflection h 
is taken. Results F and Φ are known, while DIRDIF yields F and Φ . 
P P ' г г 
Results from Friedel related or identical h -reflections are simply 
generated from h-equivalents. 
Example: for s=6 (search on glide plane, parallel to yz-plane with a 
glide of hb) , the explicit form of the coefficients can be found, 
using Table 2, column "glide plane X a". If e.g. 
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h=h7=(hkl)/ then h M h y ) ^=h4=(hkl) and coefficients for Q (q) take 
— —S S =D s 
the form: (-l)h+1F (hkl)F*(hkl). 
Ρ r 
TABLE 2 : SYMMETRY RELATIONS USED IN THE CALCULATION OF 
STRENGTHENED TRANSLATION FUNCTIONS IN SPACE GROUP Pbca 
Symmetry 
operation 
s 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
Equivalent 
positions 
Rl' 
S 
1 1 
1 Ï 
Ï 1 
ï ï 
ï ï 
ï 1 
1 ï 
1 1 
0 
ь 
0 
h 
0 
h 
0 
h 
t 
—s 
0 
ь 
4 
0 
0 
h 
ь 
0 
0 
0 
h 
h 
0 
0 
"ï 
"ï 
Symmetry-
related 
reflections 
h 
—s 
hkl 
hitï 
hkï 
íikl 
hkï 
hkl 
hkl 
hkï 
Symmetry operations 
centre 
of 
2-axis symmetry 
//a 
2 
1 
4 
3 
6 
5 
8 
7 
//b 
3 
4 
1 
2 
7 
8 
5 
β 
//с 
4 
3 
2 
1 
8 
7 
6 
5 
ï 
5 
6 
7 
8 
1 
2 
3 
4 
for search on 
glide 
plane 
la 
6 
5 
8 
7 
2 
1 
4 
3 
±b 
7 
8 
5 
6 
3 
4 
1 
2 
le 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
1) : Only diagonal elements of R are given. Off-diagonal elements are 
s 
For each symmetry operation s (s=2,....8), summations over coefficients 
of this type are made. Summations over reflections do not include 
reflections h=h (with s=5,...8). Writing out expressions for 
coefficients as above will yield similar results for e.g. the set 
h=h and h=h5. No new information is obtained when coefficients are 
calculated for h=h (with s=5,, .8). 
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TABLE 3 : DETAILED PEAK SEARCH RESULTS OF THE 7 Q -MAPS OF PENTAN 
Map 
Q
s 
Q2 
Q3 
Qu 
Peak 
number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
θ 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
θ 
9 
10 
И 
12 
13 
14 
Peak-density 
(e2/83> 
43 
34 
31 
27 
27 
27 
26 
24 
24 
24 
24 
23 
22 
21 
21 
53 
45 
38 
31 
24 
22 
20 
41 
36 
36 
30 
28 
22 
19 
19 
18 
18 
18 
18 
17 
17 
x
o 
_ 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
0.3287 
0.0862 
0.3057 
0.3446 
0.0898 
0.0873 
0.4793 
0.3383 
0.1612 
0.3706 
0.3070 
0.0475 
0.2802 
0.2181 
0.2234 
0.0606 
0.4058 
0.1677 
0.2348 
0.4207 
0.4450 
Y
o 
0.0714 
0.4023 
0.0618 
0.3409 
0.3708 
0.3859 
0.1397 
0.1421 
0.1355 
0.2754 
0.0876 
0.0469 
0.3180 
0.2817 
0.3439 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
0.0548 
0.3166 
0.3126 
0.1601 
0.0795 
0.4163 
0.4568 
0.0786 
0.3398 
0.4006 
0.4548 
0.2104 
0.4540 
0.2728 
z
o 
0.4330 
0.3760 
0.1320 
0.0389 
0.0993 
0.2925 
0.3716 
0.4312 
0.3305 
0.3761 
0.0297 
0.3514 
0.4268 
0.3468 
0.1783 
0.1242 
0.2226 
0.3317 
0.4311 
0.1505 
0.3269 
0.3726 
_ 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
to be continued 
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Qs 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
34 
33 
30 
30 
30 
29 
29 
29 
28 
28 
28 
27 
27 
27 
27 
0.3821 
0.2112 
0.1303 
0.3564 
0.1287 
0.0170 
0.0746 
0.2171 
0.3376 
0.0801 
0.3546 
0.3705 
0.4440 
0.3014 
0.0928 
0.3412 
0.5002 
0.2720 
0.1567 
0.3298 
0.0556 
0.3682 
0.2138 
0.0570 
0.0480 
0.0741 
0.1325 
0.4903 
0.3892 
0.0996 
- eontinued -
0.0237 
0.1742 
0.4651 
0.3671 
0.1353 
0.0605 
0.3989 
0.1087 
0.1225 
П.3268 
0.4286 
0.2913 
0.0927 
0.3828 
0.1352 
Об 
Q7 
Qa 
1 
2 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
4 
42 
7 
39 
18 
13 
48 
31 
28 
4 
0, 
0, 
,3328 
.0331 
_ 
-
-
-
-
-
-
_ 
-
0.0635 
0.3064 
0.4172 
_ 
-
-
-
_ 
-
_ 
-
-
0.1258 
0.3519 
0.4248 
0.0313 
After finishing the summations necessary for obtaining the 7 Q -maps 
(three two-dimensional, one three-dimensional and three one-dimensional), 
the maps are interpreted in terms of peaks with heights scaled to a 
reference level, which is the same for all searches. The coordinates of 
the maxima can be reduced to possible components of t by applying 
formula (14), Chapter 5. 
Table 3 gives the data of 15 main peaks from the Q -maps in the reduced 
form as possible t -compounds (with a minus sign), when the positional 
paranEters, given by the "best" orientation set model, are used as input 
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to the TRADIR procedure. Note the strong discrimination between first 
and lower peaks in the three one-dimensional searches. If the ratio of 
peak heights for the first peak and the second peak is calculated, the 
result is for 
s = 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
1.23 1.18 1.14 1.03 6.00 2.17 1.39 
The translation vector t should have common components in every 
search. A combined vector has to be extracted from the results of the 
seven individual searches. Combination of these results gives three 
possible three-dimensional vectors over which the fragment should be 
translated. Table 4 gives details of the construction of the three 
vectors. Their probability of representing t can be estimated from 
the sum of peak heights of individual searches. The "best" solution 
corresponds to the vector having the largest summed peak height. As 
can be concluded from Table 4, combined vectors 1 and 2 have 
indications for x- and y-components from the one-dimensional searches 
in common. The large sum of peak heights for vector 2 can mainly be 
ascribed to a strong, accidental overlap in the search on the twofold 
axis, parallel to a^. However, since not all first peaks of the three 
one-dimensional searches are used for the construction of vector 2, 
it is not likely that vector 2 will represent t . This is supported 
by conclusions about relative strengths of one-, two- or three-
dimensional searches as formulated in Chapter 5. 
Vector 1 employs the three highest peaks of the one-dimensional 
searches and has components with low ranking numbers in the two-
dimensional searches as well. 
According to formula (14) in Chapter 5, vector 1 can be applied with 
a minus sign, upon the model. Eventually, this led to the complete 
structure reported in Chapter 6A. 
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TABLE 4 : COMBINATION OF REDUCED COMPONENTS OF £ FOR POSSIBLE 
t -VECTORS 
—о 
A hyphen (-) denotes a component which is not fixed for this 
symmetry operation. For definition of s: see Table 2. 
Possible 
translation 
vector 
1 
2 
3 
* Results for 
Search on 
symmetry 
operation s 
1. 
1. 
1. 
symn 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
θ 
... 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
... 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
θ 
... 
letr 
.8* 
.8* 
.8* 
y ope г 
Χ 
о 
-
0.3287 
0.3383 
0.3376 
0.3328 
-
-
0.3342 
_ 
0.3446 
0.3383 
0.3546 
0.3328 
-
-
0.3464 
_ 
0.0873 
0.0475 
0.0801 
0.0331 
-
-
0.0534 
ation 1... 
Y 
о 
0.0618 
-
0.0548 
0.0570 
-
0.0635 
-
0.0606 
0.0714 
-
0.0548 
0.0741 
-
0.0635 
-
0.0653 
0.0469 
-
0.0795 
0.0480 
-
0.0635 
-
0.0586 
Ζ 
о 
0.1320 
0.1242 
-
0.1225 
-
-
0.1258 
0.1256 
0.4330 
0.4311 
-
0.4286 
-
-
0.4248 
0.4276 
0.3514 
0.3269 
-
0.3268 
-
-
0.3519 
0.3424 
Peak 
height 
31 
53 
41 
28 
42 
39 
48 
282 
43 
31 
41 
28 
42 
39 
28 
251 
23 
22 
28 
28 
7 
39 
31 
178 
Ranking 
number 
11 
3 
2 
12 
6 
5 
10 
2 
1 
2 
3 
..8 are the combined results 
from averaging the individual indications. Each component is 
determined four times independently. 
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6.4 Q0 for PENTAN 
In the appendix of Chapter 5, Q is defined. Q can serve as a 
figure-of-merit for a Q-map. A relative measure-of-fit is defined as 
Q(3VQ0· 
Table 5 gives the results for five orientations of PENTAN. For 
definitions, see Chapter 6A. 
TABLE 5 : Q„ FOR DIFFERENT ORIENTATIONS OF PENTAN. 
Number of orientation 
1 
2 
6 
12 
18 
For Q(c^ ) , the highest peak from one of the Q-maps is taken. 
For reference: orientation set 2 is the correct set. 
From Table 5 it can be seen that Q„ is maximal for the correct 
0 
orientation set. The theoretical independence of Q of the model 
orientation is violated by practical implications, as noticed in 
Chapter 5. The ratio Q(£)/Q is a good figure-of-merit when used with 
several searches for one orientated input model. Its use for a 
qualification of different orientation sets is doubtful. In such cases, 
large deviations may be expected. 
6. S The influence of the choice of model upon the results of TRADIR. 
Several models, originating from the selected orientation set, are 
tested for an evaluation of TRADIR results. The decrease in known 
Qo 
81.6 
86 .4 
66.0 
76.7 
61.0 
Q(a'/Q( 
0.44 
0 .61 
0 .63 
0.54 
0 .73 
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scattering power in the unit cell may be counterbalanced by a increased 
reliability of the model. 
Table 6 gives a summary of the fragments that were used as a model for 
PENTAN. 
TABLE 6 : DEFINITION OF FRAGMENTS OF PENTAN. 
Fragment Structural formula "Molecular" formula P?. (0/0) Δ (A) 
^ th av 
Ph 
1
 „-^-¿з-Сг-Сі NC1' СізК2 7.9 0.35 
2 ¡¡с^" С з~ С 2- С£о" С C7N202 7 · 6 0 · 3 3 * 
3
 NC^ C , t"^ 3" C 2" C l 3 C l 2 N 2 7 · 4 0 · 3 4 
4
 ¡!с^с,»"сз-С2-сч2 C6N202 7 · 0 0 · 3 3 
NC-ч. 
5 лс^Сц-Сз-Сг-С! C6N2 4.6 0.22 
NC 4. 
6
 Nc^
Cl
*"
C3 Ct N2 3.5 0.16 
7 Ph-C7 Cy 3.4 0.56 
Δ : average deviation (in К) between model coordinates after 
translation and refined structure. Result * is given excluding 
one incorrect atom. 
P 2 : see Table 2, Chapter 6A. 
Table 7 gives TRADIR results for the fragments. All TRADIR runs, 
described in this section, had three cycles of DIRDIF difference 
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structure factor refinement. 
Most fragments were selected for specific reasons. 
- Fragment 1 was chosen to determine whether the translation search 
could be executed without a loss of reliability, when a priori 
unreliable structural information, such as the -OOC-group, is 
excluded from the model. This decreases p? with =30 %, which in 
case of a reliable structural fragment is expected to give worse 
TRADIR results (see Chapter 5, test examples). 
The deletion of the -OOC-group from the model decreases the mean 
deviation of model atomic parameters from true parameters from 
0.40 (C(14) excluded) to 0.35 8. Table 7 shows that t^ is obtained 
with the same accuracy as from the complete model. The search on 
the centre of symmetry yields a more reliable indication for t^. 
Conclusion: the removal of "suspected" atoms from the model results 
in a better indication for t^, despite the fewer number of known 
atoms. 
If C(l) is also deleted (deviation: 0.40 δ), results for fragment 3 
have equal probabilities as for fragment 1, though now the one-
dimensional search gives a stronger correct peak when compared with 
If the phenyl group, which may have an uncertain orientation, is 
omitted from the model, fragment 2 is the result. Results for TRADIR 
are worse. 
Peak heights in the Q-maps are low compared to Q . Though t.. can be 
obtained from the three one-dimensional searches, the three 
corresponding peaks in the map are very low, which is expected to be 
an unreliable indication. 
If C(14), which is the "worst" atom of the -OOC-group, is omitted 
from fragment 2, (result: fragment 4), an improvement, compared to 
fragment 2, is noticed. The results, however, are less reliable than 
those of fragment 3 which has an approximately equal amount of known 
scattering power. Thus, the presence of the -OOC-group has a 
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TABLE 7 : TRADIR RESULTS FOR DIFFERENT PENTAN FRAGMENTS. 
Frag-
ment 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
Search on 2//a 
Peak no. 
Height 
First peak height 
Peak no. 
Height 
First peak height 
Peak no. 
Height 
First peak height 
Peak no. 
Height 
First peak height 
Peak no. 
Height 
First peak height 
Peak no. 
Height 
First peak height 
Peak no. 
Height 
First peak height 
3 
31 
41 
_ 
-
41 
3 
29 
31 
3 
34 
37 
8 
19 
41 
10 
16 
38 
1 
16 
15 
2//b 
1 
47 
38 
2 
35 
37 
1 
47 
46 
1 
37 
34 
1 
29 
28 
2 
21 
26 
8 
10 
19 
2//C 
3 
29 
32 
10 
13 
28 
1 
36 
31 
9 
13 
30 
5 
15 
18 
5 
13 
19 
_ 
-
20 
1 
3 
29 
32 
_ 
-
38 
6 
27 
33 
-
-
32 
_ 
-
36 
13 
17 
38 
-
-
21 
la 
1 
46 
9 
1 
17 
9 
1 
53 
14 
1 
21 
16 
1 
19 
10 
2 
16 
18 
3 
6 
10 
lb 
1 
32 
8 
1 
21 
14 
1 
35 
8 
1 
31 
19 
1 
13 
11 
1 
21 
13 
2 
14 
14 
1c 
1 
49 
27 
3 
28 
30 
1 
52 
27 
1 
40 
33 
1 
40 
26 
1 
29 
23 
2 
16 
18 
Com 
bined-
result 
1 
261 
261 
_ 
-
184 
1 
278 
278 
-
-
195 
-
-
-
1 
133 
133 
_ 
-
-
Qo 
70.4 
68.6 
65.1 
56.9 
49.9 
33.2 
31.2 
Definitions: 
Peak no. : sequence number of (components of) correct 
translation vector 
Height : height (in e2/S3) of peak corresponding with 
Peak no. in the search on the specified symmetry 
element. 
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First peak height : height of strongest peak in the Q -map. If this 
peak is identical to the correct vector, the 
height of the second peak from the Q -map is 
given. 
: (components of) correct vector not found. 
pronounced negative effect on the outcome of TRADIR. As noticed 
before, more false assumptions were made about the ester group than 
about the phenyl group. 
- If both suspected groups (phenyl and -OOC) are removed from the 
model (result: fragment 5), the known scattering power is diminished 
by = 60 %. 
The first peaks of the one-dimensional searches still indicate the 
correct translation vector. Probably due to the location of only 
the first 15 peaks of the three-dimensional Q-map, no combined 
vector can be determined. Since 15 peaks in the search on the 
centre of symmetry have nearly equal heights, the correct vector 
could have been found below the recorded list of peaks. 
- This assumption about the missing vector is confirmed by the 
results of fragment 6, where t_ is no.13 in the three-dimensional 
Q-map. With only 3.5 % known scattering power in the cell, the 
correct vector is automatically found. One-dimensional searches 
yield most probably indications. 
- When an equal portion of known scattering power is formed by a set 
of "incorrect" atoms (e.g. the lone phenyl group (fragment 7)), 
TRADIR results become obscure. Combination of indications from the 
one-dimensional Q-maps, by a non-automatic handprocedure, can still 
lead to the correct answer. 
Note: It should be noted that the determination of the orientation 
of the above described fragment by standard rotation functions 
is difficult. 
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Conclusions: The starting model for TRADIR in the PENTAN structure 
determination contained several errors, resulting from the assumption 
that the chloro-substituted analogue had a similar conformation. Yet, 
the structure determination showed that even if 50 % of the model has 
inaccurate or incorrect geometry, the correct translation vector can 
be obtained. 
In addition experiments tabulated in Table 7, illustrate the possible 
use of a small but more reliable fragment. Such a fragment should be 
constructed from rigid groups and can lead to the determination of the 
correct translation vector even if only 5 % of the total structure is 
initially known. 
In case of mirror or glide symmetry (one-dimensional search) results 
for the translation vector are always reliable. 
6. в TRADIR and the number of phase refinement ayates in DIRDIF 
TRADIR results heavily depend upon the outcome of the conventional 
DIRDIF procedures. The two important phase determination and phase 
refinement options are: 
1. the "special" routines which are used in special cases (e.g. known 
atoms do not fix the origin and/or, in a noncentrosymmetric space 
group, the enanthiomorph). Reflections are chosen to fix the origin/ 
enanthiomorph. Phases for these and other selected reflections are 
assigned by a phase correlation procedure. 
2. the "general" routine for refinement and extension of phases and 
amplitudes executes several cycles of weighted tangent refinement. 
Some problems arise, when the DIRDIF procedures are used in conjunction 
with TRADIR. 
If the known scattering power is only moderate compared to the total 
unit cell contents, it is a well-known fact that the tangent refinement 
can behave in an unstable way. A divergence of phases may be observed. 
The refinement cannot achieve a stable minimum. A refinement by only a 
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small number of cycles may lead to better phase-values than refinement 
by more cycles. 
Normal DIRDIF-experience showed that if p 2> 10%, as in the majority of 
structures, three cycles of phase refinement will result in phase 
values that can be used for the calculation of a reliable Fourier map. 
Refinement by more cycles is unnecessary. 
Frequently the known fragment, when using TRADIR, will lead to small 
values for p 2(< 10%), after symmetry reduction to e.g. Pi. 
In the following discussions it is assumed that the fragment itself 
does not show additional symmetry. 
Note: A model containing a centre of symmetry can cause problems in 
the TRADIR approach. Examples are one known (medium) heavy atom 
or a regular six-membered ring. Because TRADIR is executed in 
space group PI, such a fragment will cause a (pseudo) enantio-
morph fixation problem. Known phases are close or equal to 0 . 
ρ is small ; the standard enanthiomorph fixation procedure 
(Prick, 1979) may fail (see test example of Chapter 5; known 
fragment is one sulphur-atom). Normal procedures are unable 
to discriminate between the two centrosymmetric images. 
In the PENTAN-case the dependence of the TRADIR results on the number 
of tangent refinement cycles is investigated. 
Table 8 gives the peak numbers and heights of the correct translation 
vectors in the Q-raap for every symmetry element as a function of the 
number of tangent refinement cycles, running from 0 to 5 cycles. The 
combined result, which is the three-dimensional vector t . is 
tabulated. 
The height of the first peak of each search is also given. From Table 
8, some preliminary conclusions can be drawn. 
As expected there is a clear dependence of the TRADIR outcome on the 
number of tangent refinement cycles. The exact nature of the 
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TABLE 8 : SOME RESULTS OF TRADIR, USING THE "BEST" ORIENTATION SET 
PARAMETERS FOR A STARTING MODEL, AS A FUNCTION OF THE 
NUMBER OF TANGENT REFINEMENT CYCLES. 
NnmhpT· 
Of 
DIRDIF 
refine-
ment 
cycles 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Search on 
Peak no. 
Height 
First peak height 
Peak no. 
Height 
First peak height 
Peak no · 
Height 
First peak height 
Peak no. 
Height 
First peak height 
Peak no. 
Height 
First peak height 
Peak no. 
Height 
First peak height 
2//a 
2 
29 
30 
2 
31 
33 
3 
30 
37 
3 
31 
43 
5 
26 
39 
_ 
-
38 
2//b 
1 
37 
28 
1 
40 
35 
1 
52 
39 
1 
53 
39 
1 
48 
39 
_ 
45 
36 
2//C 
1 
28 
28 
1 
28 
28 
2 
32 
34 
1 
41 
41 
5 
29 
38 
7 
24 
38 
1 
11 
29 
35 
-
-
35 
13 
27 
35 
9 
28 
34 
13 
27 
36 
9 
29 
37 
la 
1 
21 
13 
1 
36 
2 
1 
40 
5 
1 
42 
6 
1 
36 
8 
1 
32 
8 
lb 
1 
29 
3 
1 
25 
16 
1 
37 
20 
1 
39 
20 
1 
38 
16 
1 
36 
13 
1c 
1 
30 
20 
1 
35 
31 
1 
41 
29 
1 
48 
32 
1 
42 
34 
1 
38 
37 
Com-
bined 
result 
1 
203 
203 
-
-
-
1 
259 
259 
1 
282 
282 
1 
246 
246 
_ 
-
219 
Table nomenclature is identical to that of Table 7. 
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dependence, however, is surprising. When the tangent refinement step 
of difference structure factors is omitted (difference structure factors 
are given by slightly modified Sim-weighted difference Fourier coeffi-
cients, see Ch.3), the correct result can also be obtained. The 
optimum result, however, is obtained after 3 cycles of tangent 
refinement. In that case, correct peaks in the individual Q-maps have 
the highest Qt^g)/QQ-values. 
In normal DIRDIF-practice it was often observed that reliable phase 
values are only obtained after several cycles of tangent refinement. 
During the two first cycles the often observed instability of the 
tangent formula can lead to phases with large errors. After 
application of more cycles the phases will become stable, which is 
expressed in a decreasing average phase shift from one cycle to 
another. This is summarized in Table 9. 
TABLE 9 : AVERAGE PHASE SHIFT SH IN DEGREES FOR 5 SUBSEQUENT DIFTAN-
CYCLES. THE CONSISTENCY WITH RESPECT TO ^-RELATIONS (CO) 
IS ALSO GIVEN. EXACT CONSISTENCY WILL GIVE C0=1. 
Cycle 1 2 3 4 5 
CO 0.39 0.39 0.43 0.49 0.58 
SH 25 26 23 21 16 
Data from Table 9 explain the bad results for TRADIR after 1 and 2 
cycles of tangent refinement. More than 3 cycles of tangent refinement 
decrease the height of the correct vector in the Q-map compared to Qg. 
Then incorrect vectors come from high intensities in the Q-maps. This is 
indicative of the occurrence of regions of false density in the DIRDIF 
Fourier map. This is a remarkable observation, which has not yet been 
noticed in normal DIRDIF practice. Another possibility is a smearing 
out of the molecular density, resulting in less overlap between 
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structure and model. 
The dependence of TRADIR results on the number of tangent refinement 
cycles, was also evaluated for a smaller fragment of PENTAN (fragment 
4 with p2=7%, see Table б for definition). Table 10 is the analogue 
of Table 8. 
For a smaller fragment more tangent refinement cycles are needed to 
obtain the correct result. However, the correct tg is never obtained 
from the three-dimensional Q-map, regardless of the number of tangent 
refinement cycles. Thus, it is impossible to combine results to tg, 
using results of all seven searches. Strong indications in the one-
dimensional Q-maps can then serve as valuable alternatives. These are 
obtained after only very few tangent refinement cycles. 
Final conclusion: For an optimum TRADIR-result, at least 3 cycles of 
tangent refinement are necessary. Only if the structure contains 
crystallographic mirror or glide symmetry, reliable answers are 
obtained after less, or even nene refinement cycles. 
6.7 The evaluation of the DIRDIF Fourier map in PI. 
As a direct consequence of the definitions of the strengthened 
translation functions as given in Chapter 5, an explicit calculation 
and interpretation of the DIRDIF Fourier map is not necessary. 
In this section the possibility to determine positions of the 
individual symmetry-related fragments and thus locating the symmetry 
elements, is investigated. This is expected to be difficult in maps 
resulting from small starting models. 
By application of the procedure described in Section Θ.5, it is 
possible to assign atomic positions to peaks in the DIRDIF Fourier 
map in Pi. A peak is considered to represent an atom if it is situated 
within 0.5 A of a true atomic position. 
The complete 18 atom structure was used as a starting model for a 
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TABLE 10 : AS TABLE θ, USING FRAGMENT 4 AS THE STARTING MODEL. 
Number 
of 
DIRDIF 
refine­
ment 
cycles 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Search on 
Peak no. 
Height 
First peak height 
Peak no. 
Height 
First peak height 
Peak no. 
Height 
First peak height 
Peak no. 
Height 
First peak height 
Peak no. 
Height 
First peak height 
2//a 
9 
18 
25 
6 
23 
34 
3 
34 
34 
3 
34 
37 
3 
39 
42 
2//b 
2 
23 
26 
1 
31 
29 
2 
34 
39 
1 
36 
34 
1 
34 
34 
2//C 
6 
14 
24 
6 
15 
25 
8 
13 
29 
9 
13 
29 
6 
15 
36 
1 
_ 
-
27 
-
-
29 
-
-
33 
_ 
-
33 
-
-
32 
la 
1 
18 
6 
1 
22 
6 
1 
23 
10 
1 
21 
16 
1 
20 
17 
-Lb 
2 
14 
17 
1 
17 
14 
1 
26 
18 
1 
31 
19 
1 
37 
20 
1c 
1 
29 
23 
1 
34 
25 
1 
36 
29 
1 
40 
33 
1 
41 
32 
Com­
bined 
result 
_ 
-
140 
-
-
164 
-
-
199 
_ 
-
196 
-
-
206 
TABLE 11 : CO AND SH (SEE TABLE 9) FOR FRAGMENT 4. 
Cycle 
CO 
SH 
1 
0.47 
25 
2 
0.39 
25 
3 
0.41 
20 
4 
0.42 
18 
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TRADIR run with default parameters. In the resulting DIRDIF Fourier 
map 7 molecules (=126 atomic peaks) are expected. 
Only the first 126 peaks of the DIRDIF Fourier map were analyzed. 
Results of the comparison are given in Table 12. From this table it 
can be concluded that it is impossible to construct the separate 
molecular units necessary for the determination of the positions of 
the symmetry elements in the cell. This is a clear example of the 
experimental evidence that about 10% known scattering power is a 
minimum requirement for DIRDIF. For TRADIR, however, the recognition 
of individual atoms is not necessary and this structure could be solved 
smoothly by applying the translation vector resulting from TRADIR. 
If the DIRDIF Fourier map is examined in detail, it is found that 
only 21 peaks out of the 126 examined peaks have overlap withing 0.5 8 
in the map. It is noteworthy that the best overlap occurs for the 
"heaviest" atoms of the structure (e.g. N(l), N(2), 0(1)). 
Relatively reliable atoms such as C(3) or C(4) (see Table 1) are not 
found in the map. The overall characterization of this map would be 
"uninterpretable", especially since peaks do not form connected 
fragments. Only by the application of translation functions defined 
in Fourier space can such maps be used for determination of a 
translation vector. These functions rather use "molecular density 
clouds" than we 11-separated individual atomic peaks. 
Referenees 
Prick,P.A.J. (1979) Thesis. 
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TABLE 12 : OVERLAPPING ATOMS OF MODEL AND THE DIRDIF Pi FOURIER MAP. NUMBERS CORRESPOND TO Sï 
RANKING NUMBERS IN FOURIER PEAK LIST. BETWEEN PARENTHESES, THE DISTANCE (8) OF 
MODEL ATOM TO FOURIER PEAKS IS GIVEN. 
FOR DEFINITIONS OF s SEE TABLE 2. 
Symmetry 
operation 
Atom s=2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
C(l) _ _ _ _ _ _ 99(0.11) 
C(2) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
C(3) - 120(0.16) _ _ _ _ _ 
C(4) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
C(5) - - 40(0.48) - 6(0.30) 
C(6) - 9(0.34) 
C(7) - 47(0.38) - 30(0.19) 
C(8) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
C(9) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
C(10) 91(0.47) - - 116(0.39) -
C(ll) - 82(0.45) _ _ _ _ _ 
C(12) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
C(13) - - 26(0.31) -
C(14) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
N(l) 14(0.15) 114(0.50) _ _ _ 31(0.44) 4(0.36) 
N(2) - 3(0.41) - 12(0.41) 
0(1) 87(0.25) 69(0.37) _ _ _ _ 53(0.40) 
0(2) - - 66(0.43) 
CHAPTER 7 : "TERMIN":DISODIUM DITERPHENYLIDE TERPHENYL-132-DIMETH0XY-
ETHANE (1/6) 
General introduction 
In Chapter 2 some problems encountered when using a priori direct 
methods were described. Supposing that a pattern of interwoven 
molecular fragments arises it is difficult to evaluate such patterns 
and to define a fragment which can be used for further structure 
determination. 
In the present example we could have tried to use the average of two 
terphenyl fragments as a starting model. But often the atomic positions 
are not accurate enough, and in the case of regular ring systems lying 
in parallel planes the structure determination is not straightforward. 
We then prefer to use strengthened translation functions as an 
unambiguous method to find the position of the fragment. 
The following topics are discussed: 
Section 7.1 • crystal data and intensity measurements data of "TERMIN". 
Section 7.2 . application of direct methods on "TERMIN". 
Section 7.3 : application of TRADIR on "TERMIN". 
Section 7.4 : details of the crystal structure. 
Section 7.5 : discussion of the structure determination. 
Section 7.6 : references. 
A complete list of atomic parameters and other details which are not 
directly related to the scope of this chapter, are published elsewhere 
(Noordik, Doesburg and Prick, 1981). 
7.1 Experimental details 
The crystal structure of 
2Na .гСідНщ .CjдНщ.6C4H10O2(Na2tp3dme5;tp=p-terphenyl, dme=l,2-
dimethoxyethane) was determined by X-ray diffraction at 130 K. 
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After averaging of synnnetry-equivalent reflections a set of 2204 
reflections [1305 had Ι>3σ(Ι)] was reduced to ]F | values. 
Absorption correction was not applied. 
Crystal data: M=1277.6,triclinic,PÏ, a=12.204(4), b=15.836(20), 
c=12.119(5)8, a=114.04(5), 6=114.64(3), γ=62.39(3)0, λ(CuKa)=l.541θ8, 
=1818.б83, D(130OK)=1.167Mg[n~3, Z=l, μ(CuKa)=0.726mm~ ,θ =40°. 
m эх 
7. 2 Application of direct methods on "TERMIN" 
Several attempts were made to solve the structure with MULTAN78 (Main, 
1978). 
The following details struck us: 
- large deviations of experimental values from a straight line in the 
Wilson plot, even after inserting atomic groups of known geometry 
(Debye plot). This leads to unreliable |E|-values. The normalization 
process is highly influenced by large uncertainties in the cell 
contents; 
- hypercentric |E |-distribution, pointing towards a high degree of non-
crystallographic symmetry; 
- very few E2-interactions (only =3500 triplets per =300 reflections), 
leading to many "weak links" in the CONVERGENCE-mapping. 
More input reflections did not improve the map. 
One of the many MULTAN runs allowed of identification of the pattern 
shown in Figure 1. The Ε-map was obtained from the phase set that was 
no.4 in the list ranked according to CFOM (Combined Figure of Merit). 
From this map, two incomplete p-terphenyl units, parallel to the ab-
plane at z=0.95 could be constructed. One fragment (I) (solid lines in 
Figure 1) consisted of 17 atoms. The other (II) was built up from 15 
atoms (dashed lines in Figure I) and had a considerably worse 
geometry. Both fragments, however, show large anomalies in C-C bond 
lengths and angles. They form an interwoven pattern often denoted as 
"chicken-wire" . 
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b-sinCC 
CL'Sin β 
Figuve 1 : E-map of "TERMIN" containing two incomplete p-terphenyl 
uni ts. 
Projection down the c-axis. Numbers correspond to peak 
rank numbers in the E-map. 
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7. Ζ Application of TRADIR on "TERMIN" 
Because of the better geometry fragment I was selected as a starting 
model for TRADIR. The computer program TRADIR was run in automatic 
mode. 
No expansion of reflection data is necessary in Pi. 
The temperature factor refinement for B- and B
r 
diverged and resulted in unreasonable values 
(B
r
=13.78 ). After automatic resetting of the 
temperature factors to the overall temperature 
factor, tangent refinement of difference structure 
factors was satisfactory (average phase shift 
during 3 cycles: 41-32-23°).* 
Results for TRADIR are summarized in Table 1. Peak heights are given 
on an arbitrary scale. 
As the space group is PI, a three-dimensional Q-map is calculated. 
Coefficients for Q(q) have the form F (hkl)F (hkl) 
•^  ρ r 
Figure 2 shows that the true centre of symmetry is situated at 
-^Чо » where qg is the maximal overlap vector. 
partial 
structure 
origin. ^ 
search *• 1 
function a 
Vps 
y ^ \ 
center 
syrametry 
a -related 
3^* fragment 
d °?r 
of 
symmetry 
Figwee 2 : Strengthened translation functions in PI. Definitions are 
in accordance with Chapter 5. 
* The outcome is highly influenced by assumptions concerning the com­
position. The number of terphenyl(tp) units in the unit cell was unknown 
and our initial assumption proved to be wrong after identifying an un­
expected neutral tp in the structure. Also the number and the nature of 
solvent molecules were unknown. 
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TABLE 1 : INTERPRETATION OF THE Q-MAP FOR TWO FRAGMENTS OF "TERMIN". 
Peak 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Fragment I 
qx 
0.085 
0.005 
0.847 
0.879 
0.156 
0.893 
0.000 
0.203 
0.286 
0.017 
qz 
1.000 
1.000 
1.026 
0.364 
0.356 
Height 
1000 
894 
882 
804 
764 
qx 
0.154 
0.921 
0.996 
0.916 
0.242 
Fragment II 
qy 
0.791 
0.938 
0.997 
0.099 
0.685 
qz 
0.981 
0.752 
0.997 
0.011 
0.972 
Height 
1000 
987 
968 
901 
889 
From the first peak for fragment I a first assumption for t^ could be 
made which had components (-0.043, 0.053, 0.000). Vector tg had a 
length of 0.56 A and is situated parallel to the xy-plane and thus 
gives a shift in the direction of the plane of the p-terphenyl frag-
ment. Applying tg gave fragment III (solid lines in Figure 3). 
Using fragment III as a partial structure the total structure could be 
solved by careful application of Sim-weighted Fourier maps using the 
"Fourier" option of the DIRDIF system. Normal DIRDIF use is not 
recommended in such a case where the validity of direct methods may be 
doubted. Due to the hardly resolved atoms of the solvent molecules one 
cannot fulfil the demand of "atomicity" for the rest structure. 
Results of TRADIR., using fragment II as input, are also given in Table 
1. These were not used in the actual structure determination. Peak 4 
can be identified as the centrosymmetric equivalent of peak 1 based on 
fragment I. 
Peak 4 will give to with components (0.042, -0.050, -0.005). 
7.4 Refinement and structural details 
The Na -ion, a second tp molecule around the centre of symmetry and 
several "ether" fragments were found from the weighted difference 
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CL-si»β 
Figure 3 : Results of application of t on fragment I. 
: fragment III 
... ; fragment land II 
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Fourier map. Refinement was by full-matrix least squares where 
Σ( Fn -k F ) was minimized. Severe disorder in the dme molecules 
' с 
prevented identification and refinement of all atoms of these molecules. 
The most consistent refinement was obtained in space group PÎ and 
resulted in an R value of 0.205 with mean and maximum parameter shifts 
of 0.37 and 2.76 of the e.s.d.'s of the parameters. The two 
crystallographically independent tp molecules and the Na -ion showed 
a stable behavior upon refinement. The geometry and conformation of 
this part of the structure are reasonably well defined. 
Calculated (difference) Fourier syntheses show the presence of a dense 
cloud of electron density around the Na -ion. A suitable model in-
cluding disorder for the dme molecules could not be developed. 
The electron density represented by these ether 'atoms" is only 50% 
of the expected density and the high R value can at least be 
partially attributed to the fact that 50% of the electrons of the 
solvent molecules is missing. The phenyl rings in the charged tp 
molecules at general positions are planar (max. dev. 1.5 e.s.d.), 
while the neutral tp molecule around the centre of symmetry has a 
dihedral angle of 28(2)° between middle and end phenyl ring. 
Figure 4 gives a steroscopic view of the packing. 
'V 
Л 
"г^ 
У Х 
Figure 4 : Stereoscopia view of the packing along the c_ axis; a axis 
horizontal, b axis vertical 
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7. δ Dbsoussion of the atruature determination 
Despite numerous practical difficulties TRADIR was successful in this 
case where "chicken-wire"-like Ε-maps resulted from a priori direct 
methods. Averaging of two fragments is frequently attempted when the 
Ε-map contains an interwoven pattern as shown in Figure 1 (see Bürgi 
and Dunitz, 1969, or Van den Hark and Beurskens, 1976). 
Fragments should be clearly defined and have a reasonable geometry. 
Especially in Ε-maps containing more than two (elongated) fragments 
it is difficult to fix the end of the molecular chain. Averaging may be 
impossible. It is advised to take a promising part of the Ε-map and use 
this as input model to the translation functions. 
It is noteworthy that both the Q-maps, given in Table 1, contain the 
origin-peak as a high peak (no's 2 and 3, respectively). 
This indicates a DIRDIF Fourier map containing the input fragment as 
well. This fragment is part of ρ and will coincide with ρ after a 
r ps 
null translation. The correctness of this explanation is confirmed 
when the resulting fragment III is used as input to strengthened 
translation functions. The first peak in the Q-map is again the null 
vector (26% stronger than the 2nd peak), shown the return of ρ on the 
Ρ 
same position. 
The possibility of the presence of fragment II in the DTRDIF Fourier 
map in Pi, based on fragment I, cannot be ruled out. A translation over 
a single C-C bond will make fragments I and II coincide, which is the 
first vector in the Q-map based on fragment I. 
7.6 References 
Bürgi,H.B. and Dunitz,J.D. (1969). Chem.Coram.,472. 
Hark,van den, Th.E.M. and Beurskens,P.Τ. (1976). Cryst.Struct.Comm.5^, 
247-252. 
Main,P. (197Θ). MULTAN. A system of Computer Programs for the Automated 
Solution of Crystal Structures from X-ray Diffraction Data. Univ.of 
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York, England. 
Noordik,J.H.,Doesburg,H.M. and Prick,P.A.J. (1981). B37,1959-1953. 
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CHAPTER 8 : "TMPPA" (2R)-2,3,3-TRIFLUORO-2-METHOXY-2-PHENYLPROPIOKIIC 
ACID ESTER OF TRANS-4-TERT-BUTYLCYCLOHEXANOL 
General introduction 
In Chapter 2 the occasional failure of a crystal structure determination 
using a priori direct methods was mentioned. Usually such a seemingly 
false solution is completely neglected, but it can lead to good 
starting points for further structure determination. Strengthened 
translation functions can be an important tool to extract valuable 
information from a bad direct methods solution. How this can be 
achieved is described in this chapter. Chapter ΘΑ reports the 
structure determination of "TMPPA". Chapter 8B gives some additional 
analyses of the use of strengthened translation functions in this 
structure determination. 
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CHAPTER 8 A : STRUCTURE DETERMINATION OF "TMPPA" 
This part of Chapter 8 is reprinted from Acta Cryst(1982) B38, 
1181-1185. 
Errata: C(13)-F(13) should read 1.338 (4) S. 
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AclaCrysl (1982) B38, 1181-1185 
The Structure of the (2/l)-3,3,3-Tnfluoro-2-methoxy-2-phenylpropionic Acid Ester of 
írans-4-íert-Butylcyclohexanol 
BY H M DOESBURG· 
Crystallography Laboratory, University of Nijmegen, Toernooweld, 6525 ED Nijmegen, The Netherlands 
G H PETIT 
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Abstract 
The crystal structure of the (2R) 3,3,3 tnfluoro 2 
melhoxy 2 phenylpropionic acid (R TMPPA) ester of 
trans-4 ten butylcyclohexanol has been determined 
from Mo Ka data CMH2,Fj03, M, = 372 4, is 
monoclinic, И , , with Ζ = 2, a = 6 993 (5), b = 
11 288 (6), с = 12 303 (6) Α, β - 95 51 (5)°, У = 
9 6 7 A , , Ö I = 1 2 8 M g m - 1 , A = 0 112 mm-1, m ρ 326 
К The structure was solved by a combination of a 
priori direct methods and an adapted DIRDIF version 
(application of direct methods when a qualitatively bad 
structural fragment is given) and refined by least 
squares to a final R = 0 047 for 2003 reflections The 
orientation of the trans 4 tert butylcyclohexyl residue 
with respect to the R TMPPA ester is different from 
that in other equatorial esters The other geometrical 
parameters are unexceptional 
Introduction 
The optical purity of type (1) chiral secondary alcohols 
can be determined by NMR analysis of their esters with 
(2R) 3,3,3 tnfluoro 2 methoxy 2 phenylpropionic acid 
(Л TMPPA) (Merckx, Van de Wal, Lcpoivre & 
Alderweireldt, 1978, Van de Wal, Merckx, Lemiere, 
Lepoivre SL Alderweireldt, 1978, Van Osselaer, 
Lemiere, Merckx, Lepoivre & Alderweireldt, 1978, 
Sadozai, Lepoivre, Dommisse SÍ Alderweireldt, 1980) 
^ ^
г
^ ^ Ä; - large alkyl 
^ -
c \ R, = small alkyl 
* To whom correspondence should be addressed 
0567 7408/82/041181 05S01 00 
Under certain circumstances, (his method allows 
simultaneous assignment of the absolute configura 
Hon of the alcohols After addition of Euffod), (fod 
is 6,6,7,7,8,8,8 heptafluoro 2,2 dimethyl 3,5 octane 
drone), the tnfluoromelhyl resonances in the "F NMR 
spectrum of the diastereomenc R TMPPA esters have 
different lanthanide induced shift (LIS) values These 
differences in LIS gradients can be interpreted in terms 
of RIS absolute configurations To investigate the 
molecular geometry of Я TMPPA ester/Eu(fod), com 
plexes, a substrate model was found in the R TMPPA 
ester of trans 4 ten butylcyclohexanol, which is 
crystalline This ester is of special interest since the 
conformations in solution are limited, due to the 
presence of the ten butyl substituent on the cyclohex 
ane ring 
Experimental 
Crystals were obtained by eslenfication of trans 
4 tert butylcyclohexanol with S TMPPA chlonde+and 
recrystalhzation from absolute alcohol 
Intensities were collected on an Enraf-Nomus 
CAD 4 difTractometer at 123 К from a crystal of 
dimensions 0 1 x 0 1 x 0 2 mm, using Zx filtered Mo 
Ka radiation Of 2210 reflections collected ( ъ 27°), 
2003 with / > 2o(I) (counting statistics) were used in 
the analysis Data were corrected for Lorentz-
polanzation effects Absorption corrections were not 
applied 
+ Enpenmemal details for the s\nlhesi5 оГ ihe R TMPPA ester 
can be obtained from F M Merckx 
® 1982 International Union of Crystallography 
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1182 THE STRUCTURE OF С
м
Н2 7Р3Оз 
Structure determination 
A first run of the direct methods program MULTAN 
78 (Main, Hull, Lessinger, Germain, Declercq & 
Woolfson, 1978) resulted in a 'best' phase set (CFOM 
Table 1 Fractional coordinates (x IO1 for non H 
atoms, χ 10' for H atoms) and isotropic temperature 
factors (A2 χ 10') 
[/„, is as defined by Hamilton (1959) 
CO) 
C(2) 
C(3) 
C(4) 
C(5) 
C(6) 
C(7) 
C(8) 
C(9) 
C(10) 
C(ll) 
C(12) 
C(13) 
C(H) 
C(15) 
C(16) 
C(17) 
C(18) 
C(19) 
C(20) 
F(l) 
F(2) 
F(3) 
0(1) 
0(2) 
0(3) 
H(l) 
ПС1А) 
H(2S) 
H(3-4) 
H(3B) 
H (4) 
H(5-4) 
Η(5β) 
H(6/() 
Н(6Л) 
H(8/l) 
Η(8β) 
H(8C) 
H(9^) 
Н(9Л) 
H(9C) 
H(10/t) 
H(ioa) 
H(10C) 
H(12/l) 
H(12S) 
H(12C) 
H(15) 
H(16) 
Н(П) 
H(18) 
H(19) 
X 
4536(5) 
5865(6) 
6822(7) 
8160(5) 
6933 (6) 
5799(6) 
9498(6) 
10791(7) 
8366(8) 
10798 (7) 
1172(5) 
562 (7) 
-936 (5) 
2404 (5) 
2897 (6) 
3997 (7) 
4610(6) 
4135(6) 
3007 (5) 
1903 (5) 
-1169(4) 
-2098 (3) 
-1590(3) 
3563(4) 
1099 (4) 
1331 (4) 
350 (6) 
667 (7) 
484 (7) 
592 (8) 
739(8) 
895 (6) 
763 (8) 
608 (7) 
688(7) 
513(7) 
1171(8) 
1001 (8) 
1167(8) 
911(8) 
738 (8) 
765 (9) 
1145(9) 
1014 (9) 
1174(9) 
106(8) 
95(8) 
-90(9) 
248 (7) 
422 (B) 
522 (8) 
448 (8) 
260(7) 
У 
2761(4) 
3903 (4) 
3913(4) 
2853(4) 
1718(4) 
1686 (4) 
2893 (5) 
3986 (5) 
2960 (6) 
1791 (5) 
3198(4) 
1091(4) 
3624 (4) 
4023 (4) 
5158(5) 
5910(5) 
5552(5) 
4447 (5) 
3670 (4) 
3281(4) 
4758(3) 
2989 (3) 
3469 (3) 
2697 (3) 
3816(4) 
2056 (3) 
274 (5) 
389 (5) 
453 (5) 
389 (5) 
471(5) 
?95 (5) 
102(5) 
167 (5) 
166(5) 
92(5) 
411(6) 
474 (6) 
394 (6) 
293 (6) 
222 (6) 
375 (6) 
161(6) 
99(6) 
192(6) 
36(6) 
113(6) 
95(6) 
533(5) 
674 (6) 
607(5) 
414(6) 
290(5) 
ζ 
3757(3) 
3894 (3) 
5020 (3) 
5193(3) 
5037 (3) 
3901(3) 
6277 (3) 
6277 (1) 
7283(3) 
6357 (4) 
1238 (3) 
1398(4) 
1058 (3) 
615(3) 
1024 (3) 
458 (4) 
524 (4) 
-930 (3) 
376 (3) 
2462(3) 
1300(2) 
1648 (2) 
10(2) 
2646 (2) 
3136(2) 
823 (2) 
429 (4) 
319(4) 
388 (4) 
566 (4) 
522 (4) 
456 (4) 
523 (4) 
561 (4) 
330 (4) 
386 (4) 
697(5) 
622 (5) 
552 (4) 
799 (5) 
729 (5) 
733 (5) 
572 (5) 
639 (5) 
696 (5) 
118(4) 
218(5) 
112(4) 
175 (4) 
81(5) 
-94 (4) 
-176(4) 
-66 (4) 
vju 
33 3(10) 
35 2(11) 
38 5(12) 
31 5(9) 
36 2(11) 
358(11) 
39 9(11) 
45 7(11) 
51 5(14) 
48 0(14) 
30 3 (9) 
41 8(12) 
35 7(10) 
29 7 (9) 
42 9(12) 
49 7(14) 
49 8(14) 
44 8(13) 
33 5(10) 
310(9) 
42 7 (7) 
45 2 (7) 
40 5 (7) 
32 8 (7) 
41 0(B) 
33 3(7) 
41 
44 
44 
47 
47 
38 
43 
43 
44 
44 
57 
57 
57 
63 
63 
63 
63 
63 
63 
55 
55 
55 
52 
62 
53 
55 
63 
— 2 142), from which an E map was calculated A 
fragment could be located, consisting of fifteen peaks 
However, this model did not show any obvious 
resemblance to a molecular fragment of the proposed 
structure To check the validity of the fragment and its 
position in the unit cell, strengthened translation 
functions (Doesburg & Beurskens, 1980) were used 
Carbon atom scattering power was assigned to the 15 
peaks, and assuming a correct orientation, the position 
of the fragment in the unit cell was determined The 
highest peak from this search (relative height 100) 
clearly indicated the correct positioning of the majority 
of the 'atoms' of the fragment, but as the absolute peak 
height was rather low compared to its optimum value 
(exact coincidence of structure and search fragment), 
the low quality of the model was confirmed Having 
confirmed the validity of the fragment, we used it as 
input to DIRDIF (Beurskens, Bosman, Doesburg, Van 
den Hark, Prick & Gould, 1980) A large part of the 
molecule could then be recognized (24 out of 26 non Η 
atoms) Five peaks of the initial model now proved to 
be false These were part of the well known chicken 
wire type pattern often found in initial E maps Peaks, 
corresponding to true atomic positions, had very low 
densities in this E map 
Subsequent weighted difference Fourier syntheses 
gave the positions of the two remaining non Η atoms 
and all Η atoms Anisotropic thermal parameters of 
non Η atoms and all positional parameters were refined 
by full matrix least squares, minimizing XivflfJ — 
k\F
c
\Y, vu = [a2(/g + 0 0017f,2| ' Refinement 
converged to R = 0 047 and R„ = 0 070 The highest 
peak in a final difference Fourier map was 0 23 e A ' 
Mean and maximum shifts for non Η atoms were 0 07 
and 0 31 σ, for Η atoms 0 20 and 0 73 σ Atomic 
parameters and isotropic temperature factors are given 
in Table 1 · 
Scattering factors were those of Cromer & Mann 
(1968) for C, F, О and of Stewart, Davidson & 
Simpson (1965) for Η Routine calculations were 
performed with XRAY76 (Stewart, 1976) 
Results and discussion 
Bond distances and angles arc listed in Table 2 and 
selected torsion angles are in Table 3 The atomic 
numbering is shown in Fig 1 A view of the molecule in 
the minimum atomic overlap mode is shown in Fig 2 
and a stereoscopic view of the packing of the 
molecules, as seen along b, is shown in Fig 3 
* Lists οΓ structure factors anisotropic thermal parameters and 
C-Η distances have been deposited with the British Library 
Lending Division as Supplementary Publication No SUP 36414 
(15 pp ) Copies may be obtained through The Executive Secretary 
International Union of Crystallography 5 Abbey Square Chester 
CHI 2HU England 
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Table 2. Bond dislances (A) and bond angles (0) with 
e s d 's m parentheses 
С(П-С(2) 
Ш)-С(Э) 
C(3)-C(4) 
C(4)-C(5) 
C(5) C(6) 
C(6)-C(l) 
C(4)- C(7) 
C(7)-C(8) 
C(7)-C(9) 
C(7)-C(10) 
C(1)-0(I) 
C(20)-O(l) 
C(20)-O(2) 
С(20ЬС(І1) 
C(II) 0(3) 
С(І2ЬО(3) 
С(11ЬС(13) 
C(13) F(l) 
C(13bF(2) 
C(l3bF(3) 
C(1I)-C(I4) 
C(14)-C(15) 
C(I5)-C(I6) 
C(I6)-C(I7) 
C(I7)-C(I8) 
C(18)-C(19) 
C(19bC(U) 
1 519(6) 
1 530(6) 
1 521 (6) 
1 544 (6) 
1 540(6) 
1 502(6) 
1 555(5) 
1 529(7) 
1 533(6) 
1 539 (7) 
t 469(4) 
1 336 (5) 
1 206 (5) 
1 546 (5) 
1 395(6) 
1 431(6) 
I 546 (6) 
I 328 (6) 
1 347(5) 
1 38 (4) 
1 525 (6) 
1 407 (7) 
1 378(7) 
1 381 (7) 
1 373(8) 
1 400 (7) 
1 386 (5) 
С(2ЬС(1)-С(6) 
С(1)-С(2ЬС(3) 
С(2ЬС(3)-С(4) 
С(ЗЬС(4)- C(5) 
С(4)-С(5ЬС(6) 
С(5)-С(6ЬС(1) 
C(3)-C(4)-C(7) 
С(5ЬС(4ЬС(7) 
C(4)-C(7)-C(8) 
C(4)-C(7)-C(9) 
C(4)-C(7)-C(10) 
C(8)-C(7)-C(9) 
С(в)-С(7)-С(10) 
C(9)-C(7)-C(10) 
C(2)-C(l)-0(1) 
C(6)-C(l)-0(l) 
C(l)-O(l)-C(20) 
0(1) C(20)-O(2) 
О(1ЬС(20) C(ll) 
0(2) C(20)-C(ll) 
C(l4)-C(ll)-0(3) 
C(20)-C(ll)-O(3) 
C(l3)-C(ll)-0(3) 
С(11)-0(ЗЬС(І2) 
С(13)-С(11ЬС(14) 
С(20)-С(І1ЬС(ІЗ) 
C(ll)-C(13)-F(l) 
С(І1ЬГ(ІЗ)-Р(2) 
C(llbC(13)-F(3) 
F(l)-C(l3bF(2) 
F(l)-C(l3bF(1) 
F(2bC(13bF(3) 
C(20)-C(ll>-C(14) 
C(ll>-C(14)-C(15) 
C(14)-C(15)-C(16) 
C(I5)-C(16)-C(17) 
C(I7)-C(I8)-C(I9) 
C(18)-C(19)-C(I4) 
С(19ЬС(14)-С(1П 
C(19)-C(14)-C(15) 
1119(3) 
109 3(3) 
1124(3) 
108 0(3) 
111 4(3) 
109 5(3) 
114 1 (4) 
114 4 (4) 
109 3(3) 
112 2(3) 
109 5(4) 
108 2(4) 
107 9(4) 
109 6(4) 
109 7(3) 
106 5 (3) 
1168(3) 
125 8(3) 
109 6(3) 
124 6(3) 
108 2(3) 
1124(3) 
110 1(3) 
118 4(3) 
108 4(3) 
110 0(3) 
113 8(3) 
1120(3) 
109 3 (3) 
107 4(3) 
107 7(3) 
106 3 (3) 
107 7(3) 
120 4(3) 
120 6(4) 
119 8(5) 
121 3(4) 
118 8(4) 
120 1 (4) 
119 5(4) 
A-iert-Bulylcyclofiexane motety 
The geometry of the Л-terl butylcyclohexane moiety 
is compared with those of trans 4 (er/-butylcyclohexyl 
p-toluenesulphonate (TOSTB), X ray study (Johnson, 
Cheer, Schaeffer, James & Moore, 1972) and neutron 
study* (James 4 Moore, 1975), and of trans 4-
rer/butylcyclohexylp-bromobenzoate (PBTB) (Ohrt Л 
Parthasarathy, 1972). Mean C-C bonds for R 
TMPPA ester, TOSTB and PBTB, are 1-531, 1-526 
and 1-532 A, respectively. The shortening of C(l)-
C(6) found in the Я TMPPA ester is similar to that in 
TOSTB, where it is considered to be a result of sp 
hybrid bonding with oxygen The increased C(4)-C(7) 
Table 3. Selected torsion angles 
C(l)-C(4)-C(7)-C(8) 
С(ЗЬС(4) C(7)-C(9) 
C(5)-C(4)-C(7)-C(9) 
C(5)-C(4)-C(7)-C(10) 
С(3)-С(2ЬС(І)-С(6) 
C(2)-C(l) C(6)-C(5) 
С(І)-С(6ЬС(5)-С(4) 
C(6)-C(5) C(4) C(3) 
C(5)-C(4)-C(3)-C(2) 
С(4ЬС(3) C(2)-C(l) 
F(l)-C(l3)-C(llbC(20) 
F(l)-C(13)-C(ll) C(14) 
F(3)-C(13)-C(ll)-C(14) 
F(3)-C(13bC(ll)-0(3) 
F(2bC(l3) C(ll)-0(3) 
F(2)-C(13)-C(ll)-C(20) 
С(П)-С(11)-С(20)-О(2) 
С(14)-С(11)-С(20ЬО(2) 
O(3)-C(ll)-C(20)-O(2) 
-61 3(4) 
58 7 (4) 
-66 3 (4) 
55 7(4) 
-57 3 (4) 
57 β (4) 
-58 1 (4) 
57 4 (4) 
-57 6(4) 
57 β (4) 
-63 9 (4) 
53 6 (4) 
-66 9 (4) 
51 2(4) 
-66 3 (4) 
58 I (4) 
Π 8(5) 
104 I (4) 
136 8(3) 
C(17| C(16| 
Fig I Atomic numbering 
Fig 2 Molecular conformation of the Я TMPPA ester of 
¡rans 4 ¡en butylcyclohexanol 
* Because of small difTerences, the results of the two studies have 
been averaged Fig J Packing of the molecules in the cell, a vertical, e horizontal 
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bond length for the TMPPA ester and TOSTB is due to 
steric interactions of lert butyl with ring H atoms The 
distance is close to the theoretically calculated value of 
1 57 A (Altona & Sundaralingam, 1970) Mean 
C - C - C valence angles for the R TMPPA ester. 
TOSTB and PBTB are 110 0, 111 2 and 110 2° 
Mean endocyclic torsion angles for the three structures 
(same order) are 57 7, 55 9 and 58 3° (see Table 3) 
Comparison with the experimental mean torsion angle 
of 55 9° in gaseous cyclohexane (Buys & Geise, 
1970) shows thai there is no flattening effect on the 
ring by the equatorial ieri butyl group However, the 
steric influence of this substituent reflects itself in the 
flattening of the C(3), C(4), C(5), C(7) pyramid This is 
attained by pushing away the C(4)-C(7) bond from the 
C(3), С(4), C(5) plane thus yielding a small angle of 
108 0 ( 3 ) ° for C(3)-C(4)-C(5) This tendency was 
also noted for PBTB and TOSTB 
In acetates of cyclohexanol, with an equatorial ester 
group, eclipsing of the carbonyl group by the 
neighbouring axial H is a common observation in 
X ray studies (Mathieson, 1965) In R TMPPA ester 
such an eclipsed arrangement is not observed, the acute 
angle between vectors C ( l ) - H ( l ) and C(20)-O(2) is 
32 (4)°, whereas in PBTB it is 5 8° The 0(2 ) H(l) 
distance is 2 42 Л (corresponding distance in eclipsed 
arrangement ~2 22 Á) 
TMPPA ester moiet\ 
The average C—C(phenyl) bond length is 
1 388 (7) A [normal value 1 394 (5) A] The mean 
F-C—F bond angle is 107 1 (3)" which is normal The 
mean C - F bond distance of 1 338 (5) A is comparable 
to that in gaseous 1,1,1 tnfluoroethane II 340 (5) Al 
(Beagley, Jones & Zanjansky, 1979), but the C ( l l ) -
C(13) distance II 546 (6) Al is considerably longer 
than the corresponding distance in this compound 
(1 494 A) Other bond lengths in the TMPPA moiety 
also deviate significantly from the corresponding 
lengths in selected reference compounds (Table 4) An 
explanation for these anomalies might be found in the 
conformation of the TMPPA moiety The con 
Table 4 Bond lengths (A) in the TMPPA esler moien 
and m reference compounds 
Distance Reference 
in TMPPA diseancc* Reference compound 
С(ІІ )-С(П) 1546(6) I 4M (3) Tnfluoroelhane (Beagley 
el al 1979) 
C ( i n - 0 ( 1 ) 1 195(6) 1416(5) Dimethyl ether 
(Takemura el al 1979) 
0(3) O P ) 1431(6) 1416(6) Dimethyl ether 
(Takemura e I al 1979) 
C(l l )-C(20) 1546(5) 1 517(3) Acetone (Fijima 1972) 
• Deiermmed by electron dilTraclion 
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Fig 4 Newman projection down the bond C( II)—О(Э) 
formation of the methoxy substituent is such that the 
interactions of the 0 ( 3 ) lone pairs are maximized with 
respect to the tnfluoromelhyl and carbonyl substit 
uents (Fig 4) This may give rise to anomeric effects, 
which result in a shortening of C(l l )—0(3) and 
lengthening of C(l 1)-C(13), C(l 1)-C(20) and 0 ( 3 ) -
C(I2) The same phenomenon could explain (Williams, 
Scarsdale, Schäfer & Geise, 1981) why the C ( l l ) -
0 (3) -C(12) angle has the high value of 118 4 ° , 
compared to 111° for the corresponding angle in 
dimethyl ether (Takemura, Tamagawa, Konaka & 
Kimura, 1979) 
Packing 
The packing seems to be determined by van der Waals 
forces The shortest intermolecular contacts of 2 39 A 
\HQ.A) F(2)| and 2 61 A |H(4) 0 (2 ) | occur 
between molecules related by an a translation All other 
intermolecular contacts are well above the sum of their 
respective van der Waals radii 
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CHAPTER 8 В : SOME DETAILS ON THE USE OF STREIKHTENED TRANSLATION 
FUNCTIONS IN THE STRUCTURE DETERMINATION OF "TMPPA" 
8.1 Introduotion 
This chapter consists of the sections: 
8.2 The choice of the starting model. 
8.3 A discussion of the special features of strengthened translation 
functions in this case. 
8.4 Expansion of the structural model using DIRDIF. 
8.5 Discussion of future developments which may be useful in the 
interpretation of bad E-maps. 
8.2 The choice of the starting model 
In some cases, after initial failures, a crystal structure is obtained 
by applying direct methods via a completely different approach. Though 
it is difficult to generalize such approaches into a theoretical 
concept suitable for future structure determination, a qualitative 
analysis of the effects can be given. Empirically it has frequently 
been noticed that a variation of cell contents or temperature factors 
or even incorrect cell parameters, can lead to the solution of the 
structure in cases where a "standard" application failed. Such 
radical modifications lead to new phase relationships with new 
probabilities (modified set of |E|-values) and then enter the tangent 
formula via a path that differs from the one followed in previous, 
unsuccesful efforts. 
Such a change can deflect the tangent refinement from a false minimum. 
Initially the structure determination of the present compound (TMPPA) 
was tried with a reflection data set consisting of 2210 reflections 
of which only 207 had Ι<2σ(Ι). Standard application of a priori 
114 
direct methods (MULTAN 78) failed. 
Then a smaller number of only 1029 reflections (with sin θ/λ<0.50), 
see Note 1, was used (32 with Ι<2σ(Ι)). The full data set had a 
sin θ/λ-limit of 0.64. In Table 5 results of two MULTAN-runs are 
compared. 
The main difference between the two runs is the increase of the 
number of E2-phase relationships (see Note 2). This increase counter­
balances the decrease in the overall probability of I2-phase sums to 
be 0°. Another difference between the two MULTAN runs is found in the 
|E|-values of weak reflections. These are used in the so-called фд-
relationships 
ΨηΞΣ<Ε E > 
^
0
 н
 К Η-K К 
фд should be minimal for the correct phase set. 
Η consists of the weak reflections, while К and Η-K are strong 
reflections. In the first MULTAN run the 50 smallest E-values had 
|E|=O.O. 
Note 1 : Reducing the sin θ/λ limit is a known technique for solving 
difficult crystal structures. 
Note 2: An increase of the number of Z2-relatlonships gives a 
"thickening" of the so-called CONVERGENCE map. Thus different 
subsets of phases are linked together via a large number of 
relationships, leading to a more reliable assignment of phases 
to invididual reflections. In worse CONVERGENCE maps subsets 
of reflections have been phased independently of each other. 
Within the subset phases are consistent. However, different 
subsets may correspond to different origin choices in direct 
space. When an Ε-map is calculated with all phases, an un-
interpretable Ε-map is the obvious result. 
This phenomenon is usually denoted as the "island problem" 
(Beurskens, P.T., private communications). 
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TABLE 5 : SOME MULTAN CHARACTERISTICS, USING TWO SETS OF REFLECTION 
DATA 
Number of reflections 
Normalization method 
Basic set reflections 
Overall isotropic 
temperature factor (A2) 
Scale factor (F2=scale *F2 ) 
obs 
| E I 
1
 max' 
<|E| 2-1> 
к 
min 
No. of r2-relations 
la 
e 
Σα 
est 
random 
Known ΣΙ-phases 
No. of phase sets 
ABSFOM (min-max) 
PSIZERO (min-max) 
RESID (min-max) 
CFOM (min-max) 
MULTAN1 
2210 
K-curve 
204(|E| 
3.04 
0.0003 
3.53 
0.808 
1.13 
1428 
7586 
2186 
1 
24 
0.82-1. 
1.44-2. 
21.7-ЗС 
0.91-1. 
>1.55) 
31 
49 
).2 
98 
MULTANZ 
1029 
К-curve 
204(|Е|>1.26) 
1.87 
0.0005 
3.00 
0.786 
0.98 
2568 
5177 
1600 
1 
32 
1.04-1.51 
1.41-44.1 
34.9-44.1 
1.07-2.21 
For definitions of parameters, see MULTAN78 write-up. 
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Figures S : Tuo E-maps, projected doim the c_-axïs. 
The a-axis is vertical, while the b_-axi-s is horizontal. 
The origin is situated in the lower left corner of the 
figures. 
a. Result of MULTAN1 
b. Result of MULTAUZ 
numbers correspond to peak numbers of the E-maps. 
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In the second run 22 weak reflections out of 47 had 0<|E|<0.2. 
This results in more reliable PSIZERO values. 
Figure 5 gives a projection of the two Ε-maps as seen along the c-axis. 
Figure 5a represents the E-map (leading to model 1) resulting from the 
first MULTAN run. Figure 5b shows the peaks of the Ε-map (yielding 
model 2) from the second MULTAN run. 
Model 1 was constructed from peaks 1,2,5,6,7,8,9,11,15,19,20,23,27,28, 
and 32. For model 2 peaks 1 to 16 (excluding 7 and 14) and 21 were 
taken. All peaks were interpreted as carbon atoms. In both models a 
pseudo "cyclohexane" ring with a 5 to 8 atoms tail could be 
recognized. Both rings have doubtful geometry with C-C distances up 
to =1.7 A. The model cannot be fitted on the proposed structure model. 
The two models are related by a nearly exact translation vector with 
components (0.55, 0.55) for x-and z-directions. This vector transposes 
model 1 into 2. 
Obviously, only one model can be correct. It is expected that the 
orientation, which is identical for the two models, is correct. 
To evaluate the two models they were used as input for the 
strengthened translation functions.* 
8.3 Details of the TRADIR-procedure 
In the space-group P2i, g(cj) takes the form: 
Q(q
v
.q )= ^  Σ Σ Σ F*(hkï) F ( h k l ) ( - l ) k exp[-2 тгі (hq +lq )] 
x z v h k l p r x z 
As indicated in Figure 6, £ is always perpendicular to the unique 
axis b. 
*Note: Since the structure did not contain any high structural 
regularity (leading to many "aberrant" Z2-phase relationships 
and to an Ε-map containing two models related by a prominent 
molecular translation) vector averaging of the TMPPA-fragments 
is not likely lead to the determination of the structure. 
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Figure 6: Pictogram of strenghtened translation functions in P2y 
Table 6 gives the results of the application of strengthened translation 
functions on the models. Respective values for Q are 149 and 154. 
TABLE 6 : INTERPRETATION OF THE Q-MAP FOR TWO MODELS OF "TMPPA". 
Peak number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
qx 
1.006 
0.402 
0.491 
0.890 
0.134 
Model 1 
4z 
0.997 
0.127 
0.239 
0.882 
0.504 
Height 
77 
71 
69 
68 
49 
qx 
1.001 
0.508 
0.408 
0.100 
0.523 
Model 2 
q
Z 
1.005 
0.258 
0.134 
0.114 
0.778 
Heig 
122 
101 
66 
47 
41 
From Table 6 some observations are made: 
- Note the identity of the top three entries of the two peak listings. 
- Both models were used for further structure determination. However, 
model 2 was expected to be the most promising model as it contains 
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higher peaks than model 1. 
This assumption is confirmed by the TRADIR results from Table 6. 
Model 2 shows a larger overlap in the DIRDIF Fourier map than model 
1. The ratio (observed first peak height/Q )is 0.52 and 0.79 for 
model 1 and 2 respectively. In cases, where two models have an 
identical orientation but a different geometry, peak heights can 
serve as a discriminator between models. 
Note: both models yield the null-vector as the most prominent vector 
of the Q-map. As both models are in different positions, only one 
can be correct. 
The difference between the first and second peak of the Q-map is a 
measure for the correctness of the model. It is expected that a 
correct model will give one strong peak in the map. Model 2, then, 
shows the best resolution. 
One peak from each of the two Q-maps in Table 6 shifts the input 
model to coincidence with corresponding atoms of the other model 
(peak 4 for model 1 gives the vector (-0.445, -0.441) or (0.555, 
0.559), while peak 4 for model 2 gives (-0.550, -0.557)). 
This shows that the DIRDIF Fourier map will not only contain the 
symmetry related equivalent of the input model, but also the other 
"independent" model. 
It should be noted, however, that the height of peak 4 in the Q-map, 
based on model 2, is very small compared with the first peak of the 
map. These observations confirm that model 2 is the "best" starting 
fragment for DIRDIF. 
8.4 DIRDIF results of the correct input model 
Considerations as described in Θ.3 lead to the use of an unshifted 
model 2 as a starting point for further structure determination with 
DIRDIF. 
Since the model had bad geometry it was expected that some atoms were 
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wrong. As only 15 atoms of a 26-atom molecule are known (with some 
wrong atoms), a least-squares refinement of the positional parameters 
of the atoms will not give reasonable results. 
In these cases DIRDIF is a better alternative. A routine application 
of DIRDIF, based on model 2, yielded a Fourier map of which the most 
prominent peaks are depicted in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7: DIRDIF Fourier map based on model 2. Projection directions 
are identical to Figure S. 
Numbers correspond to peak members in the Fourier map. 
Model 2 is denoted by . 
A straight-forward interpretation is given in Figure 7. 
The obtained structure is correct. 
Table 7 gives a detailed description of the input and output atoms 
from the DIRDIF run. It can be seen that 3 input atoms were wrong, 
while 5 were assigned an incorrect atomic scattering power. 
Nevertheless, the complete structure, minus one terminal C-atom, could 
be located. It is noteworthy that in the DIRDIF Fourier map the 3 
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incorrect atoms from model 2 (C(9), C(10), C(ll)) return with the 
lowest peak heights of the input atoms. The last correct input atom 
is represented by the 14th peak in the map. The incorrect input atoms 
have ranking numbers 1Θ, 20, 21. This is a general trend observed in 
other DIRDIF runs with other structures: one should suspect such low-
ranked input atoms and delete them. 
TABLE 7 : COMPARISON OF INPUT ATOMS, TRUE ATOMS AND DIRDIF PEAKS FOR 
"TMPPA". 
For numbering of input atoms from model 2: see Figure 5b. 
For numbering of true atoms : see Figure 1. 
DIRDIF peak heights are given on an arbitrary scale and are 
between parentheses. 
Heights and Model 2 
atoms 
C(l) 
C(2) 
C(3) 
C(4) 
C(5) 
C(6) 
C(8) 
C(9) 
C(10) 
C(ll) 
C(12) 
C(13) 
C(15) 
C(16) 
С(2П 
True 
atoms 
C O ) 
C(2) 
0(1) 
C(4) 
C(7) 
0(2) 
C(20) 
-
-
-
C(ll) 
C(8) 
C(l) 
0(3) 
C(6) 
numbers 
DIRDIF 
3(1690) 
2(1246) 
5(1083) 
12(865) 
14(793) 
11(867) 
9(971) 
18(589) 
20(550) 
21(530) 
13(828) 
7(1015) 
8(990) 
1(1582) 
6(1068) 
Heights and Model 2 
atoms 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
True 
atoms 
C(9) 
C(10) 
C(5) 
C(13) 
F(l) 
F(2) 
F(3) 
C(12) 
C(14) 
C(15) 
С (16) 
C(17) 
C(18) 
C(19) 
numbers 
DIRDIF 
25(435) 
-
27(418) 
16(675) 
4(1089) 
10(929) 
15(690) 
19(550) 
17(656) 
24(441) 
22(511) 
26(419) 
23(470) 
28(343) 
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A posteriori inspection showed that part of the "cyclohexane" ring of 
model 2 corresponds to a different part of the molecule in the true 
structure (see Figure 7). 
The TRADIR peak 2 from model 2 (see Table 6) (i.e. a translation vector: 
-0.254, -0.129) shifts the model "cyclohexane" ring with substituent 
atom С(2) into coincidence with the true cyclohexane ring with 0(1) 
(after application of a trivial shift of =1.2A in the b-direction). 
Thus, if this vector is applied 7 atoms of model 2 correspond to true 
atomic positions, while the remaining 8 atoms of the model are in 
incorrect positions. 
8.5 Evaluation of a bad structural model 
When a poor structural model contains large errors in the parameters, 
it can still be possible to extract the correct information from the 
model. Even when the model shows little resemblance with the proposed 
structure, it will contain correct parts of the true structure. This 
was shown in the previous sections; model 2 contained 7 correct atoms 
upon application of the vector from peak 2. When the complete model 2 
of 15 atoms is used as input to DIRDIF in the space group P2i, after 
application of the translation resulting from peak 2, the structure 
cannot be expanded. 
Apparently the eight incorrect atoms contribute to the result of an 
uninterpretable Fourier map. 
Here we describe a possible method to distinct correct and incorrect 
atoms. After the application of TRADIR: 
1. Apply the proposed shift t^  in reciprocal space upon the difference 
structures F (h) of reflections h by adding a phase-shift Δφ to 
Ф
г
(Ы: 
Δφ = 2irh.t 
A Fourier map calculated in Pi with coefficients: 
|F (h)|exp i(φ +Δφ) 
should contain the correct parts of the rest structure at expected 
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correct positions. 
2. Calculate the symmetry related equivalents of the translated input 
atoms. 
3. The resulting positions of steps 1 and 2 are compared. Coinciding 
peaks and atomic positions indicate a correctly located atom that 
can be used for further structure determination. Incorrect atoms 
will show no overlap in the Fourier map. 
Note that a model with a geometry better than the starting model, can 
be obtained from the difference Fourier map. This will give a better 
starting point for e.g. DIRDIF. The possibility to improve the 
geometrical quality of a fragment is a great advantage compared to the 
standard TRADIR procedure where a translation vector is applied upon 
the model but the model itself is kept constant. 
Application of this concept on model 2, shifted over (-0.25, -0.12), 
gives the results summarized in Table 8. From this table it can be 
concluded that after application of the translation vector from the 
second peak, model peaks 2,3,12,15,16 and 21 have to be deleted. The 
remaining atoms constitute a model which can easily be extended with 
DIRDIF. 
This valuable extension of the TRADIR procedure can easily be automated 
without a considerable increase in computer time. 
It is considered to be valuable in those space groups where only single 
indications for t^ are obtained (e.g. P2J, or PÏ) and no "symmetry-
reinforcement" of indications (see Chapter 5) is possible. 
The extension can also be used to prove that even incorrect solutions 
for t^ must originate from overlapping atoms. These atoms can now be 
identified. 
Future experiments must show whether with the aid of this extension 
even smaller fragments can be evaluated with TRADIR. It should be kept 
in mind, however, that DIRDIF Fourier maps in Pi can be poorly 
developed, especially when small fragments are used as input. This 
prohibits an interpretation in terms of atomic peaks and step 3 can 
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TABLE 8 : COMPARISON OF SYMMETRY RELATED KNOWN ATOMIC POSITIONS 
AND PEAKS IN THE DIRDIF FOURIER MAP 
Atoms are accepted if the distance between peak 
position and atomic position is less than 0.4 A. 
Atom from model 2 Peak number in DIRDIF map Distance (A) 
C(l) 61 0.29 
C(2) 
CO) 
C(4) 6 0.24 
C(5) θ 0.04 
C(6) 28 0.35 
C(8) 10 0.19 
C(9) 55 0.21 
C(10) 1 0.12 
C(ll) 67 0.18 
C(12) 
C(13) 4 0.32 
C(15) 
C(16) 
C(21) 
give bad results. 
In such cases it is essential to use electron density values at input 
atomic positions to evaluate the correctness of an input atom. 
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CHAPTER 9 : ALTERNATIVE DEFINITIONS OF STRENGTHENED TRANSLATION 
FUNCTIONS 
General introduction 
In this chapter some of the extensions to the concept of strengthened 
translation functions as presented in Chapter 5 are described. It is 
examined whether alternative definitions of the convolution used in 
the normal concept, yield better results (Section 9.1). Section 9.2 
contains a description of the use of strengthened translation 
functions in Fourier space to determine the relative positions of two 
independent molecular fragments. 
9.1 Alternative approaches 
The alternatives have a common aim, viz. a better discrimination 
between the correct translation vector and vectors arising from co-
incidental overlap in the Fourier. This is especially important for 
small, incomplete models. 
Instead of using the known fragment as a search fragment with overlap 
between partial molecules, we now use the complete molecule as a search 
fragment. In this way missing parts of the molecule will also overlap 
and give a significant contribution to the correct translation vector. 
This approach is illustrated by using an imaginary structure in PÏ. The 
Figs, la and lb show two-dimensional projections of the structure. 
From the complete molecule, denoted as г , only the orientation of 
fragment ( J ) is known, ρ (which is ' ) is situated at position 
Ρ 
(x,y,z). The symmetry related search fragment ρ , is С a t position 
(x,y,z). 
A difference electron density map in Pi, derived from ρ , will contain: 
! . P 
- missing parts of the molecule (i.e. ¡ ;. 
- the complete symmetry related molecule (i.e. Q ) at 
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(2t -χ, 
χ 
2t -ζ) where (t , 
ζ χ 
t ) constitute a vector over 
ζ 
2t -y, 
У ζ χ У 
which ρ should be shifted (with a minus sign) to the true position. 
Ρ 
Alternatively it can be seen as the true position of the centre of 
symmetry. 
Figure la shows the situation. 
Figure la: Misptaoed two-dimensional structure in PI. 
Known parts are shown by . 
Unknown parts are given by 
True ровгігоп zs дг еп by }-' . 
* : true position of aentre of symmetry. 
Now, instead of using ρ . ,, ρ is used as a search fragment. 
p(s) ts 
ρ (i.e. r and Q ) is obtained in reciprocal space by adding 
vectors F and F in PI. Application of symmetry operation s will give 
ρ , which is used as search fragment (see Fig. lb). Translation of 
ρ through the complete density map, is the convolution of the map 
with itself. Apart from the additional overlap of part 
I , the 
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contribution of the generated fragment I (see Fig.lb) to the correct 
translation vector is em advantage. 
The above can be formulated as : 
Q(q)=¿-L F* (h)F (h)exp[-2iTi h.a] (*) . 
-*• v , ts — r — — 
where: F^ (h)=F (h)+F (h) 
t - ρ — r — 
F,. (h)=F4.(h )ехр[2тгі h.t ] ts — t —s s 
In (*) F may be replaced by F as well. 
However, there is a clear disadvantage of the alternative. Application 
of s on one complete molecule will not only generate the symmetry 
related equivalent of that molecule, but, in case of more than one 
molecule in the cell, symmetry related equivalents for other molecules 
are obtained as well. Thus the probability of obtaining strong, 
Figure lb: Results of application of symmetry operation Ί to the 
total structure of Figure la. 
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incorrect (i.e. not leading to the correct translation vector) overlap 
is highly increased. However, from the characteristics of a closed 
group of symmetry operations we know that any additionally generated 
fragment by operation s (related to the first molecule by s', where 
s'^s) will overlap with a third molecule (related to the first 
molecule by s'Vs'^s) after shifting over the correct vector. Yet, this 
effect is undone by an increased probability of obtaining incorrect, 
coincidental overlap from the large number of "search" fragments in the 
cell. 
The new technique is advisable in those space groups containing one 
symmetry element (e.g. PÏ, P2 , Pc, etc.) where in "normal" TRADIR 
practice only one indication for the correct translation vector is 
obtained. 
Preliminary test results on a 20-atom P2.2 2 structure support the 
assumptions about the characteristics of this alternative approach. 
9.2 Détermination of the relative positions of two independent 
fragments in PI 
In case of independent molecules in the cell, the orientation of the 
molecules can be found rather easily by well-known orientation search 
methods (see Chapter 2). A more difficult problem is the location of 
the vector linking the molecules and determination of the relative 
positions of the fragments with respect of each other. In such cases 
TRADIR can be used also: 
i. execute the TRADIR procedure, with exception of the EXTRA sub-
program (see Chapter 10) for each of the fragments independently. 
The fragment specific results (phaseddifference structure factors) 
are used in one Fourier synthesis. 
ii. in case of two structures, denoted as 1 and 2: 
a. using results of fragment 1, the Fourier map will contain 
missing parts of 1 and the complete 2. 
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TRADIR will calculate the Q-function Q 
Q 1 2
= F T [ptlpZ] (pi· . inverse Fourier transform) 
ρ r 
From Qi2» 3.12 c a n ^e derived. q]2 determines the relative 
position of 1 and 2. 
b. Using 2 as input to TRADIR, we obtain: 
Q 2 1 _ F T ~ Γρ*
2
ρ
1] 
ρ r 
From Q 2 1, 321 ^ 3 obtained. 
Since 221 and ддг are identical vectors in opposite directions 
(3.12=-321» w e c a n calculate one Fourier transformation for a Q-
function by simultaneous use of the coefficients: 
Q=FT [F* 2F^+F^F* 2] 
ρ r ρ r 
The maximum in the Q-function should occur at the correct vector 
321-
It is expected that this technique could strongly benefit from experi­
ments as described in 9.1. 
Experimental work showing the use of strengthened translation functions 
for this type of problems will be carried out in the future. 
Note: a symmetry reduction of £ to t-components (see Chapter 5) is not 
necessary in this case. 
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CHAPTER 10 : COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS OF STRENGTHENED TRANSLATION 
FUNCTIONS 
General introduction 
In this chapter computational details of the TRADIR program system are 
described. The program is designed to perform all procedures automati­
cally, resulting in a synthesis of Q-maps. 
Existing programs: 
i. DIRDIF (Beurskens, Bosman, Doesburg, Gould, Van den Hark, Prick, 
Noordik, Beurskens and Parthasarathi, 1981) 
ii. EXFFT and SEARCH of MULTAN78 (Main, 1978) were incorporated in the 
TRADIR system. 
10.1 The TRADIR system 
The system consists of the following subprograms, presented here in the 
order in which they are executed. 
1. ENTER: input of crystallographic data and preliminary calculations. 
(See Chapter 3). 
2. EXPAND: expand the reflection data to account for one complete 
half sphere. The stored symmetry information is adjusted to the 
"reduced" space group. 
(i.e. adjust Laue symbol, polarity, unique axis setting and centro-
symmetry key. Set the redundancy factor to 1.00 for all atoms and 
set ε=0 for all reflections). 
3. SFANDB: structure factor calculations and scaling (see Chapter 3). 
4. DIFTAN: phase refinement and phase extension (see Chapter 3). 
5. EXTRA: after symmetry inspection, calculate coefficients for the 
synthesis of the Q -maps. Interpret the maps in terms of peaks. 
Reduce the peaks to possible components of the translation vector 
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and combine the results. 
The subprogram EXTRA exists of the following substeps: 
5A. analyze the complete symmetry to determine the "dimensionality" 
of the Q -maps and the reflection indices that are used in the 
calculation of coefficients F* (h) F (h). 
ps - r -
Recapitulation from 
Ch.5: The dimensionality of the Q-map can be derived from eq.(14). 
The component in the expression for ^  with a null value gives the 
direction in which the Q-function is constant. 
The corresponding reflection index is only used for the calculation 
of phase modulations caused by translational symmetry. The 
coefficients for the Q-functions are stored as two-dimensional 
or one-dimensional reflections. 
The necessary parameters are obtained as follows: 
I. Triclinio, monoclinic and orthorhombic space groups: for each 
symmetry operation the diagonal elements R (i,i) of the rotation 
matrix R are checked. 
s 
The following cases can be distinguished: 
- one negative element R (i,i); one-dimensional O-map is 
s 
calculated (search on m, afb,c,n,d). Then, determine the index 
i(=1,2,3) of the negative diagonal element. The Q-map is variable 
in the direction, associated with i and constant in the two other 
directions. 
- two negative elements R (i,i). A two-dimensional Q-map is 
s calculated (search on 2,2.). Then, determine j of the only 
positive diagonal elemei 
corresponding direction 
three negative elements 
calculated (search on 1 in origin). 
II. Space groups with symmetry higher than orthorhombic. 
In such space groups R may contain off-diagonal elements ^0 if 
the symmetry operation is more than twofold (i.e. 3,4 or 6-fold) 
ement R (j,j). The Q-map is constant in the 
s 
- R (i,i). A three-dimensional map is 
s 
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The dimensionality of the Q-map cannot be determined with the 
above procedure. 
/ O Ï 
Example: If R = I 1 I O ) (positive 120 rotation along 
\ 0 0 
3±-axis //c). 
According to eq. (14) of Ch. 5, cj has the general 
expression: q = -(t +t , 2t -t , 0) where t ,t are 
* ^ χ y γ χ χ y 
components of the translation vector t . 
Thus, a two-dimensional map is to be calculated in the 
x- and y-directions. 
The general approach is the determination of the directions of 
the Q-map in which "mixed" components occur. We refer to a 
component as being "mixed" if from a component of a vector cj. 
two or more directional components for t^  can be obtained. 
Example : in the above example x- and y-directions of the Q-map 
are "mixed" components. 
After the determination of the number of "mixed" components 
from the number of off-diagonal elements R (i,j) with a value 
s 
^ 0, three cases are distinguished: 
- three "mixed" components; this automatically leads to a three-
dimensional Q-map. 
- two "mixed" components; this results in either a two-
dimensional or a three-dimensional Q-map. This choice is based 
on the sign of the diagonal elements R (i,i) in the axial 
s 
direction not being a "mixed" component. A negative value for 
R (i,i) implies a three-dimensional search, while a positive 
sign gives a two-dimensional search. 
- one "mixed" component. If all diagonal elements R (i,i), not 
s 
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being the "mixed" component, equal +1, a one-dimensional Q-map 
is prepared. If only one of the two elements is -1, a two-
dimensional map is prepared. A three-dimensional map is 
calculated if both diagonal elements are -1. 
Set up a symmetry multiplication table which gives the structure 
factor F (h) from the associated F (h )-structure factor for each ps - ρ -s 
symmetry operation s. For a specific Q ,-map multiplication of the 
rotation matrix R „, generating reflection h „ from h, with the 
rotation matrix R , will give a new rotation matrix, R ,... 
s ε' ' ' 
This matrix must be an existing symmetry operation for that space 
group. The ranking number (s''1) of the resulting operation is 
stored as an element of a sxs matrix, where s is the total number 
of symmetry operations. 
Example: Space group P3 (3i//£) 
Symmetry operations s'=(l, s=3) are defined: 
s' 
h (h к 1) (к i 1) (i h 1) 
—s 
where i=-(h+k) 
The 3 x 3 multiplication table, consisting of 9 s'1'-
values from nine(R ,,,ΞΗ ,'Κ ,,)-multiplications, is: 
Thus, for the calculation of the Q ,_ -map, structure 
factors F p ^ j O ü ) , F ^ . ^ m / a n d Fp(sl=2) (Jü) 
should be available. The results can be derived from 
the above multiplication table (column 2) and are 
F (hj), F (ha) and F (hi), respectively. The phases of 
Ρ Ρ — Ρ — 
the resulting structure factors are modulated by 
2irl/3 radians. 
Another example of the use of a symmetry multiplication table can 
be found in Chapter 6. 
5C. Space is reserved for temporary storage during the calculation of 
the one- and two-dimensional coefficients. 
If coefficients C(hk) are calculated 
(h +1) (2k +1) words are reserved, where h and 
max max max 
к are maximal values of h and к for all measured reflections 
max 
(hkl) . 
This reservation only allows positive values for index h. This is 
compensated by applying Friedels law, if necessary. 
For one-dimensional coefficients C(l) a space of (1 +1) words is 
r
 max 
reserved. 
5D. Reflections resulting from subprogram DIFTAN are read in. Results 
for Friedel related reflections are generated. 
Reflections are processed in batches of groups (hj »hg h )· 
For special reflections, with multiplicity e φ 1 (in the complete 
space group), the number of reflections in the group is reduced 
by a factor ε. 
After the calculation of phases and amplitudes for all reflections 
within one group, three-dimensional coefficients are always 
immediately available. 
One- and two-dimensional data, to be used in the coefficients for 
one- and two-dimensional Q-maps, are temporarily stored. 
Example: Space group P3i; for the group hi=(hkl), h2=(kil) and 
h3-(ihl), coefficients for the Q _ -map are calculated: 
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hi: F* (hi) F (h) = F*(ho) F (hi) exp -^ 
—* p2 — r —1 Ρ r — 3 
2πί1 
ίχ: F*2 (h2) Fr(h2) = F*(h3) F^h^) exp — 2π11 
Ьз: F*2 (ha) Fr(h3) = F*(hi) Рг(Ьз) exp — 
These results are stored as : 
2тгі1 
Reflection Amplitude 
hi Fp(h2).Fr(hi 
ha 
ÎL3 
Fp(h3).Fr(h2) 
Phase (radians) 
Ф
г
(2ц)-Фр(Ь2)] 
Φ (i^)-Φ (Ьз)( 
F (h!).F (ha) 
Ρ — r —
3 
Stored 
for 
reflection 
hko 
kio 
φ Шз)-ф (h1)l+ iho 
Thus all contributions from reflections with different 1-
value, but identical h and к indices, are vectorially 
added to evaluate the coefficients for the two-
dimensional map. 
After all reflections are processed accordingly, final results for 
the one- and two-dimensional coefficients are calculated. In this 
stage coefficients for all Q-maps are available. 
Calculate the Fourier series for the synthesis of the Q -map. One-
and two-dimensional maps are calculated with grid steps of 0.3 and 
0.4 A respectively. For a three-dimensional map, an adapted version 
of the EXFFT-program is used. 
Interpret the maps and sort the peaks on peak heights. Remove peak 
"shoulders" from the peak profiles. For the one- and two-dimensional 
maps the interpolation method of Booth (Booth, 1948) is used. For 
the three-dimensional maps the SEARCH program (Main, 1978 ; a fit 
of a quadratic function to 19 points) is used. 
5H. Reduce the peak coordinates to components of possible translation 
vectors (eq. (14), Ch.5). This is only done for twofold syrametry 
operations. For higher-order symmetry elements the coordinates 
of peaks from the Q-amps may be "mixed" components (see A.II). 
In such cases results from different Q -maps or different 
coordinates from one Q -map, are evaluated simultaneously to 
obtain indications for components of t^. 
Example: The general expression for peaks in the two Q -maps in 
PSj are: 
Q . : q = -(t +t , 2t -t ,0) 
s=2 -1· χ у у х 
If q and q are found, t and t can be evaluated. 
χ ^y χ у 
Q : £ = -(2t -t , t +t ,0) (*) 
s=3 -^  χ у χ у 
t and t , as obtained from the Q -map, are 
χ y s=2 
substituded in (*). The resulting q^  should be a 
prominent vector in the Q .-map. 
S=J 
For such higher symmetry the evaluation of t-components is still 
non-automized: the following step 51 is not executed. 
51. For searches on two-fold symmetry operations (which comprises all 
triclinic, monoclinic and orthorhombic space groups), indications 
for t-components are combined to obtain a vector that is 
consistent with the result from each individual Q -map. 
If indications from two maps for a specific component are within 
0.4 A, they are averaged*. Special procedures take care of a 
correct comparison of two indications close to resp. 0.0 and 0.5, 
which should be averaged if within 0.4 A. 
*A weighted averaging (with weights proportional to the peak heights in 
the Q-maps from which the contribution is obtained) is probably the 
best procedure. This has not yet been implemented. 
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Example: Space group P2i/c; see Chapter 5, Table 1. 
The first indication for tg from the Q --map gives 
components XQ and Zg. In the list of possible ^-vectors 
from the three-dimensional Q ~-map "identical" 
S=' 
components Xj and Z] compared with Xg and Zg, are 
searched for. If Jbund, these indications for X and Ζ 
components are averaged. The Yj-component from the 
Q _ -map is compared with the rasults from the one-
dimensional Q .-map. If an Y-component from this map 
"coincides" with Yj, a complete three-dimensional 
alternative for t is found. The routines I is restarted 
with the next probable χ and ζ components from the 
Q
s=2-map. 
This procedure prevents omitting vectors with low 
reliability in the Q __-map while the indications from 
the Q _,- or Q _ -maps are very reliable. 51 is also 
restarted with the next vector from the Q „-map, if 
s=¿ 
neither from the Q _ - nor from the Q _ -map, coinciding 
indications for common directions can be found. 
In this way every thinkable combination is checked. The result is 
a list of proposed vectors for t_g , rankend according to their 
summed peak heights. When in a first trial no combined vectors can 
be obtained, the process is restarted with a larger threshold 
value for the combining of components (e.g. 0.6 A). This option 
is especially useful when small starting fragments are used. In 
the resulting smeared-out electron density clouds in the DIHDIF 
Fourier map, a maximum cannot always be uniquely determined. 
Both DIRDIF and TRADIR systems are written in Fortran IV for an 
IBM 370/158 machine. It is hoped that programs are as computer 
independent as possible. The programs are available on request in 
the form of a magnetic tape for IBM- and CDC-users. 
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SAMENVATTING 
Het doel van de structuuranalyse door middel van diffractie van 
röntgenstraling aan kristallen is het verkrijgen van een gedetailleerd 
beeld van de atomaire opbouw van de kristallen. Als gevolg van de grote 
mate van ordening in een kristallijne stof kan in principe de positie 
van elk atoom in de drie-dimensionale ruimte bepaald worden. Door de 
verschillen in positie van de atomen ten opzichte van de invallende 
röntgenbundel ontstaan faseverschillen tussen de gediffracteerde stra-
ling. Deze fase-informatie is in de regel niet meetbaar maar wel nood-
zakelijk voor het uitvoeren van een mathematisch procédé (Fourier-
sommatie) dat informatie verkregen uit intensiteitsmetingen van ge-
diffracteerde röntgenbundels transformeert naar geometrische informatie. 
Dit fase-probleem wordt meestal op één vem de twee volgende manieren 
opgelost: 
- directe methoden. 
Met behulp van statistische methoden kunnen fasen bepaald worden met 
een berekende waarschijnlijkheid. Hoewel de relaties waarop deze 
methoden berusten vaak uitermate complex van aard zijn, zijn de 
uitgangspunten van de directe methoden tamelijk simpele, algemeen 
aanvaarde fysische eigenschappen. Juist de afwijkingen van het ideale 
model kunnen leiden tot onnauwkeurige en onbetrouwbare resultaten. 
- Patterson methoden. 
Informatie over posities van atomen wordt verkregen door inspectie 
van een speciale dichtheidsraap, de zogenaamde Patterson map. De pie-
ken in deze map corresponderen met de posities van alle interatomaire 
vectoren. De map is berekend uit een Fourier-sommatie met de waarge-
nomen intensiteiten als coëfficiënten. 
De hoogten van de pieken zijn evenredig met de gewichten van de be-
treffende atomen. Posities van pieken die het gevolg zijn van 
symmetrie-gerelateerde zware atomen kunnen herleid worden tot ato-
maire posities. Met behulp van deze posities kunnen fasen berekend 
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worden die op hun beurt weer dienen als startpunt voor verdere 
s tructuurbepaling. 
De Patterson-technieken spelen ook een grote rol bij de bepaling 
van de oriëntatie en/of positie van een fragment met bekende 
geometrie. 
Hoofdstuk 2 beschrijft beide technieken. 
Ondanks de sterke automatisering van beide technieken van kristalstruc-
tuurbepaling, die veelal leidt tot een routinematige structuurophelde-
ring, kan een aantal structuren slechts na veel moeite bepaald worden. 
Het Nijmeegse directe methoden-onderzoek heeft zich gedurende de laat-
ste jaren vooral gericht op een snellere en meer geautomatiseerde be-
paling van deze zogenaamde probleemstructuren. Hierbij speelt het 
programmapakket DIRDIF een belangrijke rol. Dit berust op de toepas-
sing van directe methoden bij het bepalen van een fase van de verschil-
structuurfactoren. De verschilstructuurfactor is het verschil tussen 
de waargenomen structuurfactor en de partiële structuurfactor, die op 
grond van een bekend deel van de structuur berekend kan worden. Bij 
conventionele verschil Fourier-methoden wordt een fase voor de 
verschilstructuurfactor berekend met de aanname dat de echte structuur-
factor dezelfde fase heeft als de berekende partiële structuurfactor. 
In DIRDIF wordt getracht de fase te verbeteren tot, indien haalbaar, 
de onbekende ware fase van de waargenomen structuurfactor door de 
toepassing van directe methoden op de verschilstructuurfactoren. Deze 
aanpak is vooral effectief in die gevallen, waarin conventionele 
technieken moeilijk toepasbaar zijn (klein bekend fragment; fragment 
vertoont extra symmetrie of ligt op symmetrie-element). Hoofdstuk 3 
beschrijft de DIRDIF-strategie en laat zien dat de zogenaamde DIRDIF 
Fourier maps superieur zijn aan conventioneel berekende Fourier maps. 
Bij probleemstructuren speelt de toekenning van de centriciteit vaak 
een grote rol bij de succesvolle bepaling van een complete structuur. 
De centriciteit van het reeds bekende deel van de structuur kan ver-
schillend zijn ten opzichte van de echte ruimtegroep. 
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Door een evaluatie van de statistische eigenschappen van genormali-
seerde verschilstructuurfactoren is het mogelijk de centriciteit van 
de verschilstructuur te voorspellen en wel zoveel mogelijk onafhanke-
lijk van de centriciteit van het reeds bekende deel van de structuur. 
De aanpak wordt geïllustreerd door toepassing op een groot aantal 
structuren en is beschreven in Hoofdstuk 4. 
Aangezien DIRDIF een betere berekening van een verschilstructuur in 
de directe ruimte mogelijk maakt, moet het a priori mogelijk zijn de 
resulterende DIRDIF Fourier ruimte te gebruiken voor de plaatsbepaling 
van een correct georiënteerd fragment in de cel. Hiertoe wordt DIRDIF 
niet gebruikt in de ruimtegroep van de structuur, maar in PI of een 
gecentreerd equivalent hiervan. Omdat de positie van het bekende 
fragment nu niet afhankelijk is van de plaats van de symmetrie-
elementen, kan DIRDIF toegepast worden op dit fragment. Dit levert, 
na Fourier sommatie, de posities van de syimnetrie-gerelateerde frag-
menten. Door vergelijking van deze posities met bekende posities kan 
de plaats van de symmetrie-elementen bepaald worden. Vervolgens moeten 
deze verschoven worden naar posities die in overeenstemming zijn met 
de posities zoals die gegeven worden in bijvoorbeeld International 
Tables. Omdat de fragmenten meeschuiven zijn deze nu ook correct ge-
positioneerd ten opzichte van de oorsprong van het coördinatenstelsel 
en kan de structuur verder bepaald worden. 
In de praktijk vindt deze operatie plaats in de reciproke ruimte van-
wege een gemakkelijkere hanteerbaarheid van de algorithmen. Het re-
sultaat is een map (Q-map) met een hopelijk sterk maximum. Uit de 
positie hiervan kan de translatie-vector afgeleid worden. Hoofdstuk 5 
geeft de formules en toont enige eerste testresultaten. 
De Hoofdstukken 6, 7 en 8 gaan in extenso in op de karakteristieken 
van de in Hoofdstuk 5 gedefinieerde versterkte translatiefuncties. 
Tevens wordt aangegeven onder welke omstandigheden een optimaal re-
sultaat kan worden verwacht. Zo wordt in Hoofdstuk 6 de afhankelijk-
heid van het resultaat getoond ten opzichte van de grootte en de 
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kwaliteit van het bekende fragment en het aantal voorafgaande fasever-
fijningsronden. Hoofdstuk 7 beschrijft de toepassing op een structuur 
met hoge interne regelmaat. In Hoofdstuk θ wordt o.a. een methode ge­
formuleerd die een identificatie van eventueel foutieve atomen in het 
bekende deel van de structuur mogelijk maakt. Dit leidt tot een be­
trouwbaardere beginstructuur. 
Om de resultaten van de versterkte translatiefuncties te verbeteren, 
is in Hoofdstuk 9 een methode aangegeven die de gewenste overlap 
tussen symmetrie-gerelateerde electronendichtheden verhoogt ten opzichte 
van toevallige overlap. Dit resulteert in een betere bepaling van de 
translatievector. 
Tenslotte bevat Hoofdstuk 10 een beschrijving van het geautomatiseerde 
programmapakket TRADIR, waarin de versterkte translatiefuncties samen 
met DIRDIF zijn verwerkt. 
Geconcludeerd kan worden dat versterkte translatiefuncties een be­
langrijk hulpmiddel kunnen zijn bij de bepaling van probleemstructuren. 
Door het relatief gemakkelijke gebruik kan een 'non-expert' 
kristallograaf een belangrijke tijdwinst boeken door deze functies in 
combinatie met directe methoden en/of Patterson-technieken toe te 
passen. 
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